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on Sept. 1. 
The action 
was the first 
of 30 to be 
held this 
month. 
SEPT. 5, 1991 
FREE 
CBW(Tonee Harbert 
AIDS is no vacation in K'port 
Has George gone fishing while people are dying? 
• By Andy Nl!Wman 
On Sunday, Sept. 1, more than 1,500 people from the 
AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, or ACT UP, de-
scended upon Kennebunkport with a message for 
President Bush. At a press conference preceding a 
march to Bush's summer reSidence, Jon Greenberg of 
ACT UP-New York delivered that message: "We've 
corne to Kennebunkport on this Labor Day weekend, 
Mr. Bush, to tell you that this year like the last 10 years 
there has been no vacation from AIDS ... There is no 
vacation for hundreds of thousands of people who will 
die because of your murderous, deliberative negli-
gence." 
The protest has been called the biggest to hit 
Kennebunkport since Bush became president. An 
estimated 200 state, local and county police patrolled 
the event. The police closed streets in the town, while 
merchants bemoaned losing business on Labor Day 
weekend. The national press pool that happened to be 
in Kennebunkport covering Bush reported on the event. 
The ACT UP activists maintained that Bush has 
failed to take a leadership role in the fight against 
AIDS. Or, as ACT UP said in a flyer circulated at the 
event: "(Bush's) own National Commission on AIDS 
says, 'The patchworked, ill-planned, and poorly 
implemented system of (AIDS) care that now exists 
should no longer be tolerated.' Why does he ignore 
advice from the experts he appointed to tell him what 
to do?" 
How did Bush respond to the claims that he was 
ignoring the AIDS crisis? 
He ignored them. Despite rumors that he would 
address the protesters face-to-face, Bush did not and 
was reported to have spent the afternoon inside his 
horne, relaXing. When Bush did hold a press conference 
the day after the protest, he said he favored "behavioral 
change" among individuals over the changes the 
protesters suggested he implement. 
Alld Bush was clearly irked at ACT UP's antics. "To 
the degree the message hit some little merchant in 
Kennebunkport on the best weekend possible and 
caused that person to close his doors, I got that part of it 
and didn't like it," Bush said. 
Continued on page 8 
Hot time in the bluegrass 
• By W.D. Cutlip 
Friday afternoon at about 5 p.m. Aug. 30, the 14th 
annual Thomas Point Bluegrass Festival in Brunswick 
appeared to be well underway. To a detached and 
cynical observer, a person (let us say) with a mild 
aversion to banjo music, the whole experience up to 
that point might as well have been just an excuse for 
people to wear straw hats and yell "yee-ha." In fact, 
after two hours of rebel yells and almost nonstop 
banjo rolls, it seemed to me that I had walked into 
some kind of com oil orgy - "Hee-Haw" without 
commercials. 
Carl Nelson fiddles onstage Aug. 31 as the 
Bluegrass Nation listens at Thomas Point. 
Then Ron McCoury, onstage with the Del 
McCoury Band - the festival's top-rated act- broke 
into an extended mandolin solo on an old fiddle tune 
called "Dusty Miller." And somewhere, somehow, a 
switch was flipped and the whole festival thing came 
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on like a light ... 
McCoury, winding out his mandolin like a fast car 
onan open stretch of road, had the audience leaning 
into the curves with him as he went over and across 
and around the melody - stating it heavy and plain 
here, chopping it up into 64th notes there, tossing out 
every third note on the next time through. He rolled 
that tune over and up and down and around until, 
with a final burst of fiery syncopation, the band 
stopped - and the "yee-ha's" split the air. 
And there it was, folks: the high point of the 
festival. Time to pack up the kids and go home, right? 
Wrong. Because the fun was just starting. The real 
draw of a bluegrass festival is not the stage; it's what 
happens later, back in the woods among the tents, 
trailers and mosquitos - on the sovereign soil of the 
great Bluegrass Nation. 
Continued on page 10 
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Cyc/eMania 59 Federal St. Portland 
A review of the top news stories affecting 
Greater Portland: Aug. 28 through Sept. 3, 1991. 
Labor Day traffic fuels widening foes 
After opponents of the Maine Turnpike widening project 
watched traffic whiz along the turnpike on Labor Day weekend, 
they concluded once again that the $100 million project is 
unnecessary. 
Alan Caron of the Campaign for Sensible Transportation, the 
group sponsoring a November referendum to defeat the project 
and establish what it calls sensible transportation alternatives, 
said volunteers monitored the turnpike and tollbooths for 
congestion throughout Labor Day. 
"There wasn't much congestion," Caron reported. "From 1 to 
3 p.m" the traffic was reduced to 45 miles per hour, but that 
was very short-term." And if a day as touristy as Labor Day 
isn't congested, said Caron, then "the bottom line is there's no 
reason to spend $100 million to widen that road." 
But proponents of widening the turnpike say Caron is 
speeding to conclusions. "Looking at traffic on (Labor Day) tells 
you nothing about what traffic will be like four years down the 
road," said Robert Deis, a supporter of the widening project. 
Deis's group, the Coalition for ResponSible Government, 
held a news conference on Aug. 29 to announce that along with 
disliking the two--laned turnpike, they disliked their own name. 
The group will now be known as The Vote NO on #1 Coalition. 
Explained Vote NO on #1 spokesperson Barbara Trafton: "We 
want to make it clear which side we are on." 
And more people are joining Trafton's side. Former Gov. 
Kenneth M. Curtis, who now heads the Maine Maritime 
Academy and is honorary co-chairman of anti-referendum 
forces, criticized the referendum supporters for "pursuing no-
growth policies_" Curtis spoke on Aug. 29 at the site of a 
proposed $2.5 million reconstruction project on Route 196 in 
Lewiston, a project he said would be be blocked by approval of 
the referendum, which would also establish a new transporta-
tion policy. 
Maine bankers have also hopped on the turnpike-Widening 
bandwagon. The Maine Bankers Association issued a statement 
on Aug. 29 announcing its opposition to passage of the ballot 
question, saying "it would delay or stop hundreds of much-
needed road improvement projects throughout the state." 
Sick sister may sink Coastal 
State banking officials want federal regulators to allow 
Portland-based Coastal Bancorp to continue operating as an 
independent bank if its sister bank in Connecticut is declared 
insolvent. 
State Banking Superintendent H. Donald DeMatteis said he 
believes a federal takeover of Connecticut-based Suffield Bank 
will come within 30 days. He said he and Suffield officials have 
asked federal regulators not to use Coastal's assets to cover 
losses at the troubled Connecticut bank. "My view is that it 
makes sense to let Coastal continue as a viable entity," 
DeMatteis sind. "I think that logic will prevail with the FDIC" 
Federal officials haven't indicated whether they will allow 
Coastal to remain in existence. By law, regulators must decide 
within two years of a seizure whether to use assets from one 
subsidiary to offset debts of other institutions owned by the 
bank holding company. 
Maine needs the competition Coastal provides with its 10 
branches in southern Maine, since the state has alread y lost 
Maine Savings Bank and Maine National Bank to federal 
takeovers. Assets of both of those banks were absorbed by fleet 
Bank of Maine. 
Coastal exceeds federal capital requirements, but Suffield 
Bank is far below that level. The Connecticut bank has been hit 
by a high number of delinquent real estate loans and now has a 
negative net worth, said Suffield Chief Executive Officer James 
H. Whittaker. 
DeMatteis contends that the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. 
couldn't sell Coastal for much in today's market. 
Suffield has tried unsuccessfully to sell its Maine subSidiary 
to give the holding company a cash infusion. 
The state banking superintendent commented on Coastal's 
future after regulators ordered the bank Aug. 29 to set aside 




A majority of the 500 
homeowners of the Bay 
Bridge Estates mobile horne 
park in Brunswick are 
attempting to buy the park 
from the Katahdin Corp., in 
which Portland developer 
Michael Liberty is a partner. 
The effort to buy the park 
is being spearheaded by the 
Bay Bridge Mobile Home 
Tenants Association, which 
was formed three years ago 
to fight increasing lot rents at 
the park. 
The association has 
gathered 200 signatures of 
homeowners who would buy 
into a cooperative ownership 
of the park, according to Scott 
Logan, president of the 
association. "We have a 
golden opportunity to make a 
community of our own," said 
Logan. "We see the ability to 
buy the park as an open door 
to control our destiny." 
The Katahdin Corp. is 
asking $9.8 million for the 
park, or $19,500 per lot, 
according to Logan. 
According to Kevin 
McCarthy, a spokesperson 
for Katahdin Corp., the park 
is being sold to allow "Bay 
Bridge Associates to obtain a 
fair price on their invest-
ment." Bay Bridge Associates 
is a limited partnership that 
was formed by Liberty to buy 
the park in 1987. 
Logan said members of the 
association will be meeting 
with the Maine State Housing 
Authority in the next few 
weeks to arrange financing 
for the purchase of the park. 
Under the co-op plan, 
homeowners would buy a 
share in the cooperative 
ownership of the park. Shares 
would range from $500 to 
$2,000, depending on the size 
and location of the homes. 
"The financing can be 
arranged," said Logan. "Our 
biggest hurdle is getting 
everyone to buy shares in the 
cooperative. And with 200 
already on board, we feci 
confident that we can get a 
majority." 
Bean stocks: B61M 
heirs win suit 
A jury ruled Aug. 28 that 
the sons of a murdered heir 
to the Burnham & Morrill 
• baked bean fortune are 
entitled to $1.2 million from 
their stepmother in an 
inheritance feud . 
Both sides claimed victory 
after the eight-day civil trial 
in Cumberland County 
Superior Court. And both 
sides said the case would be 
appealed to the Maine 
Supreme Judicial Court, 
The jury ruled that the 
sons' stepmother - Pauline 
Jessie Morrill - must 
provide them with $1.2 
million of her $1.4 million 
inheritance from the late 
Charles Sumner MorrillllI. 
Morrill, who married Jessie 
Morrill in 1971 after divorc-
ing his sons' natural mother, 
was shot four times and 
• Continued on page 4 
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SEPTEMBER 5-Sth 
510 Congress or Free St. entrance 
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Save 30-75% 
Over a million dollars in brand name ski equipment 
and ski clothing for the entire family 
Major Credit Cards Accepted • Shop Early for Best Selection 
(Quantities Limited) • Free on Site Mounting 
Hours: Weekdays 9-8, Sunday 9-6 
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Buckdancer's Choice is currently enrolling 
students for the fall teaching schedule. 
Teachers are available for almost any stringed 
instrument and any style of music! 
Faculty includes: 
BARRY YOUNG CARTER LOGAN 
DAVE DANIELS DAVE ROBERTS 
DENNIS SMITH PETER ALBERT 
Gust to name a few!) 
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computer classes for 
1-= __ children and adults_ 
Instruction is provided by 
experienced professionals. 
761-5614 
99 1/2 Congress St. Portland 
• Safe, Non-competitive Environment 
• Knowledgeable, Experienced Staff .Program Diversity 
• Centrally Located. An Individual Approach to your Needs 
Lifeline offers 'you 15 years of e:rperienCl! in providing 
personalrz.ed health arui fitness activities . .. 
Come join us this fall for your Lifeline experienCl!. 
~abililalion 
Call 780-4170 for more information and free brochures. 
() University of Southern Maine 
Bi!ji.ri!~;:~ inPi!~·~i,jJ~j;I'Qi? 'l* 
\})miJq~tS9;m;'lit~§PV;1? .. ,t,itt'-'" 
)f~ _. -)f:~1? Stephen Mackenzie can belp 
'~::1t:,i" )i{ 775'()()28 
Welcome to 
Casco Bay Weekly. 
These new and returning 
advertisers help support us 
in our endeavor to provide 
you with an alternative to 
the daily news. 
• Pat's Meat Mart, Portland 
• Hard Cider Farms, Falmouth 
• Maine Cottage Furniture, 
Yarmouth 
• Husson College, Portland 
• Robt. Thurrell, A Company 
of Timber Framers, Freeport 
• Clark's Unfinished 
Furniture, Scarborough 
• Global Village, Portland 
• D.S. Llllet, Fine Flowers, 
Portland 
• Center for Performance 
Studies, Portland 
• Continued from page 3 
killed at their Baldwin farm 
in 1987 by Jessie Morrill's 
former lover. James Savage 
was convicted of the killing 
and is serving a 30-year state 
prison sentence. 
Morrill's sons - Christo-
pher, Cruegar and Charles 
Sumner Morrill N - sued 
their stepmother contending 
that she broke an oral 
contract to share their father's 
inheri tance. 
Portland attorney Daniel 
Lilley, who represented the 
sons, contended in his closing 
argument that an agreement 
had been reached in several 
conversations following 
Morrill's death that the boys 
would recei ve famil y money 
and property in exchange for 
, not contesting the will 
leaving everything to jessie 
Morrill. 
Thomas Monaghan, the 
stepmother's attorney, 
countered that only vague 
references to sharing the will 
had been made. ''There was 
no agreement," he said. 
The jury deliberated about 
three hours before siding 
with the sons. 
"I've never had a case like 
this before," Lilley concluded 
on Aug. 29. "It's just like a 
movie." 
Pine Tree sues over 
child support 
A Portland legal services 
agency is suing the Maine 
Department of Human 
Services, charging that the 
state unfairly distributes 
child support payments to 
hundreds of families. 
The Pine Tree Legal 
Assistance suit, filed in U.S. 
District Court in Portland, 
focuses on payments made 
by absent parents to two or 
more families. The suit 
charges that the department 
lacks policies to ensure 
payments are divided fairly 
among the families. 
The class action suit cites 
the case of Colleen Frazier of 
Old Orchard Beach. Though 
the father of her child pays a 
total of $80 in child support 
per week, she receives $10 
while the mother of another 
child by the same father 
receives $70. 
Thomas Kelley, a legal 
services attorney, said Pine 
Tree filed the suit because 
DHS has done nothing to fix 
the problems. "What the 
department needs to do is to 
develop some rules and 
policy to ensure equitable 
treatment between families," 
Kelley said. He noted that the 
suit affects hundreds of 
single mothers, al though the 
number represents a small 
percentage of the 52,000 child 
support cases the state 
handles each year. 
Investor suits up 
with Mariners 
Frank DuRoss, a Utica, 
N.Y. businessman, has 
bought 50 percent of the 
Maine Mariners in the 
American Hockey League, 
but the deal won't solve the 
team's financial problems, 
officials said. 
DuRoss bought out the 
club's ]8 limited partners in a 
deal worth roughly $400,000 
and became a general partner 
with Ed Anderson, the team's 
top official since 1987. 
But Anderson warned that 
the deal doesn't mean the 
Mariners' financial problems 
have ended. The team lost 
about $200,000 last season, he 
said. ''The community needs 
to recognize that we need 
their support," he said in a 
news conference at the 
Cumberland County Civic 
Center, where the team plays. 
"We need to sell more tickets. 
We need to get more people 
in the building." 
Anderson also said that 
the Mariners were working to 
"firm up our relationship 
with the Boston Bruins ... I 
think the Maine Mariners and 
the Boston Bruins are a great 
marriage and I want to help 
make it a success. Anderson 
said the Mariners are in the 
final year of a five-year 
agreement to serve as a 
Bruins' affiliate. He said the 
team has presented the 
Bruins with a proposal to 
continue the affiliation on a 
long-term basis, with the 
Mariners remaining in 
Portland. 
GOP O'Meara 
prays on Prey 
The Maine GOP Chair-
man, Edward S. O'Meara, 
wants Senate President 
Charles P. Pray to give up his 
leadership post until he sorts 
out personal tax problems, 
but Pray dismisses the 
suggestion as politically 
motivated. 
O'Meara issued a state-
ment urging the Millinocket 
Democrat to "seriously 
consider stepping aside" after 
a Maine newspaper reported 
that the Internal Revenue 
Service had filed $54,000 in 
liens against sporting camps 
and a store owned by Pray. 
The Central Maine Morning 
Sentinel reported Aug. 27 that 
the two liens were filed with 
the PiscataquiS County 
RegiStry of Deeds. The liens 
involve non-payment of 
federal unemployment tax for 
employees at Pray's camps 
and Social Security deduc-
tions for employees' tax 
returns, the newspaper said. 
Pray acknowledged that 
the IRS had filed lien notices, 
and said he and the IRS were 
trying to work out how much 
in back taxes, if any, he owed. 
He said the filing of liens was 
a routine, procedural step. 
''The IRS and myself 
continue to work this out," 
said Pray. "I think the 
Republican Party is trying to 
politicize it... to distract the 
citizens of Maine from the 
mismanagement of the state 
by Gov. (John) McKernan," 
Pray added. He said the GOP 
"want(s) to be judge, jury and 
hangman." 
Juice box biz pays 
for recycling hype 
Two juice box manufactur-
ers and their ad agency have 
agreed to pay a total of 
$75,000 to 10 states under a 
settlement that prohibits false 
claims that the containers are · 
easy to recycle. The agree-
ment also permits state 
officials to screen future juice 
box advertisements for 
questionable environmental 
claims. 
The two companies, Tetra 
Pak Inc. and Combibloc Inc., 
and their ad agency, Lintas 
Inc., admitted no wrongdoing 
under the pact with the states 
announced Aug. 28. Juice box 
makers have been fighting 
Maine's ban on the contain-
ers, although the state wasn't 
involved in the settlement. 
The agreement came after 
the manufacturers ran ads in 
major newspapers last year 
that prompted concern from 
environmentalists that they 
were misleading consumers . 
One headline said, "Drink 
boxes are as easy to recycle as 
this page." Attorney General 
Robert Abrams of New York, 
one of the 10 states, said the 
juice containers were actually 
tough to recycle. The b(;xes, 
which are made of alumi-
num, plastic and paper, are 
difficult to separate under 
most U.S. recycling pro-
grams, he said. 
The other states involved 
in the settlement wi th the 
juice box makers were 
California, Florida, Massa-
chusetts, Minnesota, Mis-
souri, Tennessee, Texas, 
Washington and Wisconsin. 
Snack tax fattens 
state revenues 
What does the Maine State 
Legislature do when the 
chips are down? 
Tax chips. Snack-happy 
Mainers dug a little deeper 
starting Sept. ], when the 
state's 6 percent sales tax on 
potato chips, ice cream, 
cookies and other prepared 
goodies took effect. 
The new tax will generate 
part of the $400 million in 
new levies, the most far-
reaching tax hike in at least 
20 years - which the 
Legislature imposed earlier 
this summer to help balance 
the state's budget. 
A variety of munchies sold 
for consumption without 
further preparation, ranging 
from granola bars and frozen 
yogurt to ice cream sauces, 
cakes, pies and marshmal-
lows, are being taxed. But 
items some people think of as 
snacks, like bagels, dates and 
raisins, remain tax-free. 
Popped popcorn and pop-
corn cakes will be taxed, but 
unpopped popcorn will not. 
Walnuts purchased for 
baking are tax-exempt, but 
salted peanuts bought for 
snacks are not. 
• ConJillued Oil page 6 
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TONY MONTANARO 
& KAREN HURLL 
An Evening of 
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8:30 P. M .• Til: $10 
"Astonishing Talent 
and Ingenuity" 
8:30 P.M . • Til: $15 
Host of "Morning pro 
musica" with the 
Schuldman·Clark Duo 
3:00 P.M. • Til: $10 
Music & Dance By-The-Sea 
A Celebration of 
Ogunquit's 
Artistic Tradition. 
E~::b .4 ::::.e .~ -8 '5··ga· •• NlA't1t .C· •. E.si{.~ro .• -. ;r •. tl§ \:Q ••• § .4N·.·9~:.!I·l·P···gA¥H~. ·· U ~§ .• E.;:~,:·1 
Tickets Available at: Presented by: 
• OGUNQUlT INFO BUREAU 
U.S. RTE 1. just south of Ogunquit Square The Ogunquit 
• FANCY THAT, Main Street Community 
• OGUNQUIT CAMERA SHOP, Shore Road Center for the 
• THE GOLDEN PEARL, Shore Road 
• PIECE OF CAKE, Shore Road Performing Arts 
• MA PERKINS, Perkins Cove 
• PERKINS COVE CANDIES, Perkins Cove 
• OR AT THE DOOR 




l'At O~r Pricesl ycili.Can ReSt Easy." 
Mon •• Fo. 10-7 .Sat~ 10-5 • Closed Sunday 
c..=.:..:.:.:'=PARK=:=ING ::::::::F"'SI~: =-F~U~TON SALE 
6" 6" 8" 
All Colton Foam Core Foam Core 
Twin 67 84 101 
Full 101 
Quren 118 
QUEEN ~S1B5 ~ SAlf!S249 
--
8" Jumbo with 2 pillows. _ -... 
All cotton Futon. \ 
Lifetime guarantee on frame. 
One Week SpeCial 
While Supplies Last 
Solid Ash 
Spindle Bed 
Queen or Full 
8299 
Dresser. Mirror & Chest Available 




Oak with S' 
Foam Core 
Futon '10 year 
Guarantee 
Double Sleeper Complete 
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Southern Maine 10 
Blues Society LITTLE 
WOMEN 








II . -~\ II ,.,--: --<-
'iiip:- -Rte. 1, Dunston Corner, Scarborough 
--- Mon. - Sat. 9:30 - 5:30, Thurs. 'til 8:00 pm 
Pinetop Perkins 
Jerry Portnoy 
& the Legendary 
Blues Band 
8PM Tix $10/SM8S $9 
19 









Don't you think it's time . 
you tried the personals? 
To place a Casco Bay Weekly 
personal ad, call 775-6601. 
To respond to a Casco Bay Weekly 
personal ad, call1-900-370-2D41. 
Call costs 99¢ a minute. 
• Continued from page 5 
According to the newly 
enacted law, taxable snack 
food includes items sold for 
consumption without further 
preparation, or items which 
require no preparation except 
for addition of a liquid (like 
artificially flavored pow-
dered or liqUid drink mixes). 
Also included are foods not 
considered grocery staples, 
and food "that is not gener-
ally considered a major 
component of a well-bal-
anced meal." 
Processed fruit snacks, 
fruit rolls, fruit bars, pretzels, 
cheese sticks and cheese 
puffs, bread sticks, roasted 
nuts, doughnuts, cookies, 
crackers, pastries, toaster 
pastries, beef jerkies and pork 
rinds are on the list of what's 
taxable. 
Bob relief just 
"hot air"? 
President Bush's an-
nouncement that three Maine 
counties are eligible for 
federal relief for Hurricane 
Bob damages is "hot air," 
U.s. Rep. Thomas H. 
Andrews charged. Andrews, 
who represents southern 
Maine, said the Federal 
Emergency Management 
Agency has no money to 
repair public roads, bridges 
and drainage culverts 
damaged by Hurricane Bob 
on Aug. 19. 
He said Bush last month 
blocked congreSSional efforts 
to replenish FEMA's disaster 
account by threatening to 
veto the bill , The president on 
Wednesday declared York, 
Cumberland and 
Androscoggin counties 
eligible for assistance, though 
the amount of aid to repair 
them had yet to be deter-
mined. 
Losses to insured property 
in Maine amounted to about 
$21 million, while uninsured 
property losses were esti-
mated at $10 million. FEMA's 
coordinator for the recovery, 
Alfred A. Hahn, said proce-
dures for requesting assis-
tance would be announced 
soon in the stricken areas. 
But Andrews said relief to 
the Kurds, Turkey and Israel 
have a higher priority than 
disasters in the United States. 
"President Bush wants to 
play Winston Churchill 
abroad and Scrooge at 
home," said Andrews. "If he 
is serious about dealing with 
the emergency here in Maine, 
he should drop his opposi-
tion to the emergency 
spending bill. Maine doesn't 
need hot air, it needs help." 
The congressman said 
Aroostook County is still 
waiting for disaster relief 
from ice jams and flooding 
last April. Congress will 
consider another FEMA 
funding bill when it returns 
this month, he said. 
V 
I 
Meanwhile, state and 
municipal officials said they 
were relieved by Bush's 
declaration. "We're very 
pleased to have the federal 
money," said Gorham Town 
Manger Paul Weston. "The 
town of Gorham could ill-
afford the storm. We just 
don't have the cash." 
Report: economic 
outlook grim 
Maine's poor economic 
performance is expected to 
continue into the foreseeable 
future, according to a report 
that predicts no employment 
growth and a continuing 
decline in Maine's manufac-
turing sector through 1993. 
The report by the New 
England Economic Project 
also says the high cost of 
doing business in the region, 
a legacy of the 1980s boom, 
will stunt New England's 
economic growth until the 
costs of labor and real estate 
soften. 
The report projects that 
Maine's annual unemploy-
ment rate this year, which it 
pegs at 7.6 percent, will rise 
to 7.9 percent next year then 
sink to 7.7 percent in 1993. 
When the economy begins to 
show some signs of improve-
ment, the report says, 
employment increases are 
likely to be confined to non-
manufacturing jobs as 
manufacturing employment 
continues to decline through 
1993. 
Reported by Eric Hannelius, 
Andy Newman and the 
Associated Press 
weird news 
or When Portland police 
responded on Aug. 12 to Port 
Billiards' owner Lee Edwards 
sixth false alarm since April, 
they vowed to slap her with a 
$25 fine for wasting their 
time. But Edwards says that 
the false alarms weren't her 
fault because a friendly ghost 
tripped them. 
In a letter to local police, 
Edwards wrote: '1t may be 
unbelievable, but if you sat in 
here alone at 3 a.m. and 
heard the noises or saw the 
cue stick come off the wall, 
you might be inclined to 
believe it." 
Edwards said patrons 
have nothing to fear because 
the ghost is good, just 
mischievous. She believes her 
pool hall is haunted by the 
spirit of a man who was shot 
one floor above in the 
building. "We've decided 
he's a friendly ghost, happy 
to have a pool room here 
again since pool was his life," 
Edwards wrote police . 
"I appreciate her original-
ity," said Portland Police 
Chief Michael <:;hitwood. 
"But ghost or no ghost, she's 
still getting a notice in the 
mail next month." 
. , 
COOKIN 
The next time you attend an event at tbe Civic Center, why not 
make It a more memorable evening by dining at Katahdin before'the 
show? If you're looking (or a place to put you in the mood for 
whatever the night might bring, start your parry here. We're also 
open until 11 p.m. o~ Fridays and Saturdays for your late night 
dmmg enjoyment. We ve noticed that more and more people are 
coming by to unwind after the show. 
W ben we started out, our goal was to run a comfortable 
neighborhood restaurant with good food at reasonable prices. Judging 
from the responce, our concept was the right one at the right time. 
The excellent reviews we recieved in the Sunday Telegram and in 
the Boston Globe along with the influx of summer visitors have 
caused business to increase beyond our wildest expectations. It's been 
an exciting summer for us . However, now that it's past Labor Day we 
expect things to slow down a bit. This will give us time to catch our 
breaths and to begin implementing some of the eXciting new ideas 
we have for our menu, 
We have something for everyone here at Katahdin. It you're a 
ve~etarian, try our Lasagna filled with Tofu, Eggplant, carmelized 
OOlOns and pme nuts. If you ltke fIsh, how abOut our Pan Fried 
boneless Rainbow Trom or the Fillet of Sale stuffed with Shrimp? 
We have Fried ChIcken as well as Marinated Grilled Chicken Breast. 
And if yo~'re a meat and potatoes kind of person, you'Ulove the Pot 
Roast braIsed WIth Vegetables and Red Wine Gravy or the London 
Broil. These are just a few selections from our extensive menu. We 
also do our best to accommodate those who have special dietary 
needs. 
Whatever your choice for dinner, you'll want to save room for 
dessert. We have Buckles and Cobblers made from seasonal fruits and 
berries: Gretchen makes, w~>nderful ice cream and delightfully 
refreshmg sherbets. Danny s mtense Chocolate Mountain is a real 
crowd pleaser. All our desserts are made from scrarch. 
Our attentive and friendly staff is waiting to serve you here at 
Portland's most exciting new restaurant. So what are you waiting 
for? Come gi ve us a try. 
774-1740 
SPRING AND HIGH STREET 
MON-THURS 5PM . lOPM • FRI AND SAT 5PM . IIPM 
Katahdin has chosen nOt to participate in CBW's Talking Menu. 
••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • 





has moved to a 
NEW LOCATION 
58 WILMOT STREET 
• PORTLAND, ME 04101 ••••••••• = 
(207) 773-3434 












Come see our 
New Fall Collection 
- Always at Outlet Prices _ 
JONES NEWYORK 
FACTORY STORE 
31 MAIN STREET 
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ACT UP PROTEST 
Continued from front page 
Crashing Kennebushport 
At 11 a.m. on Sunday, Sept. 1, more than 1,500 protesters 
from the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power, or ACT UP, were 
gathered in Marketplace Square in Kennebunk. Men and .. 
women, old and young, gay and straight, the protesters testified 
to the fact that AIDS is not a "gay" disease but rather one that 
strikes indiscriminately and touches many. 
Many wore ACT UP T-shirts and pins that read 
"Silence=Death." Some carried signs that said "114,000 AIDS 
deaths. It'5 time for a national plan, George." 
The event marked the first of 30 days of ACT UP national 
actions targeting Bush. The actions will take place throughout 
A protester near Walker's Point sc:reams about the lac:k of funding for AIDS researc:h: 
the country and will culminate with a demonstration at the 
White House on Sept. 30. . 
Twelve bus loads of activists arrived from New York City, 
while acti vists also arrived from all over the Northeast. As 
many as 400 of the activists were Mainers, according to Jim 
Wise a coordinator with ACT UP-Maine. 
M~mbers of the national press, including major television 
networks, NewsweekrThe Boston Globe and The New York Time:-
all had reporters in Kennebunkport because Bush was vacation-
ing there. 
In a parking lot in Marketplace Square near the protesters: 
those reporters attended a morning press conference precedmg 
the march. ACT UP leaders explained that they were urgmg 
Bush to take stronger, more 
direct action in the AIDS 
crisis. The litany of criticism 
launched at Bush attacked his 
cuts in federal funding for 
AIDS, his disregard of a 
recommendation from a 
federal commission that he 
appoint a Deputy Secretary of 
HIV to coordinate national 
efforts to fight AIDS, and his 
failure to attend the 1990 
International Conference on 
AIDS that was held in San 
Francisco - the first time in 
the conference's seven-year 
history that the host nation's 
leader didn't attend. Finally, 
ACT UP leaders said they 
would present Bush with a 
comprehensive plan to end 
the AIDS crisis, a plan they 
had urged Bush to devise on 
his own. 
Not far from the press 
conference, a man named 
Robert Hilferty was beating a 
wooden drum with his 
hands. Hilferty is a film-
maker from New York City 
who made "Stop the 
Church," a documentary 
about ACT UP demonstra-
tions against a New York 
church that had hindered 
safe-sex education for 
teenagers as well as the 
availability of safe, legal 
abortions. The film was 
scheduled to air on public 
television Oocall yon WCBB-
TV Channel 10 on Aug. 27), 
but was dropped when 
executives at PBS ruled it too 
controversial. Hilferty, 30, 
wore wire-rimmed glasses, a 
red T-shirt and shorts. One 
might have expected him to 
be beating the drum angrily 
in the wake of the censoring 
of his film, but instead he 
seemed rather buoyant. As 
another drummer and 
someone with a tambourine 
joined him in an impromptu 
acoustic session, several men 
and women surrounded the 
men and danced. 
Near them, a papier-
mache pinata with a Presi-
dent Bush rubber mask had 
been hung from the limb of a 
tree. While an activist 
whacked the pinata with a 
toy golf club, onlookers 
chanted, "Bush goes golfing, 
we die." When the pinata 
broke, the contents that 
spilled onto the street 
,; 
.. 
Protesters marc:h down Port Road into Kennebunkport. 
included condoms, pictures of people who have died of AIDS, 
fake $20 bills with "Pump up the AIDS budget" printed on the 
back, and plastic chips urging people to call Bush in Washing-
ton and "demand leadership." 
Taking it to the streets 
When the march finally began at 11:15 a.m., the activists 
walked from Marketplace Square into downtown 
Kennebunkport. While merchants, tourists and local residents 
lined the sidewalks of the quaint town, the activists pointed at 
them and shouted, "How many people have to die, before you 
join the fight?" 
But some of the merchants and tourists were more inclined 
to fight the protesters than join them. When the protesters 
passed by a Sunoco station on Port Road, Mike Barlow, who 
pumps gas there, said: "We haven't been able to pump any gas 
today. I support their right to protest, but this is Labor Day 
weekend and the whole town had to shut down for this. This 
hurts local business and it hurts tourists." 
The march was not without its lighter moments. Two men 
dressed up as women, one claiming he was Barbara Bush, 
carried pinwheels they said were wands. Along the route of the 
march, they'd point to expensive items (a BMW, a yacht, a 
shore-front house), wave their wands and say, "Sell it! Sell it for 
AIDS care." 
Off the course of the parade, three members of ACT UP-
Maine - Jack Bragdon, Terry Dubois and Tess Ouellette-
broke into the South Congregational Church. As a crowd of 
about 300 protesters formed below, the threesome rang the bell 
and led chants from the bell tower, which they hung with a 
banner reading, "Ask not for whom the bell tolls." Michael 
Bellefountaine of Portland explained that the church had been 
targeted because church leaders refused to let ACT UP use a 
field near the church as "safe-space," a place where people with 
AIDS could go to rest or seek medical treatment during the 
protest. Bellefountaine characterized the refusal as "blatant 
AIDS phobia." More than 20 riot police arrived at the church 
wearing helmets and carrying long sticks. Some of the officers 
wore light-blue rubber gloves, draWing taunts from protesters. 
After nearly two hours, the threesome folded up their banner 
and left the church voluntarily. None of the three were arrested. 
Nearly three hours after they had begun, at about 2 p.m., the 
marchers were stopped by a blockade of more than 50 police 
one-half mile fr-om Bush's house on Ocean Avenue. The protest-
ers yelled "Shame!" repeatedly while pointing toward Bush's 
house. 
Then the protesters stopped about 60 feet shy of the block-
ade, where they unrolled a scroll with their 35-point plan to end 
the AIDS crisis. (See sidebar: A national plan.) 
Finally, the protesters staged a "die-in," in which they lay 
down silent and motionless, to symbolize the 114,000 people 
who have died of AIDS. Many of the protesters were carried on 
stretchers and laid at the feet of the police blockade. 
As the protesters were carried, the crowd was silent but for 
the sound of Robert Hilferty, who beat his drum slowly and 
mournfully near the police. Hilferty seemed unfazed that his 
fingertips were bleeding. 
After the die-in, Hilferty turned away from the house to 
return to the bus that had brought him from New York City. 
Asked if he had any feeling left in his bleeding fingers, Hilferty 
said "Yes." As he looked down at the white membrane of the 
drum that was pink with his own blood, he said, "These are the 
drums of rage and outrage." 
Andy Newmtm is News Editor of Casco Bay Weekly. 
Paul Babitts, left, and David Zinn, both of New York, 
kiss In front of South Congregational Churc:h. 
A national plan 
Members of ACT UP have outlined a national plan they are 
urging President Bush to implement. Key points of the ACT 
UP plan, as they appeared on literature circulated by ACT UP-
New York and ACT UP-Maine, include: 
• II Appoint a ... Director of HIV Disease to coordinate 
efforts to end the AIDS crisis. This Secretary must be selected 
by a committee representing the National Commission on 
AIDS, all groups affected by HIV disease, and people living 
with HIV disease." 
• "Support a program for universal health care ... " 
• "Ensure that education programs continue to be devel-
oped and implemented ... These must be age appropriate, 
language and culturally specific, non-discriminatory and non-
Judgmental... These programs must be non· homophobic, sex 
positive, and begin in pre-school and continue beyond grade 
twelve to all areas of the community ... The federal govern-
ment must oppose any attempts to limit the discussion or 
practice of same-sex relationships." 
• "Change the definition of AIDS to recognize infections 
that commonly occur in women and IV drug users (rather 
than) bar these people from access to health care and social 
services available to people with AIDS." 
• "Support adequate and consistent funding for a con-
tinuum of HIV prevention, treatment, care, and support 
services." 
• "Mandate that a portion of federal AIDS research funds 
be earmarked for trials of treatment without pharmaceutical 
sponsors. (And) mandate strict control over the pricing of 
drugs developed through federally subsidized research 
initiatives to eliminate the price-gouging and profiteering of 
the drugs by the pharmaceutical companies." 
• "Insist that HIV prevention also be taught and encour-
aged through the distribution of condoms, dental dams 
(used for oral sex) and clean needle exchange." 
• "Create housing opportunities for homeless persons 
living with HIV disease by fully funding the AIDS Housing 
Opportunities Act and all programs authorized oy the 
National Affordable Housing Act." 
• "Immediately remove any and all immigration restric-
tions on Individuals living with HIV disease and eliminate 
discrimination against foreign nationals with HIV disease 
living in the United States." 
• "Encourage Congress to eliminate the 24-month waiting 
period for Medicare eligibility .•. and increase (Medicaid/ 
Medicare) reimbursements to meet the needs of all persons 
living with HIV disease, especially to Include unapproved and 
alternative effective treatments and their ancillary costs." 
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//114,000 AIDS 
deaths. 
It's time for a 
national plan 
George. " 
A sign at protest 
Photographs by 
Tonee Harbert 
Ken Cooper of Brooklyn, N.Y., shows guests at a Kennebunkport motel a pic:ture of a 
friend who died from an AIDS-related illness. 
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Friends and strangers Jam together at a late-night, parking-lot picking sesslon_ 
HOT TIME IN THE BLUEGRASS 
ContinlWi from front page 
Back in the '30s, bluegrass music was taken from the hillbilly 
music tradition by a man named Bill Monroe, a native of 
Kentucky (the "Blue Grass State") and leader of the Blue Grass 
Boys. Bluegrass generally features a fast tempo, jazz-like 
improvisations and acoustic instruments - the five-string banjo 
being the instrument most often associated with it. 
Bluegrass enjoyed a brief period of prominence in the South 
after World War II. Radio play of bluegrass music peaked 
sometime around 1950, and never recovered. With the advent of 
country & western and the mass culture of rock 'n' roll, blue-
grass seemed destined for academic obscurity. 
Then in 1961, a man named Carlton Haney held the first 
bluegrass festival in Ruffin, North Carolina - and the Blue-
grass Nation, the world's first unconscious national entity, was 
born. 
And the thing grew; there are now hundreds of festivals all 
over the world that either welcome or feature bluegrass music 
_ no less than 74 of which are right here in the Northeast. 
Upon entering the Thomas Point Bluegrass Festival grounds, 
the newcomer has clearly trespassed on foreign soil- the 
Bluegrass Nation, in fact - a place in which you will find many 
things that are not often seen in the world at large, and some 
things so alien as to be unheard of. 
Take bluegrass fashions, for example. At the Thomas Point 
festival, at least half the people present wore clothing that 
harkened back to an ideal, rural, rustic past: feed caps, suspend-
ers, cowboy boots and cowboy hats. A lot of people just wore 
"street clothes," of course - interlopers, cowards and outsiders, 
mostly. Such persons were tolerated, but not deferred to, by the 
majority of veteran festival goers. 
Bluegrass consumerism is another unique feature of festival 
life. The most common items sold at the festival were CDs, 
records and tapes; most of the other stuff on sale had some 
nostalgic or folksy twist: cowpoke hats, leather belts featuring 
rustic scenes, genuine cowhide vizors, that sort of thing. 
Some people seemed to take the nostalgia bit a little too far . 
The "Enchanted Tee-Pee" sold large Canadian and American 
flags with Native Americans superimposed on them, pieces of 
parchment with ''Words of Wisdom For 99 Cents" (a polemic 
on the environment by Chief Seattle) printed on them and -
last but not least - small plastic bags containing "Bullets That 
Tamed The West." An interesting juxtaposition of items, to say 
the least. 
The most amazing product of bluegrass culture is not for 
sale. It's free, and is easily picked up, if you're not careful. It's 
that good 01' bluegrass lingo, the Southern accent, and every-
body - Canadians and New Englanders - was 'a talkin' it 
down to th' festival. 
It is a very weird thing indeed to hear a French-speaking 
person suddenly break out of a conversation in French to say 
something like ''Rhonda's 'bout to play, darlin'. Y'all run up to 
the shack and fetch yer daddy now, y'hear?" 
This may just be a byproduct of being immersed for a time in 
bluegrass culture. Even if you've never been south of the 
Mason-Dixon line, chances are good that, after spending just a 
few short hours listening to bluegrass music, you' ll probably 
start to talk southern English - a drawl here and a "y'all" 
there. 
Go to enough festi vals and you may even find yourself 
onstage one day, banjo in hand, dressed like a cowpoke and 
talking like a true child of the South. 
Stranger things have happened. 
Fans, festivals and festival fans 
Bluegrass audiences are notorious for being packed with 
experienced and adroit musicians; very often, the real talent at a 
festival can be found in the back rows or out in the parking lots. 
Chris Moore plays mandolin for the Fogg Brothers, a Port-
land-based bluegrass band. (Chris does not wear a cowboy hat 
_ not in public, anyway - and he only talks like Huckleberry 
Hound when he's onstage.) 
At this particular festival, Chris was just a typical spectator 
_ meaning he didn't play his instrument much more than 30 
/ 
hours all weekend. He is indeed a member in good standing of 
the Bluegrass Nation, a veteran of many festivals. 
"Goi~? to the/estivals is when you really start to get into it," 
he said .. Then It s no longer an idea; it's an experience. It's 
son:ethmg you can't explain until you go to one of the bigger 
festivals; hke Wm:erhawk (held every July in Ancram, New 
York). It s every bit as movmg as anything I've ever heard about 
Woodstock." 
That is ''Woodstock,'' as in the "Woodstock Nation" - a 
now-defunct hippie federation that is but a pale shadow of the 
Bluegrass Nation. The Woodstock Nation failed because it was 
a nation with many customs but no traditions; the Bluegrass 
Nation has no such weakness. 
"BI~;grass is a ~adition that's unique to this country," said 
Chns~ .u:~ If there s one thing that we need to keep alive and 
growmg, It s the few traditions we have left. That's one of the 
reas~ns people come together for bluegrass. Even if they can't 
say It, they know the value of it as far as what it's worth to the 
culture - which is not to ignore the fact that it's one hell of a 
good time to get together and do some pickin.'" 
The Breakneck Mountain Band came to Thomas Point to do 
some "pickin" on stage and, according to band members Nellie 
and. Joe Kennedy, the ~udience there was typical of bluegrass 
festivals: very knowledgeable and highly fanatical . 
"I used to play in a country rock band and we played dance 
music," said Nelli~. "People wanted you to play the same thing 
over and over agam so they could do their particular little 
dan~e. Bu: this crowd wants to listen. They want to hear what 
you ~e domg, and they ~eally appreciate it. These people have a 
passIOn for It. They'll dnve hundreds of miles to hear it." 
Nellie and Joe like festivals so much that, seven years ago, 
they started their own: the Breakneck Mountain Festival held 
mid-July in Crawford, Maine. ' 
"This is not a co~mercial music," said Joe. "You're not going 
to hear It on the radIO or see it on TV. So if you want to hear it 
you're going to have to go to buy your own collection or com~ 
to bluegrass festi vals. 
. "What festivals are about," said Joe, "is keeping the music 
ahve: and keeping a nice show going for these hard-core fans-
keepmg them happy. And even with all the aggravation and 
trouble you put up with, the rain and freeZing weather, the 
mud and all the stuff we have to go through, we'd all gladly do 
It over and over and over again. It's where I'm happiest." 
And where else do bluegrass bands play? In bars of course 
but not willingly. ' , 
"When you play in bars," said Joe, "a lot of the time the 
majority of the people aren't there to listen to the musi~. You 
have to put up with that. J feel uncomfortable playing for 
people ",,;ho really don' t care. It really hurts to play for people 
~ho don t understand the music at all, who keep making these 
ndlculous requests - well-intentioned requests, but ridiculous 
to us." 
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D~I ~c~ou.ry (right) and bass player Mike Brantley of the Del McCoury Band 
pick n grm onstage during a set_ 
What does "understanding the music" have to do with 
anything? 
''Well, if you saw us perform, you probably wouldn't ask us 
to play (Iron Butterfly's) 'lnna Gadda Davida,'" said Joe. "Just 
knowmg those basics makes a lot of difference." 
True, but J::n0wledge of the basics isn't always necessary. 
Rhonda. V~nce.nt and the Sally Mountain Show recently 
played a gig m Fmland: a place approXimately 4,000 miles 
northwest of Dixie. According to band member Darrin Vincent 
t~e I~cals were not familiar .with the basics of bluegrass, but it ' 
dldn t make any difference m terms of their appreciation of it. 
''We were in Finland for two weeks," he said. "People 
there'd dance around when we played, really have a big time. I 
was surprised." 
Darrin is acutely aware of how knowledgeable and discrimi-
natmg Amencan bluegrass fans can be, and sees it as something 
of a mixed bleSSing. 
"A 10~,of fes~va} people co.mplain about what they hear 
onstage, he said. 'That's a big difference in a bluegrass 
audIence. They're becoming more knowledgeable about music 
these days - which is nice, too, you know. They can respect 
you more when you play difficult licks and stuff." 
Continued on page 12 
Photographs by 
Tonee Harbert 
Richard Thompson of Acton, Mass., picks a tune at his campsite on the festival grounds. 
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You've seen these 
characters at your local 
grocery store, But do you 
expect them at a salad bar? 
Well, a lot of the unexpected 
is at Sizzler's Salad Bar. 
Seafood salad. Potato skins. 
Nachos. Chicken Wings. 
Com Fritters. Apple 
Cobbler. And More! So 
come see what makes our list 
the most wanted of them all. 
Sizzler 
(BUFFET COURT & GRILL) 
_________ ( All-You-Can-Eat )l---------
The New Buffet Court & Grill 
So. Portland, No. Windham, Brunswick, Bangor 
Maine Roosevelt Cook', Bangor 
Mall Rd. Trail Comer Mall Blvd. 
HOT TIME IN THE BLUEGRASS 
Continued from page 11 
Darrin is 21 years old, and has been playing since he was 6 in 
the Sally Mountain Show - a family band which also includes 
an older sister, a younger brother, his mother and father. 
Traditionally, the family band has been the backbone of the 
bluegrass tradition. And, according to Darrin, the family is the 
backbone of the traditional bluegrass festival. 
"A family gathering is what 1 feel it is," he said, "because 
. you take everybody in the family and have a good time, and 
you don't have to worry about your kids." 
This is true. There were enough children at this festival to fill 
a couple of medium-sized elementary schools, and yet there 
seemed to be just enough grown-ups to keep them all in line. 
However, just to be on the safe side, all the children were called 
indoors when the bands stopped playing around 9 p.m. 
Why? That's when the monsters come out, that's why. When 
dinner is over and the campfires are lit, the really hairy deni-
zens of the great bluegrass wilderness come out to play. 
And, boy, do they like to play. 
Deep down in the bluegrass 
In the darkness of the night woods, Chris Moore put his head 
close to the sound box of his mandolin and deliberately picked 
out a scale. 
''The parking lot picking scene is something you can't get 
anywhere else except at a festival," he said, riffing in a self-
conscious way by the side of the road . "At a festival, you're 
thrown in with the lions, so to speak - which is a really good 
thing. It's competition in the best sense of the word . You get in 
there and you have to survive. And that's how you learn." 
Standing near the center of the campground, we could hear 
music coming from a number of pickup bluegrass bands-
some of them quite large, by the sound of it. This was parking-
lot pick time, which for many people is the heart and soul of the 
festival. 
Gathering up his entourage of admirers and camp followers, 
Chris made his way slowly toward the light of a nearby camp-
fire. He stood outside the light for a few minutes and listened, 
occasionally playing soft chords. 
After a few minutes of this, he walked away. That group 
already had a mandolin player - a pretty good one, by the 
sound of it - and there were a couple more waiting in the 
wings. 
A hundred yards up the dirt road, Chris ducked into a 
labyrinth of trailers and RVs. Once inside this circle of camps, 
he discovered a small but sizzling jam already in session. There 
was a mandolin player there, too; but he wasn' t all that good. 
Chris slowly made his way toward the firelight, playing soft 
fills and chopping out chords on the backbeat. Shortly thereaf-
ter, he got the nod to solo - and it was his gig. The other 
mandolinist walked out into the night to pick with someone his 
own speed. 
And they played - Chris on the mandolin, a couple of 
guitjlrs, a fiddle and an upright bass. One of the gui tarists, an 
older gentleman with thick bifocals, sang the lead, while a 
woman in a sweat suit sang harmony. They played "Arkansas 
Traveler" and "New River Train." They played "Stony Creek" 
and "Flower in the Wildwood" - old songs, good songs, taking 
turns on the breaks, filling in on the verses. 
I looked around then and realized that the average age of the 
people by the fire was something like 50, with Chris and his 
friends seriously pulling down the average. This was by no 
means the rule at the festival; there was no real median age 
there. All sorts of people listen to bluegrass, a\1 types, a\1 ages. 
I was reminded then of the credo of the lost Woodstock 
Nation: ''Never trust anyone over 30." When most of the 
adherents of that slogan hit 30, Woodstock died, and greed was 
born again. 
At the Thomas Point Bluegrass Festival, things like age and 
greed seemed to have no relevance. What is relevant to blue-
grass is a feeling for history, a soulful sense of the past that 
comes out in certain songs. 
In tbe center of the circle, the man with the bifocals began to 
sing "1 Am a Pilgrim," an old Merle Travis tune: 
"I am a pilgrim, and a stranger 
Travelin' through this wearisome land. 
I got a home in that yonder city 
And it's not (good Lordy and it's not) 
Not made by hand." 
Chris, taking the first break, simply restated the melody, 
leaving his jets at home. A man across the fire tilted his head 
back and laughed, probably because he was expecting some-
thing else - "Flight of the Bumblebee," maybe, something fast 
and tight. Chris has a reputation for spitting fire . This time, 
however, Chris just played it strajght - much to the delight of 
his listeners. 
Which just goes to show you: It doesn't matter how "old" the 
music is. It's always new in somebody's hands. 
W.D. Cutlip is a world-renowned swinett~ virtuoso. 
! 
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c..sco Bay WtAIy's office is at 
551A Congress SL in down-
town Portland. We are open 
Monday through Friday from 
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WE MAKE NEWS MATTER 
JIM HALL 
The most influential jazz 
guitarist of the past 
quarter century. 
Saturday, September 7 
ACCORDIONS 
that SHOOK the 
WORLD II 
Five hot squeezebox 
masters from Louisiana 
Colombia, Bulgaria ' 
Finland and Quebe~. 
Saturday, September 21 
An EVENING in 
SOUTHEAST ASIA 
A celebration of Oriental 
culture with Khmer 
Hmong and Laotia~ 
performers. 
Friday, September 20 
KATIE WEBSTER 
The swamp boogie queen 
and her two-fisted 
piano blues. 
Saturday, October 5 
All concerts begin at 8:00 PM at the 
Portland Perfonning Arts Center, 25A 
F?,est Ave., except where noted. Free 
,ntemotlonol food·tosting preceed~ 
each PPAC concert, begilVling at 7:00. 





The Upstairs Jewelry Store 






















premier collection of 
vintage and 
contemporary 
fashion Jewelry, girts 
and decorative 
accessories. 
Only at Conceits. 
CONCEITS 7 MOULTON STREET 
PORTLAND MANE 04101 
761-4681 
538 Congress Street 
Rare and Used Books 
Maps and Prinls 
Bought & Sold 
Highesl Prices Paid 
Search Service 
Tax & Insurance Appraisals 
Single lIems or large cDllections wanted 
BROWs(RS ALWAYS WELCOME 
10 om to 5:30 pm Man .• S.t. _. 
AntIQuarian Book .... " AlIociatlOn 01 America 
1-800-228-1398 
761·2150 646.8785 
538 Congress sf. Rout. 1, W."_ 
1 • Casco Bay Weeldy 
Shame and circumstance ' 
The ACT UP protest on Sept. 1 culminated at 2:15 p.m. after 
the ACT UP protesters had marched into a police blockade half a 
mile from President Bush's house. More than 1,500 people raised 
their hands into the afternoon sun, pointed at Bush's house, and 
over and over again shouted one word: "Shame!" 
after protesters symbolically unscrolled a much-needed national 
plan that could help end the crisis - Bush emerged from his 
house to greet reporters the next day tanned and unfazed. 
Bush told reporters he doesn't need to adopt a national plan 
because what the country needs is not leadership from him but 
The protesters were decrying Bush's head-in-the-sand treat-
• I 
ment of the AIDS crisis so far. They were showing their anger 
rather "behavioral change" among 
people who might contract AIDS. 
that Bush has stood against clean-needle exchange programs 
that would spare some drug addicts from becoming infected 
with the HIV virus; that Bush has ignored recommendations 
from two major commissions that he implement a comprehen-
sive plan to deal with the AIDS crisis; that he has supported 
immigration restrictions that, along with adding to the hysteria 
and misconceptions surrounding AIDS, canceled an interna-
tional conference on AIDS scheduled in Boston. 
Bush's innuendo that the AIDS 
crisis is simply mass sexual promiscuity that can be turned off 
like a switch is prudish nonsense. 
And what did Bush tell reporters really hit home about the 
protest? 
But no less shameful was the way Bush dismissed the protest 
when he met reporters the next day. 
"To the degree the message hit some little merchant in 
Kennebunkport on the best weekend possible and caused that 
person to close his doors, I got that part of it and didn't like it," 
Bush said. 
Death is delivered on his doorstep and the nation's leader 
sees dollar signs and hears less change jingling in a few mer-
chants' cash registers. 
After protesters (some of whom were being pushed along in 
wheelchairs and clearly approaching death themselves) be-
moaned the fact that 114,000 people have died of the disease; 
after men, women and children carried larger-than-life photo-
graphs of people they loved who have died from the disease; 
Think about it and you know what those 1,500 people 
were feeling when they pointed to Bush's house and 
shouted: "Shame!" (AN) 
A field-lNatcher's guide to asphalt autul11n 
• By Donald Maurice Kreis 
Fold up those beach chairs, forget about body 
surfing, strike the mainsail, and prepare for a very 
colorful fall. Those torpid days of summer are 
behind us and the referendum season is officially 
here. The question is whether or not to widen the 
Maine Turnpike -and before you know it, political 
consultants will begin falling from every tree in 
town. 
Referendum campaign seasons do not come 
every year, however, and so this column will 
endeavor to give some hints for readers who may 
not have had occasion to view such political foliage 
in the past. 
There are two ways to win: spend a lot more 
money than the other side, and control the terms of 
debate. The importance of the latter factor can be 
appreciated by recalling the 1986 anti-obscenity 
referendum and the 1987 Maine Yankee shutdown 
campaign. In 1986, civil libertarians convinced the 
voters that they were really voting about censorship. 
A year later, what the Maine Nuclear Referendum 
Committee was calling a "nuclear waste" referen: 
durn became, at the hands of the pro-nuclear 
organizers, a statewide vote on inexpensive energy. 
This phenomenon is already tellingly apparent in 
the drive toward Election Day 1991. The big high-
way contractors, in cooperation with the Turnpike 
Authority and the McKernan administration, 
virtually refuse to discuss the turnpike widening. 
Their theme song is all about the zillions of highway 
projects from Madawaska to the Piscataqua that this 
referendum would supposedly delay if it passes. 
This all stems from the language in the referen-
dum that would require the state to adopt a trans-
portation planning process designed to give alterna-
tives to new construction a fighting chance. This 
concept -looking at alternatives that would be less 
damaging to the environment and less expensive 
than big, new projects - has been the law for federal 
agencies since the ] 970s. If you don't believe it, ask 
your local reference librarian to look up the National 
Environmental Policy Act for you. 
But the widening lobby is telling you that a 
transportation planning system designed to save 
citizen 
money, trees and 
wetlands will 
actually end up 
costing Maine 
"millions of dollars" and "thousands of jobs," to 
quote the latest statements from chairperson Barbara 
Trafton. Her group is refusing to discuss the turn-
pike widening itself, hoping to control the terms of 
the debate and, thus, win the election. 
So far, it isn't working. 
The litmus test was the weekly American Journal 
in Westbrook, a perspicacious but decidedly 
conservative paper that one would have expected to 
side with the turnpike. But Publisher Harry T. Foote 
Jr ~ was so offended by the propaganda from 
Trafton's group that he sat right down and penned 
an editorial endorSing the anti-Widening position. 
Have the turnpike wideners blinked as a result? 
One would be tempted to think so, since they are 
changing their name from the "Coalition for Re-
sponsible Government" to the "Vote No on #1 
Coalition." Is this the aroma of panic as the consult-
ants desperately seek to reposition a losing cam-
paign? 
Not a chance. Those who recall 1987 will remem-
ber that the pro-Maine Yankee, industry-sponsored 
"citizen group" went through a similar name change 
at just this stage in the election season. The common 
denominator is a slick consulting firm from Los 
Angeles called Winner, Wagner and Mandabach. 
They worked for Maine Yankee then, and they're 
back in Maimfnow, making the big bucks running 
the campaign for the turnpike wideners. 
Winner-Wagner's corporate specialty is 
defeating citizen-initiated referendum campaigns. 
Thus, their job is essentially the same as the 
KGB's: to defeat democracy whenever it springs 
up. The basic tactic is to keep a moving target-
hence the name change - and play the good-cop-
bad-cop game. 
Case study: The big Maine highway contractor 
Cianbro sends out a fundraising letter to 2,000 U.s. 
contractors falsely suggesting that the anti-
turnpike campaign is a plot by big, national 
environmental organizations. The reporters ring 
up Winner-Wagner's man in Maine, Bob Deis, 
who says he had nothing to do with it. Lost in the 
shuffle is Cianbro's insistence that someone in the 
pro-turnpike campaign approved the letter. 
Meantime, good cop Deis is accusing the environ-
mentalists of distorting the truth and playing 
dirty. 
Look for more of the same as the fall rolls on. 
Look for pro-turnpike commercials that pander to 
Mainers' recession-born fear of economic ruin, just 
as Winner-Wagner's 1987 commercials for Maine 
Yankee capitalized on trouble in the Persian Gulf 
with a lot of propaganda about "expensive foreign 
oil" as the only alternative to nuclear power. 
Finally, look for the turnpike wideners to win 
on Election Day. It's all in the numbers: The 
widening will cost a pricey 5100 million, the 
turnpike is crowded only 17 hours a year, but the 
asphalt lobby will let its big out-of-state consulting 
firm outspend the opposition by at least 5-to-l. 
And in referendum politics, money buys television 
time, which buys victories. 
Donald Maurice Kreis is Portland's most consistent 
predictor of elections; since 1984 he has been wrong 100 
percent of the time. 
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Take back your 
government 
The guardians of Portland 
may have made their most 
fatal error in conducting a 
reappraisal of real estate 
values and jacking up our tax 
bills at the same time. Did 
they do this because they 
thought we would be so 
stupefied by this double 
whammy that we would just 
lie down and take it? Did 
they do it because they are in 
a stupor? 
The city council has shown 
itself to be an ad versary of 
the very citizens it should be 
serving. While my council-
woman said to me, "My tax 
assessment went up, too. We 
need to call Augusta!" I 
certainly didn't get that 
warm feeling that she and I 
were somehow on the same 
team, that the council had 
decided to join forces with 
the voters and deliver a 
unified, decisive statement to 
this other branch of govern-
ment, to confront a problem 
and solve it equitably. 
Regardless of financial policy 
that comes out of Augusta 
that may affect city revenues, 
that is no excuse for waging 
war against Portland land-
holders. This is a legacy of 
Reagan/Bush style of public 
policy: Let the scoundrels get 
away with anything they 
want and charge the taxpay-
ers for the cost. 
I would like to believe that 
the voters of Portland can 
r~ly on Casco Bay Weekly to be 
nght on top of this issue. We 
need your paper to provide 
the information and focus 
necessary for an informed 
ci tizenry to take back their 
government from people who 
obviously have little respect 
and less concern for the folks 
they represent. Don't let us 





I was doing a "going out 
of business" sign when I 
heard the news from the 
Soviet Union - another 
"victory for democracy" the 
media is always quick to 
point out. 
The sign is for a business 
that offered cut-rate deals on 
everything from A to Z, run 
by a couple of guys right here 
in the Portland area. 
In the last six months 
SAMS, HQ, and now 
WalMart have appeared in 
our area. And of COurse you 
cannot keep the crowds of 
consumers away. Free market 
economy, they call it. But 
they really mean free and 
open to a few corporations 
which own practically all of 
it. Don't you think they're 
banging on their conference 
tables and slapping their old 
buddy George on the back 
over this "victory for democ-
racy"? 
To celebrate these events 
as a Victory for democracy I 
think is missing the point. 
Democracy is dead in the 
water. WalMart and Pepsi 
have won. With every 
purchase, citizens from Saco 
to Moscow cast their votes for 
the tyranny of the interna-





Points to counterpoint in 
the spate of response to my 
original letter (CBW7.1O.91) 
regarding the fact that 
Muslims must wash their 
hands before praying if they 
touch their wives: 
First of all those "nice and 
kind" Muslim businessmen 
mayor may not be the source 
of the male "foreign ac-
cented" voices who called me 
repeatedly over the two week 
period following my letter. I 
was harassed and sweared at 
sufficiently to call in the 
Portland Police Department 
who in tum took the calls 
seriously enough to compile a 
formal complaint. However 
without having caller ID (a ' 
traced phone number), no 
arrests could be made. 
Second: This is not religion-
seen . 
bashing nor using the women 
as victim tactic. Although 
women, even empowered 
Women, remain victims in 
this patriarchal SOciety and I 
for one am sick of the term 
victim being called detrimen-
tal. A victim is a victim and 
there is nothing hu'miliating 
about that term. Nor is using 
it an affront. I have been a 
victim in many instances and 
unfortunately may be one 
again. 
Third: The use of cultural 
relatiVism is used as an 
excuse for inaction. Last 
year's unprecedented 
congressional hearings on 
human rights abuses against 
women, who are victims, was 
co-chaired by Olympia 
Snowe and Pat Schroeder. 
Ted Weiss (D-NY) said in a 
reprinted interview in MS. 
magazine, '1t just seems to 
me that in so many places it 
starts with a sort of religious 
inferiOrity that women are 
placed into, and so things 
sort of flow from that base 
letters 
Casco Bay Weekly 
welcomes your letters. 
Please keep your 
thoughts as brief as you 
can (300 words, max.), 
Include a daytime phone 
number, and address to: 
Letters, Casco Bay 
Weekly, SSlA Congress 
St., Portland, ME 04101. 
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• By Tonel! Harbert 
point..." The "it" Weiss refers 
to is gender-specific abuses 
from religious clitoral 
circumciSion and bride 
burning to a blatant lack of 
health care. Such rights are 
low on the agenda of the 
mainstream human rights 
community who continue to 
see it as a "cultural" or 
"religio~s" thing. 
I have just three tools at 
my disposal. My vote, my 
pen, my money. I continue to 
withhold my vote from 
politicians whom I perceive 
as inefficient, evil, and anti-
human-woman-child_rights. I 
Withhold my money from 
individuals and businesses 
that continue in abusing 
women, children and hu-
mans, and, if that, as one 
letter Writer insinuated, 
means shopping more and 
more carefully, so be it. 
I will continue to Write 
letters to this paper and other 
publications and politicians 
to make aware the plight of 
others, even if those others 
are not asking for any help. If 
one is only to help when help 
is asked for, as another writer 
suggested, then thousands of 
battered children, who have 
no voice, will continue to 
remain unheard. 
I have no regrets writing 
this or the other letter, even 
when I was frightened by the 
threatening phone calls. At 
least a debate was started and 
people have begun thinking 
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• Here's your opening: The 
Baxter Gallery at the 
Portland School of Art (619 
Congress St.) is holding an 
opening reception tonight 
from 5-7 for "Student 
Exhibition 1991," a juried 
exhibit of about 120 works 
by current sophomores, 
juniors & seniors. If you'd 
like to know more, call 775-
5152. If you'd like to see 
more, mosey on down the 
street to the reception at 
Raffles Cafe Bookstore (555 
Congress St.), also from 5-7 
p.m., for "Journey: A 
Statement of Time and 
Place," Jane Banquer's 
multi-plate etchings. For 
more info, call 761-3930. 
And if you're still coherent 
& ambulatory after two 
.. "..'''n,tinn~ make your way 
over to Portland Museum of 
Art (7 Congress Square), 
where you'll 
• Meet the Master of Light, 
Master of Love: Renoir, the 
Improbable Impressionist. 
And meet Alexandra R. 
Murphy, independent 
curator & consultant, who 
will explain - among other 
things - the paradox of 
Renoir'S having made a 
name for himself in the 
pantheon of Impressionism 
despite his ambivalence 
toward the movement. 
That's tonight at 7:30. 
There's limited capacity for 
this lecture and the doors 
open at 7, so try to get there 
early. It's free with museum 
admission. Call 775-6148 for 
more information. 
• Buying books from Big 
Brother: Big Brothers/Big 
Sisters of Greater Portland 
is holding its annual Down 
East Book Sale today from 
DOIJIU are equal, some are more equal 
Big Brother book sale, Friday, Sept. 6. 
~!~;~,~~', cafe "-0 
~,~~e" where the beat goes OIL 
• great music 
• great grub 
• great wine 
20 danforth ot 
772-8114 
Open Jazz Jam 
Every Sunday 
4:30 - 8pm 
• 9/S Marguerite Juenemann, Jazz vocalist 
• 9/6 & 7 from Boston: guitar sensation 
Garrison Fewel and his Trio 
• 9/8 AA evening of Duke Ellington. 
"His life. his music & his legacy' presented 
by Val Moilineaux. 
.9/12 from Boston: the explosive sounds of 
the Dave Bryant Quartet with special 
guest artist George Garzone from 
The fringe. 
.9/13 & 14 from Boston: 
the galvonlc sounds of The Fringe. 
• 9/19 CD Release Party for The Charlie 
Kohlhase Quintet from Boston 
.9/20 & 21 from Boston: 
the Incredible WoH Soup 
• 9/26 The Mose AUlson trio 
• 9/27 & 28 Gary WIttner Quarlet 
10 a.m.-8 p.m. and tomor-
row from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. at 
the L.L. Bean Cheshire 
Building, Northport Plaza, 
Washington Avenue, 
Portland. Don't doublethink 
about it; thousands of used 
books await your discrimi-
nating perusal. Call 874-
1016 for more info. 
• Feweling up on good 
music: Garrison Fewel, very 
possibly Boston's finest 
young jazz guitarist, will 
appear at cafe no tonight 
with drummer George 
Schiller, pianist Frank 
Carlberg and bassist Ben 
Street. Catch this outstand; 
ing quartet at 9 & 11 p.m. 
tonight and tomorrow. Pay 
your $6 cover at the door of 
20 Danforth St., Portland. 
Call 772-8114 for more info. 
• Dart down to Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction (865 
Forest Ave.) tonight at 9 
and you'll hear the acoustic 
country rock of Pousette-
Dart Band. Tickets are $10. 
Call 773-6886 for details. 
• They're organic, man: 
Today at 2 p.m., Mary 
Thorp, pharmacist and 
volunteer park naturalist, 
will lead an exploration of 
the historical uses of plants 
in Wolfe's Neck Wood State 
Park in Freeport. The 
accompanying talk, 
"Nature's Medicine Chest," 
will explain the deri va tion 
of of the life-saving 
Solurdo~. ~ember 7, Bpm 
Por~ond Performing AIts Cenler 
25A Forest Avenue 
T'cke!> $ 15 Coli 774-Q465 A"" oYOiobie 01 Amadeus 
& Conery Mu,ic . 
SponJOflld bv SouI&AI8n Intu,once & wft.IGX 
'\ 
This man will be playing darts at Raoul's Saturday, Sept. 7. 
drugs we use today and 
how they are (elated to 
traditional uses of plants. 
The walk is free and will 
last about an hour. Call the 
park at 865-4465 for more 
mind-blowing details. 
• Disciples of the Church of 
the Subgenius: The Rio 
Bisbee Band is comprised of 
one carpenter, one sea 
captain and one homestead-
ing stone mason. Two of 
these fine musicians - all 
of whom hail from that hub 
of the universe, Greater 
Rockland - are also 
reverends in the Church of 
the Subgenius. If you know 
what that is, then you're 
probably already familiar 
SelVing Breakfut &.. Lunch 
6AM to 2PM dally 






98 Portland Street 
Opposite NIaIn Post Office 
Portland 113-2096 
with this band's persuasive 
way with a dance tune. If 
you don't know, take 
yourself down to Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction tonight 
at 8, when the band will 
answer all irreverent 
questions while playing the 
most danceable music this 
side of Rockland's fish-
processing plant. At three 
bucks, Rio Bisbee's a 
religious experience. Call 
773-6886 for more info. 
• An afternoon of Duke 
Ellington: his life, music & 
legacy. Today at 3 p.m., Val 
Mollineaux, guitarist and 
historian, will present a 
lecture on the genius of 
Duke Ellington and perform 
his music at cafe no, 20 
Danforth St., Portland. 
Admission is $7.50, $5 for 
students. Call 772-8114 for 
further info. 
ONLY 2-1/2 MILES TO l.l. BEAN 
Come to Freeport, 
!land VISit .•. I · - -- - -
I
I . Maine's Famous 
Natural Phenomenon 
Giant Sand DInes • Nanat9d 
Coach Tours • Natrxs Trails 
• Sand Mist .,783 Bam 
• World's largest Sand Pailtng 
• GIft Shop • Ston/ 
Off U.S. Route 1 end 95 
• Desert Rd .• Dept. CB. 
Freeport 04032 
Open May 10th 
to October 14th 
Tel. (207) 865-6962 
WITH THIS AD. $1 OFF 
ADULT ADMISSION 
UMIT ONE COUPON PER PERSON 
ALSO, CAMPING AVAllJIBLE 
• Nasty things in small 
packages: If you're in the 
mood for black comedy, go 
see "Tatie Danielle" tonight. 
It's a movie about a little 
old lady, most decidedly 
not of the sweet variety, 
who goes to live with her 
somewhat brutish nephew 
and his wife. In the course 
of this character study of a 
bully,. one of these charac-
ters turns another into dog 
meat. See who dunnit at the 
Nickelodeon (at the corner 
of Temple and Middle 
streets, Portland). Call 
ahead for times: 772-9751. 
Journey to the East 
multi-media slide 
presentation &.. travelogue 
of a Journey through India 
by 
Ralph Davis 




MON - SAT 8 TO 5 . THUR 8 TO 7 
555 CONGRESS STREET 
PORTLAND • 761·3930 
• Portland Taxpayers 
Association will meet 
tonight at 7 in Deering High 
auditorium, 370 Stevens 
Ave., Portland. They'll 
discuss "Revaluation: The 
Next Step." The public is 
welcome. Call 773-0328 for 
more info. 
• Franco-Americans in 
Maine: Portland Public 
Library opens its third 
annual Brown Bag Lecture 
Series today with publisher 
and author Denis Ledoux as 
the guest speaker. The 
lecture, "Franco Americans 
in Maine: Why They Came 
and What They Found," 
will be held at noon in the 
Rines Room. It's free and 
open to the public. Coffee 
and tea will be served and 
all who attend are invited to 
bring lunch. For more info, 
call 871-1700. 
• Back Cove Recreation 
Path Celebration: Portland 
Recreation and the Back 
Cove Committee invite you 
to commemorate the great 
success of the pathway 
tonight from 5:30-7 at the 
Preble Street Soccer Field 
opposite Shop 'n Save. The 
Moxie Men will supply 
music, The Committee will 
supply refreshments. Bring 
your sneakers to walk or jog 
the new path. For more info, 
call 874-8793. 
• Studying Lesbian and 
Gay History: Where Do We 
Begin? Dr. Howard 
Solomon, historian, writer 
and co-chair of the Lesbian/ 
Gay /Bisexual Caucus at 
BUVV<.. CCAKE 
AWARD WINNER AT THE 




20 FLAVORS IN 3 SIZES 
~ 
MAIL ORDER AVAIIABlf 
ONE INDUSTRIAL WAY 
PORTLAND. MAINE 04103 
~ 
207-797-99W 
Tufts UniverSity, will 
address the Matlovich 
Society tonight at 7:30 in the 
third floor conference room 
of Portland Public Library, 5 
Monument Square. The 
lecture is free and wheel 
chair accessible, and signing 
will be provided for the 
hearing impaired. Call 773-
4444 for more info. 
• Taking heart in 
Brunswick: Larry Kramer's 
play about AIDS, "The 
Normal Heart," focuses on 
a group of people living in 
NYC at the start of the AIDS 
crisis, exploring the rela-
tionship between friends, 
the government and the 
medical community during 
this time. The play was 
originally produced by 
Joseph Papp's Public 
Theatre in 1986, and has 
drawn rants and raves 
wherever it's played since. 
See it tonight at 8 at The 
Theatre Project, 14 School 
St., Brunswick. Tickets are 
$8, $5 for students & 
seniors. For reservations, 
call 729-8584. 
• Time for a little some-
thing: The Schoolhouse Arts 
Center at Sebago Lake is 
presenting A.A. Milne's 
classic children's story, 
"Winnie the Pooh," per-
formed by kids ages 6-13. 
You and the cubs can see it 
today at 10 a.m. Admission 
is $4 and reservations are 
suggested. The Schoolhouse 
is located half a block north 
of the intersections of routes 
35 & 114 in Sebago Lake 
Village. Isn't it funny how a 
bear,likes honey? Buzz! 
Buzz! Buzz! 642-3743 if you 
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DARIEN BRAHMS & 
BAND DOWNSTAIRS 
'f.. NO COVER 
WITII TillS AD 
1 a Casco Bay Weekly 
Proud Recipients of the 
Gourmet Diner's Club of 
America's Silver Spoon 
Award two years running 
Dinner seroed dmly 5 - lOpm 
OPEN YEAR ROUND 
Located 1. mile north of Route 302 on Rt 85 in Raymond. 
Reservations Accepted 655-7841 . Visa & Me Accepted 
FREE YOGA CLASS 
SATURDAY, SEPT. 7 AT 10A/& 
Fall Session /?IO ()N 
Sept. 9 to Nov. 15 U U 
• hatha yoga for all levels 
• prenatal & therapeuUcyoga THE 
• Tai Chi Chuan • meditation YOGA 
Building IA. Sewall St., CENTER 
Thompson 's Point. Portland 799-4449 or 775-0975 
MMUNITY LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE 
Haping P.opk Male. a Diff"mu in thnr Communiti.s 
MANAGING CONFLICT 
Essential Skills for Challenging Situations 
A series of courses for individuals who deal with 
. conflict, ~ediak ~ispUkS, or use negotiation 
skIlls In thnr professIonal or community activities. 
Courses are available individually 
or as a certificate program. 
Call 874-6500 for more information 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS 
Q University of Southern Maine 
The Septemher Sun 
is Still Warm, 
Enjoy our 
OUTSIDE DECK! 
~.' ... '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'''-'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' .......  , ................................ , .............................. ..... -..... . ·.·".·.·N.·.·.· ..... ·.·.·.·.·.· .. ... .v .............. ...... .................... , ................... . 
Or come inside for NESN 
and all the RED SOX games! 





Open 7 days a week 
from 5:30 pm. 
Reservations Accepted 
41 Middle Street 774-2972 
Entertainment 
• Continu.d from lO-dAy CALENDAR 
SILVER 
SCREEN 
80yz N the Hood Inner-city kids t';ing to 
grow up unscathed in South Central Los 
Angeles, an environment riddled wilh 
ga~gs and drugs. Shocking and enlight-
emng. 
City Slickers Three middle-aged New 
York men - Billy Crystal. Bruno Kirby 
and DanielStern-attempt to recapture 
their lost youth by going on a modern-
day catUe drive. 
Child's Play 3 Sequel to "Child's Play 2.' 
Kids getting butchered by other kids. 
Don't take the kids. 
Dead Again Suspense thriller about a 
woman who feels she has been reincar· 
naledover and over again. Starring Ken· 
neth Branagh,Andy Garcia. DerekJacobi 
and Emma Thompson. 
Defenseless Barbara Hershey stars in 
this psychological thriller with Mary Beth 
Hurt as her old college chum. When Hurt 
is accused of murdering her husband. 
Hershey agrees to defend her. Maners 
escalate when an investigator discovers 
Hershey and the dead man had a rela-
tionship. Also starring Sam Shepard & 
J.T. Walsh. 
Doc Hollywood Michael J. Fox stars as a 
plaslic surgeon on his way to Hollywood 
who gels sidetracked in South Carolina 
and falls in love. 
Double Impact StO<)' about twin brothers 
trying to find the person who killed their 
father. Stars Dutch dynamo Jean-Claude 
Van Damme. 
Drowning by Numbers Story of three 
women and their unconventional at-
templs at ridding themselves of their 
husbands. D~ected by Peter Greenaway 
("The Cook, The Thief, His Wife. Her 
Lover"). 
Hot Shots Charlie Shee'n and Lloyd 
Bridges star in this spoof about the Top 
Gun pilols of our armed services. 
Naked Gun 2 1/2 Spoof of Washington, 
D.C. focusingontheunderhandedmach~ 
nations of politicians to serve the inter-
ests of evil energy oligarchs at the ex-
penseofthe environment. Starring Leslie 
Nielsen, Priscilla Presley, George 
Kennedy and O.J. Simpson. 
Nasty Girl A Bavarian schoolgirl encoun· 
ters resistance in her small town when 
she starts to probe the lives of her neigh· 
bors and the town archives in order to 
write "My Town During Ihe Third Reich: 
her entry for an essay competition. 
101 Dalmatians Dogs. dogs and more 
dogs. Disney at its spotted best. 
Point Break Patrick Swayze playsa surfer 
who likes to rob banks when he's not on 
his board. Gary Busey and Keanu 
Reeves play FBI agents who go under-
cover in shorts and tans to catch the 
surfboarding bank robbers . Now here's 
a story. 
Pure LuckDannyGloverandManinShort 
star in this comedy about a private inves-
tigator whose luck is so bad he is hired to 
find a girl just as unlucky as he . Lots of 
slapstick, surprisingly funny. 
Regarding Henry Harrison Ford plays a 
ruthless New York lawyer with a lousy 
marriage who is forced to repnoritize his 
Iifeaftersuffering a serious brain injury in 
a near-fatal accident. Moves a bit slowly 
at times, but move you it will. Also slars 
Annette Bening. 
Robin Hood Kevin Costner plays the leg-
endary hero of ShelWood Forest in this 
sweeping epic filmed in England. Among 
the ensemble are Chrislian Slater, Mor· 
gan Freeman and Mary Elizabeth 
Mastrantonio. 
Sfeazy Uncle Story of a freeloading. con-
ning uncle who unexpecledly appears at 
the doorstep of his nephew. Directed by 
Franco Brusati ("Bread and Chocolale") . 
Stars Vittorio Gassman and Giancarlo 
Giannini. 
Soap Dish Sally Field. Whoopi Goldberg 
and Kevin Kline star in this spoof about 
TV soap operas. 
Suburban Commando Hulk Hogan and 
Christopher Lloyd star in Ihis comedy 
about a man looking for an apartment. 
Tatl. Daniell. Black comedy about an 
older woman who comes to live with her 
nephew and his wife after her servant 
dies. Directed by Etienne Chatiliez ("Life 
IS a Long Quiet Riverj. 
Terminator 2 A bigger, more explosive 
sequel to the 1984 hit. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger stars as a kindhearted 
cyborg from the future who does banle 
this time with another. not·se-kindhearted 
terminator. Splendid special effects. 
True Identity After a gangsler takes a 
contract to kill a struggling black actor. 
the actor disguises himself as a white 
man. While in disguise, he learns what 
It's ike to be a white in teday's society. 
while at the same time trying to elude the 
pack of gangsters. Starring Lenny Henry, 
Charles Lane. Ann-Masie Johnson & 
Frank Langella. 
Iron &. Silk StO<)' of a 13-year-01d Ameri-
can boy so taken by his first martial arts 
movie that he learns to speak Chinese 
by washing dishes in a Chinatown res-
taurant and goes on to major in Chinese 
literature in college. Eventually he trav· 
els to mainland China to teach English at 
a small colJege and to find the true source 
of Chinese culture and philosophy. 
The Doctor William slars as a sur· 
La Femme Nlklta French thriller in which 
a woman becomes a secretagenl for her 
country to escape a death sentence for 
killing a policeman - then falls in love 
and begins to question the morality of 
her Ime of work. A jolting, intelligent 
thriller. 
Lawrence of Arabia Peter O'T 0019, Alec 
Guinness, Anthony Quinn and Omar 
Sharif star in David Lean's biographical 
account of T .E. Lawrence's adventures 
leading an Arab revolt against Turkey in 
World War I. 
geon who becomes a patient learns to 
be a bener doctor and a bener human 
being. 
Thelma & Loul .. Two women leave their 
crummy menfolk at home to head out on 
the road. They encounter crummy men 
eyerywhere they go. Thank God there 
are no cultural stereotypes in cinema 






Maine Mall Aoad, S. Portland 
774-1022 
Dates effective Sept 6-12 
Suburban Commando (pG) 
12:35,2:45,4:50,7:20, 9:40 
Child'. Play 3 (Rl 
12:30, 2:30,4 :45, 7:30, 9:35 
Hot Shots (PG-13l 
1 :20, 3:25, 5:30, 7:45, 9:50 
Dead Again (A) 
1 :30, 4, 7. 9:30 
Naked Qun 2 1/2 (PG-13) 
1,7:10 
Robin Hood (PG-13l 
3 :20,9:10 
101 Dalmatians (G l 
1:15,3:10,5:10,7 
Regarding Henry (PG-13) 
9 
Pure Luck (PGl 
12:45, 5, 9:20 
True Identity (Al 
2:55, 7:20 
Hoyts Clark's Pond 
333 Clark's Ad., S. Portland 
879-1511 
Dates effective Sept 6-12 
Shows 1-4 Sun-TtxJrs; 
shows 1-5 Fri & Sat 
Doc Hollywood (PG) 
1:20,4:10, 6:30,9,11:20 
Soap Dish (PG-13) 
1 :40, 4:30, 7:40, 10:20, 12:25 
Defenseless (Al 
1:30.4:20,7:30, to:l0, 12:20 
Double Impact (R) 
1:10,4,7:20.10.12:05 
The Doctor (PG-t3) 
12:40, 3:30, 6 :50, 9:20. t 1 :50 
Terminator 2 (R) 
12:30,3:20,6:40.9:30, t 2:10 
City Slickers (PG-13) 
1, 3:50, 7:10. 9:50, 12 
Point Break (R) 
12:50,3:40, 7, 9:40, 12:15 
The Movies 




Fri-Sat 7, 9 
Sat Mat 1 
Iron &. Silk 
Sep17-10 
Sun-Tues 7, 9 
Sun Mat 1, 3 
Sat Mat 3 
Sleazy Uncle 
Sept 11-15 
Wed-Thrus 7, 9 
Sat-Sun Mat 1 
Nickelodeon 
Temple and Middle streels, 
Portland 
772-9751 
Dates effective Sept 6-12 
No weekday matinees 
Thltlma & Louise (R) 
1 :10, 6:40, 9:20 
Tatle Danlelle (NA) 
2, 7:15, 9 :35 
Bop N the Hood (R) 
1 :40,7:10, 9:25 
Lawrence of Arabia (NR) 
1,7 
La Femme Niklta (Rl 
1 :50, 6:50, 9:30 
Drowning by Numbers (NR) 
1 :20, 7:05, 9:20 
Tsilla Chelton as Tatle Danlelle. 
"Tatle Danielle" 
• Written and directed by Etienne Chatiliez. 
with Tsllla Chelton and Isabelle Nanty 
At the Nickelodeon, Temple and Middle streets, Portland 
II there's one thing that makes the comers of my mouth tum up 
in a sinister way, it's the roasting of sacred cows. Many have been 
roasted: the church, the government, the family, the innocence of 
children. But there's one that everybody seems to be scared of-
the little old lady. Like children and kittens, little old ladies are 
supposed to make you soften in their presence; they're supposed to 
bring out the higher aspects of your character. The Chinese go so far 
as to make a whole religion out of revering them. 
But the fact is that many of us have probably come across little 
old ladies who are quite simply meaner than duck shit. Only we 
made excuses for them: They had gout; they were widowed, etc. 
But mean they were, and admit it we couldn't, 
French director Etienne Chatiliez has the nerve not only to admit 
that little old ladies can be mean but that they can make it a way of 
life - even hone it to a fine art, 
Tatie Danielle, with her cane, her pearls at her throat, and her 
clean white handkerchief in hand, is Chatiliez's masterpiece of 
character study. There's no question that she's meaner than duck 
shit, and the frightening thing is that you spend the entire 110 
minutes of this film valiantly trying to fight off this creeping 
inclination to root for her - even to like her. 
Tatie is played brilliantly and with incredible mobility by the 82-
year-old, half-Turkish, half-French actress Tsilla Chelton. Chatiliez 
found Chelton after an exhaustive search for an actress who not 
only could fit into the complex character of Tatie but who wasn't 
burdened by box office 
overload. He wanted audi-
ences to watch people, not 
actresses who brought with 
screen 
them overtones of other roles, Chelton was perfect, not only because 
of her uncanny ability to become fused with her character, but 
because over 30 years had passed since her heyday as a mainstay of 
Paris's avant-garde theater of the '50s and '60s. She was also one of 
the few candidates who wasn' t shocked by the role. 
Above all, what makes you in your secret sell like this old fiend, 
who abuses to death a faithful old servant, kicks the family dog and 
abandons an eight-year-old nephew in a Paris park, is that she's 
nobody's fool. In fact, this is what she hates above all- the fool. 
And the world, as seen through Tatie's eyes, is brimming with 
fools , Motivated by greed for her money, social approval, or 
personal concepts of moral rectitude, people around Tatie from 
servants and neighbors to family members hover around her and 
endeavor to do good. Pleasing Tatie Danielle becomes a kind of 
slavish religious undertaking. And it's laced, by everybody, with 
denial. 
The do-gooders finally become ridiculous, willing victims to a 
willing tyrant. As such, they're deserving of contempt, and the old 
lady, while not really likeable, is at least comprehensible. 
What also makes Tatie Danielle admirable is that with her 
absolutely no-holds-barred tactics, she should have been leading 
the French anny in the Crimean War. Winning is all to this pearl-
bedecked, aged bit of fertility. When she finally encounters some 
serious opposition, in the person of a young woman hired to tend to 
her during the summer holidays, she has a temper tantrum of 
gargantuan proportions and concocts the ultimate revenge, 
But UTa tie Danielle" is more than just a black comedy about old 
age run amuck; it's also a poignant look at the horrible loneliness of 
old age, and the various forms of incarceration that society has 
developed to deal with it. Tatie Danielle is a heroine precisely 
because she tells society - all of it - where to stuff it. 
This film is painfully slowly paced if you're looking for what we 
call action, The pace is a sort of paradigm, perhaps, of old age. It is 
minute in its examination, both of character and situation, and in its 
exposition of the mediocrity of the bourgeousie. The action is 
carried in the slow, deliberate and menacing movements of this old 
lady, but mostly in the extraordinary expressiveness of her face. It's 
said that what you are you wear in your face, and Tatie Danielle is 
finn about proving this. 
Margot McWilliams 
STAGE 
Comedian. Tim Ferrell, Joanne 
Chessle and Kevin Shone love: bad 
TV. political coups, poetry, extreme emo-
tional displays, big hair. religious epics. 
tabloid journalism, contorted bodies. 
phony foreign tongue. obscure historical 
references. grotesque celebrities, and 
small children with puppies. They trans-
form these passions and any passions 
you mighl suggest into a two· hour com-
edy bonanza. Just like snowflakes, no 
two shows are alike. Thiscomedy miracle 
unfolds at 8 pm every Thursday at the 
Cave (29 Forest Ave, right next to Zootz). 
Just bring $3 and Tim, Joanne and Kevin 
will take you from there. For more info 
call 879-0070. 
"Murder at the Caf. Nolr" A 19405 
mystery movie come to life at Portland's 
only dinner theater. Journey to the island 
of Mustique in the wastem Caribbean for 
a detective thriller in the classic Bogart 
tradition. You'll meet a cast of characters 
who look as though they just stepped out 
of a Hollywood sound stage: Sheila 
Wonderly, femme fatale .. . Anthony 
Cairo, black marketeer .. . Madam 
Toureau, proprietress of the cafe ... and 
Rick Archer, a privale eye who will need 
your help in soving the myriad mysteries 
of Cafe Neir. The doors open every Sat-
urday at 7:30 pm and the show begins at 
8. The cost is $29.95 per person and 
includes the full-length show and a four-
course dinner. In The Baker's Table ban· 
quet room. 434 Fore St in the Old Port. 
Call 693-3063 or 1-800-834-3063 for 
reservations. 
"The Normal Heart" Larry Kramer's play 
aboutAIDS Iocusesonagroup.0fpeople 
living in NYC at the start of the AIDS 
crisis. exploring the relationship belween 
friends. the government and the medical 
community during this frightening time. 
Originally produced in 1986 at Joseph 
Papp's Public Theatre, "The Normal 
Heart" has won many awards and con-
tinues to draw controversy whenever it is 
performed. Sept 12-15& t9-22-Thurs. 
Fri & Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 7. Tickets: $8. 
$5 for students & seniors. Presented by 
The Theatre Project, 14 School SI. 
Brunswick. For resel'lations. please call 
729-8584. 
Thomas Playhouse presents "Loye Let-
ters,· a two-person play about two char-
acters who know each other from child-
hood 10 adullhood who read Iheir love 
letters to each other. An unrealized love 
slory. Shows Tues & Wed through Sept 
t 1. James Goldman's "The Lion In Win· 
ter,' a comedy about Henry II and Eleanor 
of Aquitain. will also be presented Thurs, 
Fri & Sat through Sept t4. The play-
house is located on Route 302 in S . 
Casco. Tickets : $12. 655-3281. 
"Walt Disney'" World on Ice" Two·hour 
ice extravaganza for the entire family. 
See Mickey Mouse. Minnie Mouse, 
Donald Duck, Daisy Duck, Goofy, Chip 
'N Dale. Roger Rabbit and many more 
on Sept 22 at Cumbertand County Civic 
Center, Portland. For tix. call 775-3458. 
"Winnie the Pooh" The Schoolhouse 
Ars Center at Sebago Lake will be pre-
senting A.A. Milne's classic children's 
story, performed by kids 6-13. Sept 13-
22. Performances are Fridays at 7:30 
pm, Saturdays at 1 0 am, and Sundays at 
2 pm. Admission is $4. For reservations 
call 642-3743. The Schoolhouse is lo-
cated half a block north of the intersec-
tions of routes 35 & 114 in Sebago Lake 
Village . 
AUDITIONS 
Actors Theatr. of Maine (AToM), 
Maine's touring professional theatre com-
pany. is auditioning male and female 
actors for ils 1991-92season. AToM isa 
n ot-for-profit company touring live the-
atre to schoois throughout New England. 
Send resume and photo to actors the-
atre of maine. RR 1 Box 900. Leeds. Me 
04263. 
American Ballel East will hold auditions 
for "The Nutcracker· Sept 7 at 10 arn for 
children 12 and under and at t 1:30 am 
for ages 13 and over. 17 Bishop S t 
(Morrill's Comer), Portland. 878-3032. 
Portland Symphony Orchestra will hold 
auditions for ils three youth ensembles 
Sept 5 from 3-8 pm at Portland High 
School. Audilions for wind and percus-
sion instrumentalists will be held from 3-
5 pm, for string instrumentalists from 6-
8 pm. Musicians will be expecled to 
perfoem a short (five minute) piece of 
their own choosing. Scales and sight· 
reading may be required. Students wish-
ing to schedule an auditton time or re-
ceive more info should call the PSO at 
773-8191 or 800-639-2309. 
• Continued on ,.,g. 20 






Need a Private 
Dining Room with 
Great Food G Ambiance? 
Call for menu information. 
THE ROMA 
casual dress, comfortable price, quality dining 
769 Congress Street, Intown Portland 773-9873 
Est. 1924 (in the historic Rines Mansion) 






• Oothing - Buy one, the 
second is 50% OFF! 
,~ 
• Mountain bike bar ends 
reg, 39.95 NOW 24.951 
10-6 Mon-Fri 
10-5 Sat 
CYCLES ($ 284 Main St, Saco 
283-BIKE UNLIMITED 
Nishiki, Univega, Cannondale, MT Shasta, Sterling 
INTERNATIONAL HOME FURNISHINGS 
Making Comfort, Quality & Good Design 
Affordable For Maine 
. classic & contemporary furniture, 
. garden furniture· carpets. 
. lighting. wicker. antiques. children's furniture· 
, office interiors· fine & decorative art ' framing. 
Your Complete Home FUrnishings Centers 
maior credit cards . in·store financing . free parking 
PORTLAND BANGOR ELLSWORTH 
288 Fore Strut 170 Park Street tygh Street 
77+1322 942-6880 667·3615 
KUIl=:=IIOO~E3EEi8l[]KUIl~IIOO 
Looking for a part-time job that will put 
you In touch with your community? 
Casco Bay Weekly is searching for a permanent part-time 
Editorial Assistant. We need a well-{)rganized individual to 
gather and input Casco Bay Weekly' s renowned listings, as 
well as to provide research and clerical assistance for the 
paper's troika of editors. 
The successful candidate will be able to write and type 
accurately. Hourly compensation is low to fair (depending 
on experience), but this 20-hour-a-week job may be worked 
on a flexible schedule. 
This might be an excellent opportunity for someone who 
is semi-retired, or a working parent - or for you! So don't 
sweat over your resume. If you can communicate clearly, if 
you love this community and if you would enjoy working in 
the Casco Bay Weekly newsroom, just send us a letter 
explaining why. 
SSlA Congress St., Portland, ME 04101 
Attn: Editorial Assistant Search 
Casco Boy Weekly is .n Elfu.l Opporiunity Employ.,. 
, 
- , 
20 Casco Bay Weekly 
Squire 









and smothered in our 
sweet-hot Volcano 
Sauce, served on our 
home-made bread with 
home fries and 
a fresh garden salad. 
$6,25 
You'U be hooked! 
~ii=' =========~~~~J:1 
r H ~ 
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Life of the Spirit 
in 
Worship, the Arts & 
Community Service 
SWEDENBORGIAN CHURCH 
302 Stevens Avenue 
Portland. M E 04 I 03 
1207) 772-8277 
Rev. Ken Turley 




9{p.tura[ Stone 'Vases 
maat from tli.e (.0660 of 
?faint's isfani 6t1uli.e.s 
468 'fore Street, Portfaruf, :Maine 
1-207-772·3881 
C·A·F·E 
.. ... ... . 6 Nights 
See Listings or call for info. 




weak of 1115/91 
CALL IN PORTLAND: A Live 
Call-In with Mayor Tom 
Allen to Discuss Property 
Taxes (1 hr) 
MAKE UP YOUR MIND: A 
Reading of the Kurt 
Vonnegut Play (1 hr) 
TURN IT ON, TUNE IT IN, 
TAKE IT OVER: Traces the 
Birth 01 Video 3. the Issue 
of Free Speech Entering 
the TV Era (1 h r) 
Programs premiere Fri. 7-10pm, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues .• Wed., 
& Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port-
Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar-
Channel varies in Gorham. 
Entertainment 
• Continued from pag~ 19 
STAGE 
Tha Schoolhou.a Art. Center at 
Sebego Leka will hold audilions for 
'Dracula' on Sept 9 & 10 from 7-9 pm. 
There are parts for four males and two 
females, ranging in age from 18-60. The 
show runs Oct 24-27 and 29-31. The arts 
center is located in Sebago Lake Village, 
past the juncture of routes 35 & 114 
North. For further info, call 642-3743. 
Tha USM Chlldran'. Choru. is accept-
Ing new members through Sept 23. Chil-
dren involved in this organization range 
In age from eight-13. Membership is 
attamed through audition or by recom-
mendation by a school music teacher. 
For info, call Michele Pressley in the 
evenings: 236.£544 or leave a message 
at USM's music dept office: 780-5265. 
Windham Center Staga Theat,.. will 
hold auditions for Meredith Wilson's "The 
Music Man'on Sept 6& 7 from 6-10 pm. 
Come prepared to sing. Roles available 
for 30-35 males, 1 ~ 15 adult females, 6-
10 teenage boys, 6-10 teenage girls, 
and several younger boys and girls. Es-
pecially sought is a barbarshop quartet. 
Call director Carolyn Bailey at 846-4740 




Margeurite Juenemann with pianist 
Frank Carlberg (jazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 7n-8114. 
Suspect (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market 
St, Portland. 774·5246. 
SWift Icecub .. (rock) Old Port Tavem, 
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Acoustic Open Mlc with Bill Cameron 
(b.y.o. jam) The Wrong Brothers Pub at 
Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 775-1944. 
Pinetop Perkins, Jerry Portnoy & the 
Legendary Blues Band(blues) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave , 
Pordand. 773-6866. 
Hot Cherry Pia (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Tha Look (rock) T -Birds, 126 N. Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Tom Dyhberg (acoustic) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 775-6161 . 
Opan Mlc Night with BIll Camaron 
(b.y.o. acoustic jam) The Wrong Broth-
ers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, 
Portland. 775-1944. 
FRIDAY 9.0 
Will Turner (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 
Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Garrison Fewel Quartet (jazz) cafe no, 
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Only Motion (reggae rock) Father 
O'Hara's Pubic House, 45 Danforth St, 
PorUand. 871-1579. 
Scott Oakley Duo (jazz) little Willie's, 36 
Market St, Pordand. 773-4500. 
Tha Blcycla Thle".s (rock) Moose Alley, 
46 Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
SWift Icacubes (rock) Old Port Tavern, 
11 Moulton 51. Portland. 774-0444. 
Port City Allsta ... (swing, R&B) Raours 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, 
Pordand. 773.£866. 
Hot Cherry Pie (rock) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Pickett St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Tha Look (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. BoydSt, 
Portland. 773-8040. 
Peter & Amla lacoustic) Tipperary Pub, 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Ptld. 775-6161 . 
Tha Raze (rock) The Wrong Brothers Pub 
at Port Billiards, 39 Forest Ave, Ptld. 
775-1944. 
SATURDAY 9.7 
Will Turner (acoustic) Bramhall Pub, 769 
Congress St, Portland. 773-9873. 
Garrison Fawel Quartet (jazz) cafe no, 
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Tha Boneheads (rock) Father O'Hara's 
Public House, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 
871-1579. 
Scott Oakley Duo (jazz) L~tle Willie's, 36 
Market St, Portland. 773-4500. 
Midnight Rider (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Pordand. 774-5246. 
SWift Icecubes (rock) Old Port Tavem, 
11 Moulton St, Portland. 774-0444. 
Pousetta-Dart Band (acoustic country 
rock) Raoul'S Roadside Attraction, 865 
Forest Ave, Portland. 773-6886. 
Wing and a Prayer (rock) Spring Point 
Cafe, 175 Pickett 51. S. Ptld. 767-4627. 
Straight Lece Idance music) Tipperary 
Pub, Sheraton Tara Hotel, S. Portland. 
775-6161 . 
The Raze (rock) The Wrong Brothers Pub 
at Port Billiards,39 Forest Ave,775-1944. 
SUNDAY 9.8 
Val Mollineaux does Duka Ellington 
(jazz) cafe no, 20 Danforth St, Pordand 
772-8114. 
Live Irish Music with Mlka O'BrIan 
(Irish music) Father O'Hara's Public 
House, 45 Danforth 51. Plid. 871-1579. 
Kevin Midgley (blues) Gritty McDufrs, 
396 Fore St, Portland. 7n-2739. 
Jenny & Jeremy (rock) Moose Alley, 46 
Market St, Pordand. 774-5246. 
The Heate ... (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774-()444. 
Sunday Brunch in the Ballroom (clas· 
sical) Portland Regency,20MilkSt, Port· 
land. 774-4200. 
Rio Bisbee (dance dynamos) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave , 
Pordand. 773.£886. 
The Acoustic Connection (live music 
by three musicians) Spring Point Cafe, 
175 Picke" St, S. Portland. 767-4627. 
Ken Grimsley & Friends (acoustic) 
WharrsEnd, 52WharfSt, Ptld.773-0093. 
MONDAY 9.9 
Monday Night at the Movies ("Avalon') 
Moose Alley, 46 Market St, Portland. 
774·5246. 
The Heaters (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774.0444. 
So.Me. Blues Society (blues) Raoul's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave 
Pordand. 773-6866. ' 
The Fabulous Thunderbirds (blues) T· 
Birds, 126 N. Boyd St. Ptld. 773-8040. 
Open Mlc Night with Ken Grimsley 
(b.y.o. jam) Wharf's End, 52 Wharf St, 
Portland. 773.0093. 
TUESDAY 9.10 
Opan Poetry Readings (words) cafe no, 
20 Danforth St, Portland. 772-8114. 
Dasprlt Avlkadoes (eclectic funk mix) 
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore St, 772-2739. 
Open Mlc Night with The Cool Whips 
(b.y.o. jam) Father O'Hara's Public 
House, 45 Danforth St, Ptld. 871-1579. 
Panic station (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774.0444. 
Little Women (rock) Raoul's Roadside 
Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, 773·6886. 
Open Mlc Night with Peter Gleason 
(b.y.o.jam) Spring Point Cafe. 175 Pickett 
St, S. Pordand. 767-4627. 
The Men of New England (yyy) T -Birds, 
126 N. Boyd St, Portland. 773-8040. 
Solstlca (rock) Wharrs End, 52 Wharf St, 
Pordand. 773.Q093. 
WEDNESDAY 9.11 
Jim Lydan Trio (dinner jazz) cafe no, 20 
Danforth St, Portland. 772·8114. 
Bachelo ... • Night (xxx) Moose Alley, 4t 
Market St, Portland. 774-5246. 
Panic Station (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11 
Moulton St, Portland. 774.0444. 
Red Light Revue (swing , R&B) Raoul 's 
Roadside Attraction, 865 Forest Ave, 
Pordand. 773-6866. 
Open Mlc Night with J,J. and the Cool 
Whips (b .y .o . rock jam) The Wrong 
Brothers Pub at Port Billiards, 39 Forest 
Ave , Portland. 775-1944. 
TBA Wharrs End, 52 Wharf St, Pordand. 
773-0093. 
DANCING 
Gott. Danca, Inc., Thompson's Point, 
second floor Bldg 1 A, Portland. Smoke 
and chem-free dances with swing, Latin 
& ballroom music Fridays from 9-12 pm 
& Sundays from 3-6 pm. $5. 773-3558. 
Tha Moon, 425 Fore St, Portland. Open 
nightly ,8 pmon Fri-5atuntil3am. Cover : 
$2. 871-0663. 
Salutes, 20 MilkSt, Portland. Opennighdy 
until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200. 
T-Blrd's, 126 N. Boyd St, Pordand. Sun: 
football afternoon, comedy night; Mon, 
football party; Wed, local bands; Thurs, 
college night; Fri & Sat, bands and/or 
deejay, all contemporary dance music. 
773-8040. 
Wherehouse Chern-Free Dance Club, 
29 Forest Ave, Portland. Progressive 
music. Fri-Sat, 9 pm·l am. 874-9770. 
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. Wed: 
Progressives. Thu : Visual Vibe. Fri: 
Deejayllive Music; Sat: Cutting Edge 




Shoestring Theater (puppetry & more) 
noon, Tommy's Park, corner of Middle 
and Exchange streets, Portland. Free. 
772-6828. 
FRIDAY 9.0 
Papa Loves Mambo (Latinlisland) noon, 
Monument Square, Pdd. Free. 772·6828. 
Diana Ross (Motown) 8 pm, Cumberland 
County Civic Cenler, Pordand. Tickets : 
$21 .50 & $19.50. 775-3825. 
SATURDAY 9.7 
Jim Hall Uazz guilar) 8 pm, Portland Per-
forming Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave , 
Portland. Tickets: $14. 774-0465. 
Nancy 3. Hoffman (ecieclic singer) 7:30 
pm, Saco River Grange, Bar Mills. The 
program ranges from the humorous to 
serious, including works by Gilbert & 
Sullivan, Edith Piaf, Henry Wadsworth 
Longfenow & Franz Lehar. Tix : $7 for 
adults, $5 forseniors/students. 766-4496. 
Ed Millar (Scottish folk) 8 pm, The Curtis 
little Theater, The Chocolate Church 
804 Washington St, Bath. With opening' 
set by Curt Bessette. Portland· based 
singer/songwriler. Tickets : $7 advance, 
$9 at the door. 729-3185. 
ART 
OPENING 
Art Gallary at Dlx Deering Street, Port-
land. Preview reception Sept 6 from 6·9 
pm for "The Second Annual JurledGroup 
Exhibition," with an open house Sept 7 
from 11 am-5 pm. Show runs through 
Sept 28. Gallery hours: Tues-Sat, 11 -5 
till Sept 21: after that, by chance or 
appointment. 772·9605. 
'Ole Baxter Gallery, PorUand School of 
Art. Opening reception Sept 5 from 5-7 
pm for 'Student Exhibition 1991: which 
runs through Sept 22. Juried exhibit of 
about 120 works of current sophomores, 
juniors & seniors. 775-5152. 
Danforth Gallery, 34 Danforth St. Port-
land. Opening reception Sept 6 from 6-8 
pm for -Annual Members' Show,- works 
by over 30 artists including the works of 
Anne Alexander, Wilma Rifkin, Jim 
Mezinski, Nancy Karp, Jason Weinberg, 
Dorothy Ingraham, Francis Michevich, 
Ray.Lord, Janice M. Scott, Diane linscott, 
LOUise Pease, Steve Sechab, Judy 
Faust, Jack Davis, Joanne Oransky, 
Thelma F. Staples. Buffet dinner is $6 for 
members, $8 for non-members, and $4 
for children 12 and under. Buffet reser-
vations appreciated - but diners and 
non-diners invited to the opening. Ex· 
hibit will run through Sept 20. Gallery 
hours: Tues-Sat, 11-5. 775,£245. 
Ratn .. , 555 Congress St, Portland. Open-
ing reception Sept 5 from 5-7 pm lor 
'Journey: A Statement of Time and 
Place: multi-plate etchings by Jane 
Banquer showing thru Sept. 761 -3930. 
The Gallery at the Center for the Arts 
at the Chocolate Church, 804 Wash-
ington St, Bath. Opening reception Sept 
6 from 5-7 prn for an invitational Maine 
Crafts exh ibit. The works of 12 
craftspeople will provide viewers a 
glimpse into the diverse and expanding 
world of crafts within our state. Crafts 
range from the traditional simplicity of 
Barbette and Richard Behm's lightship 
baskets to the arVcraft fibre creations of 
Ava Tews. Other participants will in-
clude, among others, ceramist Squidge 
Davis, paper maker Georgeann Kuhl. 
doll maker Colleen Moser, fabric artist 
Audrey Nichols and jeweler Lauren 
Pollaro. Show runs through Sept 28 . 
Gallery hours: Tues-Fri, 10 am-4 pm; 
Sat noon·4 pm. 442-8455. 
'Dos Islas: Works of Elena Jahn A 
robust use of color and strong emotion 
pervade the paintings and pastels by 
Jahn, who divides her . time between 
Monhegan Island and Puerto Rico, two 
very different islands that inspire a dia· 
logue of opposites in her work. Despite 
the duality of the artist's lifestyle, her 
paintings and pastels are unified by a 
strong graphic quality where the drawing 
appears very gestural and emphatic. 
Says Jahn, -In both the work in Maine 
and Puorto Rico, I am after strong emo-
tion: I want movement, shock, change, 
disruption, and passion.' On view through 
Sept 22. 
'Photographs from a Lost Frontier: 
Icon Contemporary Art, 19 Mason 
Street, Brunswick. Anne Minich's "Music 
Paper Drawings and New Works,' a show 
of drawings and mixed media wall rlr 
liefs. -They're spiritual, erotic, personal, 
mysterious, painstakingly executed," 
says gallery proprietor Duane Paluska. 
Showing through Sept3O. Gallery hours: 
weekdays 1-5, weekends by chance or 
appointment. 725-8157. 
Malne Audubon Society, Gilsland Farm, 
118 Route 1 , Falmouth. A.C. (Tony) Kulik 
of Searsport will exhibit his wood en-
gravings and lino cuts during the month 
of September. Kulik works in both black 
and white, using traditional 'white line' 
technique and multiple color by the re-
duction method. His work is greatly influ-
enced by the sea, dramatic coastline 
and abundant wildlife of Waldo County, 
his home. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 9-5, 
Sun noon·5. 781-2330. AROUND TOWN 
African Imports and New England Arts, 
1 Union St, Portland. African crafts, jew-
elry and sculpture as well as New En-
gland crafts, artifacts and arts. Gallery 
hours: Mon·Sat, 10 am-9 pm: Sun 12-9. 
772-9505. 
Congress Square Gallery, 42 Exchange 
St, Portland. Bold and colorful new paint-
ings of Maine artist Philip Barter on view 
Sept 12.()ct 12. Other artists showing 
w~1 be Gina Werfel, Hearne Pardee, 
Robert Poll len, Meg Brown Payson, Alan 
Sanborn, Carmen Melito, Melita Brecher 
& many others. Gallery hours: 10:3~5, 
Mon-Wed; 1 0 :3~9, Thurs-Sat; noon-5 
Sun 774-3369. 
M. Marvin Brecklnridge An exhibition 
of early historic American photography 
featuring 29 black and white photographs 
by M. Marvin Breckinridge Patterson, a 
first lady of the diplomatic corps, war 
correspondent, linguist, pilot, writer and 
photographer. Taken while she was a 
member of the Frontier Nursing Service 
in Kentucky during the 193Os, the photo-
graphs provide insight into the dignity 
and character olthe Appalachian people. 
The story of how Mrs. Patterson forded 
rivers rivers in Appalachian Kentucky in 
every season on horseback in order to 
take these photographs is a story about 
a courageous group of health-care pio-
neers, The Frontier Nursing Service. A 
1930s film shot by Mrs. Patterson and 
documenting the Frontier Nursing Ser-
vice will be shown throug hou tthe exh ibi-
tion, which runs through Sept 15. 
Mast Cova Gallerlest, Mast Cove Lane/ 
Maine Street, Kennebunkport. Group 
show by 90 artists- paintings, graphics 
& sculpture - showing through Oct 15. 
Gallery hours: 10·5 daily. 967-3453. 
Mast Cova Galleries II, Schooners 
Wharf, Ocean Ave, Kennebunkport. 
Works of 20 artists on continuous dis-
play. Hours: 10-5 and 6:30-8:30 daily. 
967-3453. 
O'Farrell Gallery, 46 Maine St, Brunswick. 
Marguerite Robichaux's "The Monhegan 
Pain tings," a selection of works inwater-
color and oil that resulted from her resi-
dency at the Carina House. Says gallery 
assistant Chris White : "They're evoca-
tive landscapes notable for their very 
fluid nature and luminous color: Show· 
ing through Sept 28. Gallery hours: Mon-
Sat, 10 am-5 pm. 729·8228. 
Dean Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire 
St, Portland. 'Views of the Head Be-
hind," a series of sculpture dealing with 
body and mind by Celeste Roberge . 
Viewing wilevoke concepts of mind and 
creation, asone sorts through fragments 
The Spirited Gourmet, 142 John St, 
Pordand. -Kitchen Art' by Mary N . Levine 
through Sept 15. Hours: Mon-Fri, 1 ~6 ; 
Sat 10-2. 773-2919. 
The stein Gallery, 20 Milk St, PorUand. The Point of View Gallery, Bowdoin 
Camera Exchange, 216A Maine St, 
Brunswick. -Images from the Indian Sub-
continent," 28 images from his treks 
through Kashmir, Ladakh, Bhutan, 
Sikkim, Rajasthan & Agra, by photogra-
pher Sanjay Kumar Saxena. Part of 
Saxena's documentation·in-progress of 
the region's vanishing. Through Sept 15. 
Galleryhours:Mon-Sat,I~6. 725-8811 . 
of clay shapes and attempts through 
personal history to assemble a recogniz-
able past. Showing through Sept 8. Ga!-
lery hours: Thurs 12·8; Fri & Sat 12-5; 
Sun 12-4; and by appt. 772-2042. 
The colorful , strong, solid forms of Rob-
ert Willson, the vessel form construc· 
tions of Bruce Pizzichillo and the 
sandcasted and blown pieces of Neal 
Drobnis combine to make this an impor-
tant show for people Interested in con· 
temporary glass sculpture . Showing 
through Oct 15. Gallery Hours: Mon-Sat, 
11 am-6 pm; Sun, 12-5 pm. 772-9072. Frost Gully Gallery, 411 Congress St, 
Pordand. A neW group exhibition featur-
ing the works of all gallery artists, includ-
Ing oils, watercolor, pastels, and sculp-
ture in a wide range of styles and sub-
jects by Dalav lpear, DeWitt Hardy, Eric 
Green, Laurenze Sisson , Alfred 
Chadbourne, Martha Groome, Sharon 
Yates, Cabot Lyford and John Laurent. 
Gallery hours: Mon·Fri, 12-6 pm, or by 
appointment. 773-2555. 
Sun Gallery, 496 Congress St, Portland. 
New paintings and works on paper by 
Ivan Jenny, Penelope Jones and Evelyn 
Winter. Showing through Oct 14. Gallery 
hours: Wed-Sat, 11 am-6 pm or by ap-
pointment. 8284760 or 773·8816. 
Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott Dyer 
Road, Cape Elizabeth . Elizabeth Burke's 
-Visual Slips," paintings and drawings. 
Showing through Sept 14. 799-1720. 
The Good Egg. 705 Congress St, Port-
land. Peter Buolle 's paintings through 
Sept 15. 775-1514. 
Greenhut Gatterles, 146 Middle St, Port-
land. Gallery artists on view through 
September. Gallery hours: Mon-Sat, 
10:3~5 :3O . 772-2693. 
JohnnyD's,425 ForeSt, Pordand. Works 
of Marilyn Blinkhorn, Shana Belknap, 
Tanya Fletcher & Andres Verzosa. Show-
ing through Sept 15. 775-1514. 
Tha Lewis Gallery, Portland Public li-
brary, 5 Monument Square. -Yachts and 
Boats,' watercolors of old yachts to tugs 
by Cynthia McMullin through Sept 28. 
library hours: Mon, Wed & Fri 9-6, Tues 
& Thurs noon-9, and Sat 9,5. Call 871-
1700 for more info. 
The Maine Emporium Upstairs Gal-
lery. 85 York St , Portland. Works by 
Portland artist Michael Waterman as well 
as oil paintings by Dr. John H. Allen 
through September. Hours: Mon-Sal. 11-
6; Sun, noon-5. 871 -0112. 
The Pine Tree Shop and Bayview Gal-
lery, 75 MarketSt, Portland. Landscapes 
in oils by Scott Moore, Michael Reece , 
Brian Kliewer & David little through Oct 
2. Gallery hours: 1 ~6. M-5at. 773·3007. 
Portland Museum of Art, Seven Con-
gress Square, Portland. Hours: Tues, 
Wed, Fri & Sat, 10 am-5 pm; Thurs 10 
am-9 pm;Sun 12-5 pm. Admission :adulls 
$3.50, senior cilizens and students with 
10 $2.50, children under 18 $1 , group 
rate $3. Museum admission is free 10 
am-noon Saturday, but $1 .50 will be 
charged to see the Impressionism exhi-
bition. 773-2787. 
'Impressionism and Post-Impression-
Ism: The Collector's Passion Drawn 
from priva te collections, this exhibition of 
81 works by 43 artiSts features eight 
works from the Joan Whitney Payson 
Collection as well as 11 from the hold-
ings of Portland native Scott Black. The 
exhibition explores the evolution of who 
collects, how such decisions affect the 
next generation of collectors, and how 
collectors' decisions affect the museum 
goer's access to the masterworks of the 
ages. Monet, Renoir and Degas are 
among the artists represented in the 
paintings and sculptures of ' Impression· 
ism.' On view through Oct 13. 
" ", 
" ,', r'_-__ , .. 
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Yarmouth Historical Society, Museum 
Bowdoin College Museum of Art, 
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College, 
Brunwick. 'The View Camera: a history 
of photography using the view camera. 
Black and white and color photos with 
works by Southworth and Hawes, Harry 
Callahan and Aaron Siskind, amongoth-
ers. Also : "Trees: an exhibition com-
prised of works in a variety of media 
including drawings, prints, photographs 
and illustrated books dating from the 
19th century to the present, presonts an 
opportunity to view works that concen-
trate on the rich symbolic image of the 
tree. Highlightsofthe show include draw-
ings by Rockwell Kent and James Hart: 
prints by Camille Pissarro, Odilon Redon 
and Theodore Rousseau : and photo-
graphs by Eliot Porter and Jean·Eugenlr 
Auguste Atget. Both exhibits run through 
Sept 29. The museum is open to the 
public free of charge. Hours: Tuesday-
Saturday, 10 am-5 pm: Sunday, 2·5 pm. 
For further information, call 725-3275. 
of Yarmouth History, third floor 01 Merrill 
Memorial Library ,Main Street, Yarmouth. 
-Collections: an exhibit that looks at 
who collects Yarmouth history. whyindi· 
viduals collect things, and why they do-
nale Ihem to the museum. It shows how 
a museum collection grows, and includes 
guidelines for selecting historical mate-
rial. It also addresses the issue of ensur-
ing that a museum collection reflects the 
rich diversity of a town's history. A wide 
variety of obiects from the museum col-
lection illustrate the theme. Showing 
through November. Hours:Tues-Sat,l~ 
5. Free; donations welcome. 846-6259 
OTHER 
Aristlde Malllol: ImpreSSionist Sculp-
tor Pordand Museum of Art docent Eliza-
beth Shames discusses the artist's work, 
featured in the exhibition -Impression' 
ism and Post- Impressionism: The 
Collector'S Passion.' Free with admis-
sion to the exhibit. Thurs, Sept 5 at5:15 
pm and Fri, Sept 6 at 12:30 pm. Call 775-
6148 for further details. 
Art Call The art selection committe for the 
Winslow Elementary School announces 
a competition for artists to design, ex-
ecute and install artwork in one or more 
interior/exterior locations. $23,000 is 
available for the purchase of Maine's 
Percent for Art law. All professional art-
ists are eligible for this commission. For 
a prospectus, send a SASE by Sept 6to 
Winslow Elementary Percent for Art 
Competition, l. Duff, Superintendent of 
Schools, Benton Avenue. Winslow 
04901. The deadline for submission of 
preliminary materials is Oct 14. 
Art In Service 14-week course offered 
through Portland School of Art's Con· 
tinuing Studies Program with Regina 
Kelley, assoc prof of sculpture. The 
course is for those who wish to serve 
their communily and those community 
activists who wish to explore and acti-
vate their inner artist. The class com-
binesart making, values clarification and 
research , and has three goals : to assist 
artists in exploring their own altruistic 
motivation to serve their community, to 
identify specifIC skills that could be ap-
plied to comroonity neods, and to foster 
'creative partnerships' in which artists 
are matched with community programs 
Elements Gallery, 56 Maine St, 
Brunswick. Natasha Kempers-Cullen's 
'Making Marks,' new painted and quilted 
fabric art. Showing through Sept 28. 
Hours:Tues-Sat,10am-5 pm. 729-1108. 
to accomplish mutuallY agreed upon 
projects. Students will study art-inspired 
programs such as Hospice, Spindle 
Works, Very Special Arts and Arts forthe 
Homeless. Classes start Sept 12. For 
more info, call PSA at 775-3052. Hobe Sound Galleries North, 58 Maine 
St, Brunswick. A threlrperson exhibition 
of realists: Rush Brown's 'Interior Pan-
oramas, - Barbara J. Sussman's "French 
Landscapes," and recent work by Joel 
Babb. Showing through Sept 28. Gallery 
hours: Thurs-Sat, 10 am-5 pm. 725-4191 . 
• Continued on p"g,22 
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: HARD CIDER : 
I FARM Oriental Rugs I 
I 45 Middle Rd., Rt.9 : 
I Falmouth, Maine 04105 I 
II Appointments: (207) 775-1600 I 
In Maine 1-800-660-RUGS I 
Nationwide: 1-800-346-6617 ' I I 
I Hours: 10-5 Tues.-Sat. I 





Trying to meet someone new? Try Casco Bay 
Weekly's Personal Call". On FAX FREE THURSDAY 
fax your ad of 30 words or less to 775-1615 between 
9am and 4pm and get your Personal CalPad abso-
lutely FREE. Don't forget to include your name, 
address & phone number so we can send you your 
Personal Call" number. (CBW mailbox additional $5.) 
For more information 
about Casco Bay 
Weekly personal ads, 
Personal Call"and 
FAX FREE THURSDAY 
call us. 
"Iitj!·) :£\11 
Ifl"{4 ~ "I 
775-6601 
" 
22 Casco Bay Weekly 
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* TOP ~~eJe~~ EAST * 
Stars Over Portland 
A rT'ontl"!y showcose of P-,e 
"eQlons toe osrfQ(m no ort ,sts 
Appearing in September 
TONY BOFFA TRIO 
A blend of easy listening and light dancing 




Playing an ec!eui c.; blend of folk and 





OF THE EAST 
Sonesla Holel Pori land 
775·5411 
Auto-Residence-Business 
glass repair & replacement 
• sunroof installation 
• antique auto restoration 
• truck sliders 
• mirrors 
• wood & aluminum sashes 
repaired 
• vinyl replacement windows 
• screens, custom made and 
repaired 
• storm windows 
• store fronts 
f.I~S 
One Industrial Way 
Portland • 797-0801 
Hl!iping Peopk Makl! a Diffirma in thrir Communitil!s 
SHORT COURSES FOR BUSY PEOPLE 
Legal Responsibilities 
of Nonprofit Boards 
October 10, 7-9 p.m. 
State and Local Government 
October 16, 23 and 30,4:30-6:30 p.m, 
The Maine Legislature 
November 6, 13 and 20, 4:30-6:45 p, m, 
Call 874-6500 for more information 
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS 
Q University of Southern Maine 
Wise 
Trading Co., Inc. 
ESTABUSHED 1913 
"Quality merchandise 
and experience you can trust" 
We Buy Anything Worth Buying 
- - -WE PAY CASH - - -
Use our convenient Lay-Away plan 
14k Gold $13_95per gram 
BLnr·SELL-TEUUDE 
4 Stores to Serve You 
498 Congress St., Portland 
772-3932 
330 Lisbon St., Lewiston 
155 Front St., Bath 
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ART 
Bloc:ks & Bagel,,: Impres"lonlsm The 
Block Ensemble opens ils '91·'92 series 
al the PorUand Museum of Art with a 
program of compositions by Debussy, 
Elgar, Ravel and Damas, whose music 
is synonymous with the Impressionist 
era, Ticket prices include an exclusive 
viewing of the exhibition "tmpressionism 
and Post-lmpressionism:The Collector's 
Passion: and breakfast of bagels & 
cream cheese, coffee and juice. Sept 15 
at 10:30 am. Admission: $5 for museum 
members, $7 lor general public, $3 for 
children under 12. Info, call 775-6148. 
Cafes, Dane. Halfs and Broth.ls: 
Degas and the Parl .. lan Unconscious 
Author and scholar George Smilh ex-
plores the Paris Degas frequented and 
painled. Using an nterdisciplinary ap-
proach lhal includes a lour of the exhibi-
lion "Impressionism and Pos1-impres-
sionism: The Colector's Passion: Dr. 
Smith will documenl the relationships 
between men and women, art and artist, 
and the world allarge. Sept 11 at3 pm. 
Free with admission 10 lhe exhibit al 
PorUand Museum of Arl, 7 Congress 
Square. Call 775-6148 for more inla. 
Impressions of a Revolution: Imp ..... 
.. Ionlsm and Post-Impressionism A 
mini-course laughl by Bowdoin College 
Ass'I Art Prof Linda Docherty for begin-
ners and covering lhe precursors 10 and 
development of the artistic movement 
that shaped the modem artistic era. The 
first class will be "The Art 01 the Impres-
sionists: Meaning and Signilicance: to 
be held Irom 6-7 pm Sept 12 at Porlland 
Museumof Art, 7 Congress Square. Six-
class fee: $25 lor museum members, 
seniors & students with ID; $35 for oth-
ers. Register by calling 775-6148. 
Navajo Textile Identification Program 
The York Institute Museum 01 Saco will 
host this program Sept5 from 4·8 pm in 
conjunclion wilh its upcoming exhibilion 
"Forgotten Connections: Maine's Role in 
lhe Navajo Textile Trade, 1880-1930." 
Exhibilion curator Bobby Ann Packwood 
and Grelchen Faulkner of the Hudson 
Museum will be in Saco for the ID pro-
gram 10 examine and identify Navajo 
textiles. The public is encouraged 10 
bring in examples dating from 1880-
1930. The curators are also interested in 
seeing any letters, photographs or other 
records of trips made by Mainers 10 the 
Southwesl in those years, or pictures of 
Navajo textiles in use in Maine homes at 
the turn of this century. The program is 
free and will lake place at the museum, 
371 Main St, Saco. Info, call 282·3031 . 
Percent for Art Call for Artl.ts The art 
selection commillee for the New Sha-
ronNienna Elemenlary Schoof an· 
nounces a competition for artists to de· 
sign, execute and install one or more 
artwork(s) in any media suitable for inte-
rior or exterior locations. $22,000 is 
availabe for the purchase of this artwork. 
All professional artists are eligible for this 
commission. For a prospeclus, send 
SASE by Sept610 Percent for Art Com-
petition , Nora Thombs, clo Superinten· 
dent of Schools SAO 119, Box 471, 
Farmington, ME 04938. 
Percent for Art Project The Town of 
Vassalboroisseekng oneor more Maine 
artists for the Percent for Art project at 
lhe 10wn's K·8 school, now under con-
struction. A budget of $23,000 is avai~ 
l!ble for works in all media. For a pro-
speclus on this project, artists should 
send a SASE no laler than Sept 6 to 
Percent for Art Competition , clo Leon 
Duff, Supt of Schools, 16 Benton Ave , 
Winslow 04901 , Deadline for materials 
to be sub mined will be Ocl 4. 
"Trees In Art" A gallery talk presented 
Sept 8 at 3 pm by David P. Becker, 
consulting graphiC arlscuralor. Given in 
conjunction with the current exhibition 
"Trees,' on view Ihrough Oc16, the lec-
ture will explore the wide-ranging use of 
the symbolic imagery of trees in various 
media. The 1aIks will be held in the 20th 
Century Gallery of Bowdoin College's 
Museum of Art Free. Hours are Tues-
Sat, 10-5; Sun 2-5. Info, call 725-3275. 
With a Woman's Touch: Women Art-
Ists ofthe Impressionist Era Barbara 
Schenkel examines the role of such painl-
ers as Mary Cassan and Berthe Morisot, 
both featured in this tour of the exhibilion 
"Impressionism and Posl·lmpressionism: 
The Collector'S Passion.' Sepl 12 at 
5:15 pm&SepI13aI12:30pm. Free with 
admission to lhe exhibit at Porlland Mu-
seum of Art, 7 Congress Square. Call 
775-6148 for more info. 
SENSE 
ACT UP (AIDS Coalition To Unleash 
Power) is a diverse group of votunteers 
united in anger and committed to nonvio-
lenl, direct action to end the AIDS crisis. 
ACT UP meets every Monday from 7·9 
pmallhe People'sBuilding, 155 Brackell 
St, PorUand. New members are always 
welcome. For more information, write 10 
ACT UPlMaine, P.O. Box 5267, Port-
land 04101,tel. 774-7224. 
AIDS Conference The Salvation Army 
League of Mercy Department is con-
ducling an inslitule called "Reach Out 
and Touch' with guests Major Doctor & 
Mrs. Herbert C. Rader. Sepl 28, from 
9:30 am-3:3O pm, at the Salvallon Army 
Corps Community Cenler at 297 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. A workshop 
will be conducted in lhe morning on 
AIDS and a workshop after lunch on lhe 
practicality of visitalion. The cost for lhe 
dayis$8, including lunch. Checks should 
be made payable to the Salvation Army. 
Registration must be in by Sept 12; call 
774·6304 for further info. 
Born In China: Two Oral Histories The 
China-American Friendship Assoc of 
Maine (CAFAM) presents this shared 
talk and discussion by retired Dr. Wu-
ming Tsao and retired goY1 analysl Euan 
Davis. Davis was born in the Methodist 
compound in Beijing and first learned 
English in the United Stales at the age of 
eight Tsao spent the first eight years of 
his life 150 miles west of Shanghai be· 
fore moving there wilh his brother in 
1933. The lwo will field questions from 
lhe audience. Free and open 10 the pub-
lic Sept 10 at 7 pm at the USM Campus 
Center Room B, Falmouth Slreet, Port-
land. For more info, call 774-6511 . 
The Casco Bay Greens monthly meet· 
ing will be held Sept15 at6:30 pm on lhe 
second noor of the Peopfe's Building , 
155 Brackell St, Portland. The public is 
invited. Meetings ar9 held every third 
Sun. of the month. Info, call 774-4599. 
Gulf of Main. Bloreglonal Gathering 
People are joining with neighbors to dis· 
cuss ways we can work together to learn 
whal our special resources are, plan 
how to best proect and use those nalural 
and cultural resources, exchange our 
time and energy 10 best meet our daily 
and long· term needs, and enrich our 
children's local and planetary knowledge 
The weekend will in dude tafking circles, 
workshops, networking, panels, a mar-
ketplace and resource area, children's 
program, canoeing, hiking, swimming 
and evening fire circle. Cabins are avail-
able, and there are plenty of places for 
lenls. The gathering will lake place Sept 
27-29 at the YMCA camp on lhe western 
shore of Lake Cobbosseconlee. For fur-
lher information, write to PO Box 11361 , 
Woowich , ME 04579. 
How To Really Start Your Own Busi-
ness Portland SCORE (Service Corps 
of Relired Executives), avolunteerorga-
nization suppo<ting small business, will 
hold a workshop Sept 1 0 from 1-4 pm al 
the SCORE offices, 66 Pearl St, Port-
land. Discussion will cover all importanl 
considerations in starting a new busi· 
ness, including how to organize, budget-
ing, marketing and record-keeping . For 
moreinfoandreservalionscall772-1147, 
Japan ••• Classes The Japan America 
Sociely 01 Maine offers Japanese Ian-
guagecourses for the fall semesler al58 
Fore St, Portland. Beginner I starts Sept 
10 and costs $110 for JASM members, 
$140fornon-members. Beginner II starts 
Sept 12 and cosls $105 for members, 
$135 for non-members. Intermediate I 
starts Sept 11 and costs $80 for mem-
bers, $11 0 for non-members. All classes 
run from 5:30-7 pm. For more info, call 
the JASM office at 774-4014. 
Portland Taxpayers Association will 
meet Sepl10 at 7 pm in Deering High 
auditorium, 370 Slevens Ave, Portland. 
They'll discuss "Revalualion: The Next 
Step." The public is welcome. Call 773-
0328 for more in fa. 
Proprloc:eptiv. Writing Cent.r's Fall 
Courses include the following : "A New 
Manner of Thinking: a colloquium for 
men and women in which a man consid-
ers feminism as the foundalion for psy-
chological change . Given by Tobin 
Simon, Ph.D. Ten allernale Wed eves, 
beginning Sepl" . "Myslicism East and 
West: an exploration of male and fe-
male mystic writers from the Hindu, Bud-
dhisl and Christian traditions, wilh Nishit 
Mehta. Ten allernate Mon eves, begin-
ning Sepl 9. "Nurluring a Feminist Con-
sciousness: a course for women. The 
purpose of lhis work will be 10 discern 
connections belween our personal 
wounds and the patriarchal culture that 
shapes us. Given by Sheila O'Connell 
and Barbara Poner. Eight alternate Tues 
eves, beginning Sepl 17. "The Erotic 
Imagination," a writing workshop with 
Steven Levine, M.D., author of ·Sex Is 
Not Simpfe,' and Tobin Simon, poel and 
co-director of lhe writing center. This 
workshop is for writers who wish 10 ex-
periment wilh the erotic in their work, as 
well as for individuals and couples who 
want to use writing 10 expand their ex-
pressive capacities. Weekend of Sepl 
27-29. Call Proprioceplive Writing Cen-
ter (39 Deering St, Portland) at 772-1847 
for more information. 
Red Cross Classes PorUand's RC chap-
ter will be offering several community 
courses of instruction beginning in early 
September. They include standard firsl 
aid, standard first aid progression, com-
munity CPR, adull CPR, a CPR basic life 
support professional rescuer upgrade 
program, an inlant and child CPR skills 
course, a babysilling skills course, re-
view training for the various first aid and 
CPR programs, an instructor candidate 
training course & a standard first aid 
inslruclor course. There is a fee for pro-
grams and advance registration is re-
quired. Ca1l874-1192 weekdays for info. 
"studying Lesbian and Gay History: 
Wh .... Do We Begin?" Dr. Howard 
Solomon, hislorian, writer, cQ-chair of 
Lesbian/GaylBisexual Caucus at Tufts 
Universily, will address the Mallovich 
Society Sept12 at 7 ;30, in the third noor 
conference roam of Porlland Public li-
brary, 5 MonumenlSquare. Free, wheel 
chair accessible , signing provided for 
the hearing impaired. lnla,call773-4444 . 
OFF THE 
CLOCK 
The Campaign for Sensible Transpor-
tation would like an office clerk for filing, 
stuffing envelopes for mailings, labeling 
and light-duty assignments. You will be 
supporting a greal cause while gaining 
fundraising experience. This work may 
be done weekdays or eves. Several vol-
unteers are needed. To sign up call the 
Cenler for Voluntary Action at 874-1 015. 
Cerebral Palsy Center needs volun-
leers to help wilh their swimming pro-
gram. Duties include assisting the CP 
slaff with one-on-<>ne help in the swim-
ming pool, dressing and undressing. Must 
enjoy preschool and adull handicapped 
individuals and be prompt and depend-
able. The program is on Tuesdays from 
9-11 am, September through June, Asa 
volunteer, you will be meeting new 
people, getting a lillie exercise and help-
ing those who would trufy appreciate it 
Calilhe Volunteer Cenler a1874-1015 
for information. 
Convention and Visitors Bureau needs 
help at the Visitor Information Center. 
Duties invotve answering phones, deal· 
ing with visitor questions and directing 
tourislSaround thearea. On· the-job train· 
ing is available. Volunleers must be 
lriendly , You'll have lun and learn about 
Porlland while making good use of your 
time. Call the Volunteer Center al 874· 
1015 for further info, 
Common Ground Country Fair Volun-
teer. The Maine Organic Farmers and 
Gardeners Association is looking for help 
to create the 1991 fair. Volunleers are 
needed for set-up starting Sept 14, the 
fair (which runs Sep 20-22), and dean 
up, running through Oc14. Hund~eds of 
volunleers are also needed during the 
three days of the fair for selling tickets, 
parking cars, assisling with juggling and 
slilting workshops, recycling and answer-
ing questions, among o1her activities. 
Volunleers are expected 10 work a mini· 
mum of four hours, In return they earn a 
much sought· after volunleer T -shirl and 
HELP 
DMD (Depressed-ManiC Depressed) Port· 
land Confldenlial support group meeting 
Monday nighls in room #2 at the Dana 
Heallh Center, Maine Medical Center, 
Porlland. For more info , call 774-4357. 
Grieving Support Group for bereaved 
persons healing from lhe death of a 
loved one. Meels in Portland Tuesday 
eves from 7-8:30 pm. Donation. Call 
Kristine Watson , M A, at 775·0366. 
a free pass to the lair. To receive info and 
a registration packet, conlactthe Com-
mon Ground Counlry Fair at P.O. Box 
2176, Augusta 04338, leI. 623-5115. 
Dial KIDS Talk Training II's lime again for 
Dlaf KIDS, the teen peer counseling pro-
gram of Ingraham Volunteers, 10 recruit 
area high school sludents as volunteers 
for the fall training. Training will be held 
Sep124, 25 & 26, Oct 1, 2, 3, 8, 9 & 10-
Tues, Wed & Thurs from2:30·5 pm. The 
required interview can be scheduled 
Mon·Fri, from9am-3 pm. Call 774-TALK 
for an application. 
Aid to Families of Gulf Military While 
most of the combat troops have relurned 
10 lhe United Slates from the Persian 
Gulf,there are still approximately65,Ooo 
support and logistics troops there . The 
Salvation Army Is continuing to offer aid 
10 families of mililary in lhe Gulf and will 
send a writing packel to any soldier. If 
you would like 10 submil a name and 
address for a packet or assistance for a 
famify, contact your local Salvation Army 
or write to DeserVHomelown Shield, The 
Salvation Army, PO Box 3647, Portland 
04104, or call 774-6304. 
Help for Fears, Anxiety & Depression 
Recovery, tnc, offers a method for people 
whose symploms are nervous in origin. 
Meetings are held every week in Port-
land al10 am Saturdays al the Father 
Hayes Cenler, 699 Slevens Ave. 
Windham meetings are held at 7 pm 
Mondays at N. Windham Union Church 
Parish House, Roule 302. No charge. 
Contact Diane at 892-9529 for more info. 
Homelessne .. To help, contact the shel-
ler ctosestl0 you. Or if you need assis-
tance in finding a home, call Hospitality 
House Inc at 453-2986, orwrile P.O. Box 
Hinckley, Me 04944. 
Alpha One Center for Independent 
Living will hold a meeling for individuals 
with disabilities and other interested par-
ties Sepl17 from 5-7 pm at85 E Street, 
S. Portland. For more info, call Cress at 
767-2189. H.O,P,E, self·support groups with facilita-
lor meet weekly to help heal lhe emo-
tional pain associated wilh chronic or 
serious diseases, injury, life, death and 
childhood issues. Group meets al Mercy 
Hospital on Tuesdays from 5:30-7 :30 
pm, and at the Unity Church, 16 Colum-
bia Rd, Portland, on Thursdays from 1 0-
12 noon. There's also a support group 
for the lamily and lriends of the ill thaI 
meets every other Thursday from 7-9 
pm; and a Next Step Group for 12-S1ep-
pers who want to go deeper into leelings, 
lhat meets every Monday at Unily from 
7·9 pm. For more information, call ,-
8OQ-339-HOPE. 
Anorexia-Bulimia Anonymous is a fel-
lowship 01 individuals who share their 
experience, strength and hope wilh each 
olher,thatlhey may solve lheir common 
problems and help themselves and oth-
ers 10 recover from ealing disorders, It is 
our philosophy to find allemate coping 
mechanisms, other than food, as well as 
Host Families are needed for 25 
people frllm Archangel in the Soviet 
Union who will be visiling Greater Port-
land from Oct 4-12. Hosts provide a 
welcome for four or eighl nights, plus 
some meals and transpo<tation to local 
scheduled events. The visitor/delegates, 
all adults, represent many dille rent paris 
of the community of Archangel , the So-
viet sister city of Greater Porlland. This 
visit is one in a series of people-to-
people exchanges arranged by the Arch-
angel Commillee of Greater Portland. 
For further info, call Sally Regan at 772-
8219 or Edna Ellis aI767-2260. 
Literacy Volunteers Make a tremen-
dous difference in someone's life by be-
coming an adull reading tulor with Lit· 
eracyVotunteers. Workone·on·one with 
adults who have requested help with 
reading. Prepare weekly lesson plans, 
evaluale learner progress. Other oppor-
lunities include board participation, 
fundraising andcommunilyoutreach. Fall 
training will begin the first week of Octo-
ber for eight weeks, three hours per 
session. Deadline forsignup is Sept 13. 
A background in teach ing or college stud-
ies with reading or learning disabilities is 
desirable, as well as the abilily to main· 
lain confidenliafity.lncrease your aware-
ness of literacy issues while developing 
leaching skills. Call the Uniled Way's 
VolunleerCenter at874-1015 to sign up. 
10 find our lrue identilies, olher than 
through our eating disorders. By sharing 
with ABA members, we explore moving 
towards becoming aclive participanls in 
life. Anonymity is the foundation of this 
support group. Ai3A is facilitated by reo 
covered people, Meetsevery Friday from 
6·7:30 pm at Westbrook Community 
Hospital, 40 Park Road, Weslbrook. Call 
854·8464 for further info. 
A.R,T,S, Anonymou. is a group of local 
artists recovering through lhe 12 Steps, 
who have come logether 10 form a sup-
port group that meets every Monday a17 
pm al St Luke's Calhedral, State SI, 
Porlland. 
Hurrlcan Bob Assistance The Salva-
tion Army is commilled 10 providing di-
rect assistance to needy families who 
have suslained losses due to the flood-
ing. Info, call your local Salvation Army 
or Divisional Headquarters at 774-6304. 
The Maine Audubon Society Needs 
Sea Fair Hetpers The Sea Fair will be 
held al SMTC (Southern Maine Techni-
cal College) Sepl 14. Volunteers are 
needed beforehand to put up poslers, 
sel up tables and chairs, sell tickets al 
the gate, direct people, clean up afler· 
ward, and as crowd conlrollers, parking 
lot anendanls and video program man-
agers. Volunteers should be assertive, 
cheerful and have a desire to help. You'l 
be helping an environmental organiza-
tion and will receive a 10 percent dis-
count at the MAS. store. Conlact the 
Volunteer Cenler a1874-1015 for inlo . 
Parents Anonymous Use your hard-
earned experience as a parenllo help 
olhers by becoming a Parent Helpline 
volunteerwith Parents Anonymous, Help 
olhers find constructive ways 10 handle 
those difficult child raising moments, Vol-
unteers handle calls from their homes, 
are given extensive lraining, and are not 
required to lake overnight shills. Call 
United Way's Volunteer Center a1874-
1000 for more info. 
Retired Senior Volunte.r Program 
Your community needs your skills and 
knowledge. The RSVP, a program lhal 
places people 60 and oldei in meaning-
ful volunleer jobs, can malch your abili-
ties to those community needs. Oppor-
tunities 10 help include listening reading 
aloud to school children in Grealer 
PorUand's schools; leaching a group of 
seniors in Portland how to fashion craft 
ilems for a Christmas Fair; hefping tosel 
up and laking tickels for a counlry lair. 
You can make a real contribution by 
commiting juSl one morning or afternoon 
a week. Call Priscilla Greene al 775-
6503 for further info. 
Ingraham Volunteer .. Help avaifable by 
phone 24 hours a day. Call 774-HELP. 
A Brain Tumor Support Group meeting 
at New England Rehabilitation Hospital 
of Portland (N ERH·PorUand), 13 Charles 
SI. This group has been designed by 
NERH-Porttand and the American Can-
cer Sociely to meet the special needs of 
adulls with brain tumors and their fami-
lies. The group meels lhe second and 
fourth Thursdays of lhe monlh. Inter-
ested participants should conlact Rev. 
Wish prior to their firsl meeting for a brief 
pretiminary inlerview. People are en· 
couraged to join any time by calling Wish 
a1775-4ooo, ext 542. 
Cancer Support Group The Visiting 
Nurse Service of Southern Maine hold 
this monthlysuppor1and education group 
enabing those affecled by cancer to 
help others, providing inlormalion aboul 
resources and helping to decrease lhe 
anxieties fell by those diagnosed and 
their families. Info and support is facili-
taled by social workers , nurses , 
oncologists, nulritionists and cancer sur-
vivors, All meelings are held althe VNS 
Saco Office at 15 Industrial Park Rd, at 
no cost Call 284-4566 or 1-800-660-
4VNS for more info. 
Diabetes Support Group Sponsored by 
the Visiting Nurse Service of Soulhern 
Maine, this monlhly support and educa-
lion group lor diabetics and olher inter-
esled persons provides a place for shar-
ing and problem solving around the many 
facels of diabeles. Information and edu-
cation is provided by a registered nurse 
anda variety ofgueslspeakers. All meet-
ingsareheldaltheVNS'SacoOffice, 15 
Industrial Road. Free. For more informa-
lion, call 284-4566 or 1-8OQ-660-4VNS. 
Divorced Perspectives Isa weekly meet· 
ing held Wednesdays at 7 pm, al 
Woodfords Congregational Church, 202 
Woodford SI, Portland. For further infor-
mation, call 774-HELP. 
Dyslexia There are simple, nalural heal· 
ing steps that can help you regain poise, 
conlrol & self-esteem. Having success· 
fully completed a dyslexiainaluralthera-
pies pilot study program, Patricia Curil, 
MST, NTS, is ready to share the resulls 
with others Aug 27 at a free meeting from 
7-8:30 pm at Lifestyle Resource Center , 
Suite 210, One Auburn Center, Auburn . 
Call 353-2392 for more info. 
Injured Workers Meeting for workers 
having difficulty with worl\ers' comp sys-
lem, 7:30 pm every Wed at Goodall Hall 
next to Sanford Unilarlan Church, comer 
of Lebanon and Maine streets, Sanford. 
H's P,O,S,S,I,B,L,E. (Partners of Survi-
vors Slop Incest by Learning and Edu-
cating) offers phonesupport, workshops 
and self· help support groups. Portland 
groupmeelsbimonthly.CaIl1-547-3532. 
Need to Talk? Dial Kids holline is for 
teens who have a problem or need to 
talk. The holline is open from 2:30-5 pm 
Mon-Fri. Teens calling in talk 10 other 
leens who are well trained 10 fisten and 
help. Calls are kepI confidential, except 
when the caller is in danger. Topics 
discussed on the holline range from fam-
ily and school to sexuality and relation-
ships, peer relations, birth conlrol, lone-
liness, substance abuse & suicide , If you 
need 10 la1k, call 774-TALK. 
New England Eating Disorders Pro-
gram Free monthly support group Aug 
27 at 7:30 pm, when the 10pic will be" A 
Parenl's View: Open to the public. Al 
Westbrook Community Hospital, 40 Park 
Road, Westbrook. Call 854-8464 for info, 
O.C,D, Support Group meets weekly on 
Fridays at 6-7:30 pm, Mercy Hospital, 
Upper Auditortum, Portland. Free. For 
more information, call 773-0076. 
Outright, lhe Portland Alliance 01 Gay 
and Lesbian, Bisexual and Questioning 
Youth, offerssupporland information for 
young people 22 and under, in a safe 
environment, every Friday from 7:30-
9:30 pm al the Preble Street Chapel, 
comer of Preble and Cumberland av-
enues. For information, write or call: 
Outright, P.O. Box 5028, Slation A, Port-
land 04101, tel. 774-HELP. 
Parent Support Group sponsored by 
Parents Anonymous and the Family Re-
source Center is held weekly allhe Fam-
ily Resource Center on Fridays from 1 0-
11 :30 am. Parents are given an opportu-
nity 10 meet wilh others and discuss 
parenting issues and concerns. No fees, 
no waiting lists , For inlo, call 871·7445. 
The Path of Recovery PorUand Sufi 
Order offers a series of small meetings 
involving meditation based on the Sufi 
teachings of Hazrat Inayat Khan and 
sharing focused an bringing spiritualily 
into our lives. Meelings are modeled 
after 12·step groups and welcome any-
one with a desire to recover from addic-
tions or codependency. Meelings are 
Tuesdays, 7 :30-8:45 pm, at Woodlords 
Congregalional Church, 202 Woodfords 
St, Portland. Open to the public. Dona-
tions are welcome. For more info, call 
Jan at 878-2263 or Eli at 774-1203. 
Portland Parent Support Group spon-
sored by Mainely Famifies is now meet-
ing weekly at the Portland W,f.C. office, 
222 SI. John St (rear) every Wed eve 
from 7-9 pm. Parents meet 10 get sup-
port an d gu idance Irom other parents 
who share similar experiences in raising 
pre-teens and adolescents, while they 
learn new skills to help prevent problems 
before they occur. Open 10 all parenls al 
no charge. For further info call Mainely 
Families at PROP, 874-1140. 
• Continued on page 24 
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Your Stress Levels? 
Your Blood Pressure? 
Your Fitness Habits? 
Your Quality of Life? 
We Can Help! 
Join a Lifeline 
program designed 
to meet your needs. 
Call 78{}-4170 for 
information and free 
brochures, 
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3 MONTHS ONLY 
offer good thru September 15, 1991 
Portland ARegency 
HEALTH CLUB 
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054 
ENTER THE 
MAINE TIMES MEETING PLACE 
!P@fl~@{jjJ@U rG@UU © 
1}~1}a$ 
SWEEPSTAKES 
Win a Week for Two 
in Romantic 
Paris,France! 
Including roundtrip airfare and six nights deluxe 
accommodations for two,continental breakfast daily, 
transportation and much morel 
ENTERING IS EASY! 
JUST CALL OUR SPECIAL 
PERSONAL CALL" DREAM DATE 
NUMBER AT: 
• 1·900·933·0066 
can cost • ., .50 • 
frI~ ~()U4, ~ ~ tfMe,/ 
tnt;;" If4. ojte:n- If4. ~ou- w;J,,/ 
• 2nd chance to win! • 
By entering, you will also be eligible for the fabulous second prize -
- a romantic DREAMDATE night for two at The Inn by the Sea in 
Cape Elizabeth, Maine.(Must be used by April 1 , 1992.) 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. ~ .. ~ kI canplete ofPidaI na.. eonte.t.nt. mu.t be 1 e ex 
okt. 10 qualify ... d mulll , .. de In ~ 01.,. fclawing itaiM: AZ.; CA; DE; FL GA; IL: MA; MD; ME; Il0l1; NM; 
NJ; NH; He; NY; OH; PA; AI; TN; TX: Wl. The com .. t I_ vdd wMr'e prchlblbld. eon .. .". C*'1 en .. by 
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Entertainment 
T'al Chi Ch'uan Larry Landau and Jane 
Wendelken will hold an open house at 
their studio. 10 Exchange SI, Suite 202, 
Sepl7 from 1-3 pm. Come and have your 
questions about rai Chi answered. Try 
participaling in T'ai Chi demonstration. 
Free. An intro class starts Sept 12 and 
will meet from 7:30·8:30 pm. For more 
info call Larry al 985-6621 or Jane at 
929-4087. 
Adult Health Screenings Community 
Health Services will sponsor screenings 
for diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer, 
high blood pressure and cholesterol level 
at the following times and places: Sept 
11, 1-3 pm, Cape Elizabeth Town Hall: 
T'al Chi Ch'uan USM lifeline is offering 
classes in Ihe ancien I Chinese discipline 
of meditative movements, patlerned af-
ter animal movements and practiced as 
a system of exercises. T'ai Chi provides 
a mild to moderate aerobic workout and 
increases cardiac efficiency. Fall ses-
sion begins Sepl9. Classes will be held 
from 7·8 pm in the multipurpose room of 
the PorUand gym. Morning classes will 
begin Sept 10 from 10-11 am and will be 
held attheOn Center Expressive Therapy 
Center on st. John st. CoSI is $80. 
Regislration deadline is Sepl 6. Early 
regislration is encouraged as class size 
is limited. Call USM Lifeline al 780-4170 
for more info. 
Refugees Need Furnishings Help pro-
vide a safe, comfortable home in Iheir 
new land for refugees who are resettling 
in Grealer Portland. Please donale any 
household furnishings. kitchenware, 
small kitchen appliances, TVs, linens & 
pillows, baby clothes and equipment that 
are in good, usable condition. Bring them 
to 107 ElmStorcalI871-7437toarrange 
pick-up. 
Sept 10, 10:30 am-noon, Freeport Oak 
Lean errace; Sept 17. 12:30-2 pm. Gray 
Congregational Church Hall; Sept 18, 
9:30-11:30 am, Windham Community 
Bldg; Sept 23, 1-3 pm. Scarborough 
Town Hall; Sept 25, 9:30-11 :30 am, 
GorhamSt.Anne'sChurch. Two or more 
tests per person are available, time per-
mitting. Donation. Call 775· 7231 , ext 527 
or 800·479-4331 for more info. The TeenlYoung Adult Clinic is a place 
to go if you have a health concern or 
medical problem, need a sports/school 
physical done, or have birth control is-
sues to deal with. Open to anyone 13·21, 
every Monday from 4·8 pm, at Maine 
Medical Center, 22 Bramhall SI, Port-
land. Call 871-2763 for an appointment. 
Walk-ins seen if Ihey arrive by 7 pm. 
Senior Outreach Services In response 
to the needs of older people, Southern 
Maine Area Agency on Aging is provid-
ing Senior Outreach Services to the fol-
lowing focations: Agency'sofficesat237 
Oxford St, Portland, every Friday from 
10 am-I pm: Pride's Corner Congrega-
tional Church, 235 Pride St, Westbrook, 
first Thursday of each month, for resl· 
dents of Westbrook and Gorham, from 
10 am-I; Ross Center, 38 Washington 
St, Biddeford, second Tuesday of each 
month, for residents of Biddeford. Saco 
& OOB, from 10 am-I pm. fvt Elder 
Advocate will be available to assist resi-
denls with their aging-related issues and 
concerns, such as Medicare. insurance, 
housing, social security, etc. This ser-
vice is provided fr~e of charge. 775-6503 
or 1-600-427-7411 . 
Special Interest AA MeetingforPeople 
Living With AIDS meets weekly on 
Tuesdays al8 pm al the PWA Coalition, 
377 Cumberland Ave, Portland. Meeting 
designed to provide a safe space in 
which to discuss HIV issues, while living 
positively sober. This meeting is open 
only to those who have lesled HIV/Posi-
tive or have been diagnosed with AIDS. 
For more information, call 871-9211. 
Transplant Support Group H.O.P.E. 
(Healing of Persons Exceptional) is a 
statewide system of support for persons 
wilh illness or injury that prevents Ihem 
from living life in the manner to which 
Ihey had been accuslomed. If you are 
wailing or have had a transplant of any 
kind, we would like you 10 join us every 
Wednesday from 6-8 pm, al Uniled Meth-
odist Church, 618 Washington Ave, Port-
land. Handicapped accessible. For fur-
Iher information, call 1-800-339-4673. 
Tran .. upport A peer support group for 
Iranssexuals, cross-dressers, their 
friends and families who desire a betler 
understanding of gender·relaled issues. 
We currently meet on the second Sun-
day of each month at 6 pm. For more 
info, write to Transsupport, PO Box 
17622, Portland 04101. 
WINGS A non·profit organization that 
serves single parents. Our new sched-
ule of support groups for 1991-92 will 
meet Thursdays from 7·9 pm, beginning 
Sept 5, when the topic will be single 
parenting. For more info, call 767-2010. 
Women and HIV DI.ea.e In the 1 GIIOs 
Gwedleyn L. O'Guinn, D.O., will speak 
Sept 11 at 7 pm at 222 St. John's St, 
Suile 242, Portland. Open to Ihe public. 
Free admission. 
Buddhlst·Orlented Meditation Group 
now meeting every Sunday, from 10-11 
am, at 1 040 Broadway, S. Portland. Small 
donation. For more info, call 774-2174. 
Free Intro Krupalu Yoga Class offered 
by Innerlight Sept 7 from 10:30 am-
noon. Free Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy 
demo Sept 8 from 6:30-8 pm upstairs at 
10 Exchange, Suite 202. Twelve-week 
fall session of yoga classes begins Sept 
10. call Kim Chandler at 874-2341 for 
more info. 
Freelntro Yoga Classes Linda Bliss will 
offer classes entitled "What is Yoga, and 
what can it do for me?" Sept 12 from 7· 
8:30 pm, Sept 13 from 9:30-11 am, and 
Sept 14 from 9:30·11 am. Bliss will 
present a brief history of yoga, give an 
overviewofher teaching philosophy, dis-
cuss how yoga can fit into your everyday 
life, and introduce a variety of basic yoga 
positions. Classes will take place at 
Ananda Yoga, 101 Maine St, Brunswick. 
Call 725-6370 for further info. 
Free Intro Yoga Class Sept7, lOam, at 
The Yoga Center, Sewall Street, 
Thompson's Point. Portland. Fall classes 
begin the week of Sept 9, and include all 
levels in the Iyengar tradition, therapeu-
tic yoga, pre-natal yoga & meditation. 
Call 799-4449 or 775-0975 for details. 
Freedom From Smoking USM Lifeline 
is offering an eight· week group program 
to help individuals quit smoking. Devel-
oped by the American Lung Association. 
the course uses a posilive behavior 
change approach that teaches you how 
to become a nonsmoker. Special a11en-
tion is given to developing a qui11ing 
strategy, dealing with recovery symp· 
toms, controlling weight, managing stress 
through relaxation and assertiveness 
techniques. Classes will be held on 
USM's Portland campus on Falmouth 
Street from 5:30-7 pm. and begin Sept 
17. Early registration is encouraged as 
class size is limited. Info, call 780-4170. 
Incest Survivor Groups for women sur-
vivorsof sexual abuselincest heldweekJy 
at Womenspace Counseling Center in 
Portland: Mon 10-11:30 am, Connec-
tions I drop-in supportgroups$7-$1 0 per 
meeting; Monday 6:30-8 pm, Connec-
tions II drop-in support group $7-$1 0 per 
meeting; Thu 6:30-8:30 pm, survivor's 
sharing counseling group $20-$30 per 
session. All groups are facilitated and 
strictly confidential. For more info, call 
Vivian Wadas, MA, at 871-0377. 
Love Your Back USM Lifeline's next ses-
sion will begin SEpt 9 at 5 pm at the 
Portland campus on Falmouth Street. 
Sessions run for four Mon eves and 
include exercise sessions and updated 
educational components. Medical clear-
ance is required for participants. Pre-
registration is encouraged as class size 
is limiled. For more info, call 780-4170 . 
Portland Sufi Order offers meditation 
sessions with creative visualization, 
breath, sound, light, and divine qualities. 
Structure and content are based on the 
teachings 01 Hazratlnayat Khan and Pir 
Vilayat Inayat Khan. Open to all , no 
experience necessary, at 232 SI. John 
St. Portland. For more info about the 
order. call Rosanne Jalbert at 646-6039. 
Seff·Realizatlon Is Your Birthright Dis· 
cover Sahaja Yoga: the meditation that 
awakens yourown mechanism for trans· 
formation. MeetingseveryTuesday, from 
7-8:30 pm, in the USM Portland Faculty 
Lounge, Campus Center, BedfordStreel. 
Free of charge. For more information . 
call 767-4819. 
Younger Widower.lWidows Support 
Group Men and women 50 or younger 
who have experienced the death of a 
spouse within the last three years are 
invited to atlend a support group to help 
and encourage each other through Ihe 
normal grief process. Eight meetings will 
be held in Yarmouth on Tues eves be-
ginning in September. For further info, 
call 646-5285 or 646-9480. 
T'al Chi Ch'uan is an ancient Taoist 
Chinese martial arts syslem based on 
mental and physical balance, unity and 
harmony. Excellent for spiritual growlh, 
radiant physical health and unequaled in 
reducing the effects of stress and ten-
sion in one's life. Also an effective method 
of developing fluidity, awareness. focus 
and peace within oneself. Beginners' 
through advanced classes, including 
Push-Hands. visitors welcome. For fur-
ther information, call Gene Golden at 
772·9039. 
Whole Foods Cooking Classes Sepl16 
& 23, 6-8 pm. $35 for both. Intown Port-
land. Call 774-8889 for more info. 
YMCA Young Father.' Program Advo-
cacy and support for falhers ages 14·24 
with individual case management, coun-
seling and an ongoing support group 
Monday from 6:30·8 pm at the Portland 
YMCA, 70 Forest Ave. For more info, call 







The American HeartAssoclattonlUSM 
Lifeline Golf Tournament at Sable 
Oaks, S. Portland will take place on Sept 
25 beginning at 1 pm. The enlry fee is 
$40 per person and includes golf, cart, 
awards & relreshments. Join other golf 
enthusiasts on one of southern Maine's 
mosl challenging and imaginative 
courses. Registration deadline is Sept 
18; call USM's Len Jordan at 780-4573 
or AHA's Susan Rowan at800·244-4202. 
Back Country Bike Excur.lona Two 
mud-in-your-eye mini-weekends: Sept 7 
& Oct 5 (foliage trek) . Both weekends 
start at 12 pm Sal and end about 2 pm 
Sun. Each includes the following: two 
bike treks, each 3-4 hours long, with 
stops; one overnight tent accomodation 
(bring your lent); one pancake break-
fast; one sweat lodge steam sauna ; swim-
ming (bring a suit if you like). Cost per 
weekend: single $35, double $50, triple 
$95. Trail guide and host Clifford Krolick 
- Earth enthusiast, woodman, singer/ 
songwriter & dancer - will share with 
you Ihe wisdom, wonder & beauty of 
Ihese mountains. Send deposit of $8 per 
person (refundable or transferable to 
anolher date) wilh first and second choice 
weekend 10 Krolick at RFD 2, Box 365 
Limerick 04048. For further info, call 
625-8189. 
Back Cove Recreation Path Cefebra-
tlon Portland Recreation and the Back 
Cove Commitlee invite you tocommemo-
rate the great success of the pathway 
Sept 11 from 5:30-7 pm, at the Preble 
Slreet Soccer Field opposite Shop 'n 
Save. Music by the Moxie Men. Refresh· 
ments. Bring your sneakers 10 walk or 
jog the new path. For info,caIl874-8793. 
The Back Cove Walk for Head Injury 
needs your support to make Ihis year's 
walk-a-Ihon a success. It happens Sun, 
Sept8, with registration alii am and the 
walk at 1:30 pm. Prizes. For a pledge 
envelOpe, call the Maine Head Injury 
Foundation al 626-0022. 
Damarlscove and NewagenlRed Paint 
Land Cruise narraled by Bud Warren 
from 11-5 Sept 10. Depart from Maine 
Marilime Museum (243 Washington SI), 
and relum via the Sassanoa. Bring your 
lunch. Cost is $32 for members, $36 for 
non· members. Reservations required; 
call Maine Maritime Museum in Balh al 
443-1316. 
t .• ll,i",q 
• "Pile of Papers, Stack of Karma," Portland Coalition Press, 1991 
• "Splndleworks Journey," Splndleworks Press, 1991 
These two books prove at least three points: 
Those people we have outcast from the main-
stream of society perceive the world and feel 
emotions as deeply as the rest of us. They are as 
capable of articulating these things as anyone. 
And finally, poetry, as ever, proves itself to be a 
powerful healing medium. 
The Portland Coalition for the Psychiatrically 
Labeled (PCPL) has been in town for over a 
decade now, quietly advocating for a wide variety 
of folks who, for one reason or another, have 




counseling. Fine work. The coalition also runs its 
own poetry workshop. From that group, Jim 
Thatcher - a crackerjack local poet in his own 
right - has culled "Pile of Papers, Stack of 
Karma." 
As expected, the poems run the gamut in 
subject matter, style, and quality of craftsman-
ship. There's work here by practiced local hands 
like Ray Hall Jr., Peter Manuel and Karen 
Sanford. But the novitiate poets succeed, too. 
Amy Horner's "Sweet Sassy Red Hot Hormones" 
is erotic, mystical and jazzy: 
Sweet sassy red hot hormones 
pulsing pulsing burning tingling 
all through my body 
smells warm fresh bright sun 
sand between the toes 
moonlight cascading purposeful waves 
heart pounding knots in my stomach ... 
Perhaps unsurprisingly, the poems that work 
best are those with the bite of social protest. A 
poem by "A.E.5." called "Bureaucracy" pulls 
together all the dehumanizing phrases we cope 
with daily: "red tape, frustration/on hold? ... 10 
days/Name, rank, serial # / signature, release of 
information" and so on. TItis is a poem, true to 
the experience of, say, someone stand ing in the 
unemployment line. It speaks powerfully for the 
disenfranchised. 
So does Brian Oliver's "Marine Science," after a 
careful reading: 
Monkfish, 
Cowleel In darkness; 
Praise the herring, 
o ye perfect engine 
Of perpetual consumption, 
And curse the light. 
And Mary-Jo Skofield strikes back for abused 
women everywhere, chanting angrily in "The 
CaveMan": 
The Cave Man's woman 
Doesn't have any rights 
Cause the Cave Man wins 
All the physical fights 
the Cave man is bigger 
And he likes to throw rocks 
When the woman has permission 
She walks and she talks .... 
Spindleworks, in Brunswick, is a project 
which puts together artists (weavers, painters, 
poets) with a number of "special-abled" 
friends: people whose physical and mental 
development doesn't fit traditional expecta-
tions. The results of this mixture are nothing 
short of magical- a gallery of colorful rugs 
and other woven goodies, for one. 
Poems, for another; though some of the 
Spindleworkers don't read or write, these 
poems (passed on by word of mouth) are 
gritty, joyous, true-to-life. Some are short but 
sharp, like Charles Holt's "Bob"; "He's like 
sunshine/if he'd only smile." Or Rita Langlois' 
"Handicap": "I heard about it/but I ain't got it 
now." 
Some of the longer pieces have an edge, too. 
In a disturbing untitled poem, Terry Bonin 
writes: 
f was upset when I saw the needle. 
didn't hurt that bad. 
I was halfway asleep 
sounded like a scratching cat 
on my teeth. 
Felt like I was on a seaing boat. 
tried to pick my head up. 
I was staggering like an old dog . 
Many others pieces celebrate simple joys, 
such as contact with animals. Betty Pinette's 
poem about a pet bird, titled "Doot," includes 
these insights: 
just like a dog, he'd aim at you. 
He'd lower his head right to the ground .... 
He bit the mailman on the toe .... 
He had a girlfriend; he pulled her feathers 
out. 
Had a mean streak. 
Check out this book. In fact, check out the 
Spindleworks gallery on Maine Street in 
Brunswick. You might even meet a published 
poet or two. Contact Spindleworks at 725-8820, 
the PCPL at 772-2208. 
Paul ](arr 
Casco Bay Bike Club meets the third 
Tuesday of every monlh at 7 pm in Ihe 
PorUand Safety Building (police station) 
on Middle Street. The public is welcome. 
The club also has the following rides 
scheduled: Sept 8, bike hike, Portland to 
Litchfield and relum, 40 miles each day, 
camping with sag wagon, for more info 
call Ketra Crosson at 829-4402; Sept 8, 
Laudholm Farm Craft Festival Ride, 50 
miles, Biddeford area, for more info call 
Liz Vezeau at 646-5396; Sept 13, 14 & 
15, Bar Harbor weekend, for more info 
call Sue Raymond at 878-2759; Sepl21 , 
Club Century , Atlantic Ocean-Sebago 
Lake foop, 100 miles, for more info call 
Gary Davis at 892-8257. Ongoing: 
evening rides every Wednesday at6 pm, 
in lhe YarmouthlFreeport area. Leisurely 
paced 15·20 miles, low Iraffic. Dinner 
after at a local eatery. Helmets recom-
mended! Call Charley al 865·3636 or 
Ketra at 829·4402 for dales and loca· 
tions. Every Thursday at 6 pm: bike & 
pizza ride for one to two hours along the 
beautiful coasl and marshes of Cape 
Elizabeth and Scarborough every. All 
abilities welcome. Meet at Pat's Pizza, 
Route 1 (near Oak Hill), Scarborough. 
Pizza and socializing after ride. For more 
informalion, call Keith aI799-1085. Call 
the 24-hour hotline at 774-1118, Bob 
Murray al 892-7029 or Gary Davis at 
892-8257 for more info. 
MaineChlldren's Cancer Program 10K 
Walk Fourth annual evenl will start all 0 
am Sep121, rain or shine, at Baxler Blvd 
in Portland (in Ihe park across from Shop 
'n Save). Brochures & pledge sheets are 
available at Shop 'n Save, Shaw·s. 
Amato·s, BookJand slores and the Maine 
Children·s Cancer Program. Free T-shirts 
for first 500 walkers. For more info, call 
775-5481 . 
Maine Women Outdoor. sponsors hik· 
ing, biking and camping trips for women 
18 years of age and older. Upcoming 
events: Sept 13·15, MI Desert camping 
trip, call Sandy at 657-5134. For more 
info on MWO call Sandy or Karen at 
above numbers. 
MOAC (Maine Outdoor Adventure Club) 
is also offering the following activities: 
evening walks around the Back Cove, 
meet at Payson Park Tuesdays at 6:30 
pm and Thursdays at 6 pm, call 829-
4124;surfing al Higgins Beach, call 871-
1216; Frisbee at Scarborough Beach 
Tuesday eves, call 775·2563; sponlane-
ous rock climbing trips, call 766-4457. 
A Non-Competitive 24-Hour Run to 
Benefit People With AIDS will be held 
from midnight Sepl21 10 midnight Sept 
22. at Fitzpatrick Stadium Track in Port-
land. All members of Ihe community are 
invited to raise funds via personal & 
corporate sponsorship, as they walk or 
run any distance Ihey feel comfortable. 
For more info, call 854-0903. 
Outdoor Hotline Call 774·1118 for a 
listing of bicycling, hiking, cross country 
skiing, canoeing and other outdoor ac-
tivities sponsored by the Maine Outdoor 
Adventure Club and the Casco Bay Bi-
cycle Club. 
Wednesday Evening Paddles Try a sea 
kayak;join Saco River Outfitters lor Wed 
evening demo kayak paddles. Meet ev-
ery Wed at 5 :30 pm al East End Beach to 
test-paddle different kayaks. For more 
information, call 773-0910. 
fOR 
KIDS 
A Fun Eventforthe Big Bro or Sis-To· 
Be A two·hour activities session 10 help 
prepare children for the arrival of a new 
baby. Designed for 3 112 through 10-
year-olds. Aclivities include a movie, sto-
ries, coloring books, diploma, birthday 
cake. Class will be held Sepl15 from 3-
5 pm in the lirsl floor conference room of 
Brightoan Medical Center, 355 Brighton 
Ave , Portland. Fee is $1 0 per child. Call 
879-8458 to pre-register. 
Children'. Creative Movement Pro· 
gram The program offers children 3112-
11 a chance to learn the foundalions of 
dance in a stimulating atmosphere that 
is fun. Through movement, the children 
develop slrenglh, balance, coordination 
and a sense of rhythm which ultimately 
conlributes to a new self·confidence. 
Slarts Sept 11. To reg iSler, call Eileen 
Garroway at Portland School of Ballet at 
772-9671 . 
• Continued on page 26 
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484 Stevens Ave. 
Pat' 5 Meat Mart has been a 
part of Greater Portland for 4 
generationS, 80 years. 
With our recent expansion, 
customers continue to 
discol!eT the reasons for our 
success. At Pat's we 
consistantly prooide high 
quality products at ()fry 
competetive prices, a bright 
environment and 
pleasant service. 
So Do Discover 
For Yourself! 




kevin shone , 
every thursday nite 
at8 pm $3 
at the cave 31 forest ave 
sponsored by:nm,j:fliJ 
Info: Call Iwt1~m 
879-0070 - . - _II 
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Maine's .1\ Authentic 
Oyster Bar 
Ofl&tep 
Mixing Good People, Good Food and 
Good Drinks for 13 Years 
Our Full Menu served from HAM to Midnight 
Best Steamers in Town 
Enjoy a view of the Marina from 
the relaxing atmosphere of Q'_'s _ _ _ 
5 Portland Pier a 
772-4828 
... < .. < 
CONFUSED ABOUT 
~~~~WHERE TO GO 
FOR LUNCH? 
Inside 
,--,. Breads Baked Fresh Daily 
.::::::.;. Generous Sandwiches 
• Affordable Pricing 
• Pleasant and Quick Service 
LUNCH SERVED 
DAILY 11:30-3 PM 
Open 
6 a.m, Mon.-Fri. 
8 a,m, Sat. 
366 Fore St. • Old Port 
Sure Portla.nd' s a swank town", and whether your 
budget affords a solid and sel'V1ceable Rambler or 
can shell out the shekels for an EI Dorado, there 
are plenty of eaterIes to choose from. Our staff, God 
bless 'em, do on occasIon eat 
out at other places. Jim, the 
~ii~;~;t owner, could eat 
every night at 
Cafe Always; Hoke, 
our chef, adores 
Katahdln & the Madd Apple Cafe; J1ll' a a. fixture at 
the PepperClub; Pete's a Hugo's habitull; find Sarah 
at an outdoor table at the West SIde. Back Bay Gr1ll 
and Street & Co. ralse a clamor of strong approval, 
and watch out for that new 
kid on the block, 
Planets. All told, 
a fullllne of sleek 
and hep hangouts. That's why Alberta'a, CBW's 
Best Dinner Spot in the 1991 Reader Poll, knows 
the roster of talent out there 18 great and we're 
proud of thiS moniker. We don't take 1t l.Ightly. So 





• Con tinu.d [rom page 2S 
FOR 
KIDS 
Dance Magic-Creative Movement Be-
ginning ballet and jazz begins its fall 
programs for children 4-15 years old in 
Portland, Yarmouth & Cumberland Sept 
11 . For registration call Portland School 
of Ballet at 772-9671 . Yarmouth Com-
munity Services at 846-2406 
Cumberland Corrrnunity Services at 8~ 
2208, or Casco Bay Movers Dance 
School at871-1013. 
Ice Hocke.yThe Casco Bay Youth Hockey 
AssOCiation lI1V1tes children to partici-
pate in its instructional clinics as well as 
league play in an organized and fun 
environment. Open to girls & boys 6 and 
older. Registration will be held Sept 9 
from 6:30-8:30 pmat Portland Ice Arena 
225 Park Ave, Portland; and Sept 10 
from 6:30-8:30 pm at Yarmouth High 
School. West Elm Street. Yarmouth. 
There will an info booth as well as a used 
equipment sale at both r9gistrations. For 
more info, contact Jim Rowe. Casco Bay 
Youth H.ockey Assoc, 127 Oakhurst 
Road. Cape Elizabeth 04107. 
The Portland Public Library's 
Children's Room Schedule for the 
week of Sept 5; No programs through 
Sept 8 .. Sept 9, 10:30 am, Preschool 
Story Time; Sept 11. 9:30 am, Finger 
Fun for Babies; Sept 11, 10:30 am. Pre-
school Story Time; Sept 13,10:30 am, 
Tales for Twos. All programs are free 
and open to the public. Five Monument 
Square, Portland. For more information, 
call 871-1700. 
Young People's Center for the Per. 
formin9 Arts A unique ballet-plus-the-
atre experience for children. Ballet for 
ages 7-16, pre-ballet for ages 4-6. Work-
shops: musical comedy, scenic design, 
lighting. costume design & jazz dance. 






Bodyshop USM'sLifeline offers thisweight 
training and cardiovascular fitness pro-
gram for all ages. Program includes fit-
ness evaluation and treadmill , personal 
orientation and training by friendly, knowI· 
edgeable staff. Equipment includes 
Lifecycles, Lifestep. Concept II and 
Liferower. treadmills, Schwinn AirOyne 
Universal and free weights. Free re-valu: 
ations to check progress. SpecifIC condi-
tioning for sports and Injuries. Registra-
tion is ongoing. Call USM lifeline for 
more info at 780-4170. 
The Bud Light 5-K, a women's distance 
festival road race, will be held Sept 29 at 
8:30 am. The course will be around the 
city of Portland. starting and finishing at 
the Sonesta Hotel./vl awards breakfast 
althe hotel will follow. Women of all ages 
and ~nning ability are encouraged to 
partiCIpate. For applications, write The 
Bud Light 5-K, A Women's Distance 
Festivai. c/o Maine Track Club. PO Box 
8008, Portland 04104. 
FIfth Maine Senior Game. Mainers 55 
and over w~1 be able to participate in the 
sport of their choice Sept 13& 14. includ-
ing track, swimming, bowling. golf, ten-
niS, table tennis, recquetball, bicycling. 
horseshoes, basketball. softball throw 
and football throw. The two-day state 
competition will be held concurrently in 
Portland and in Bangor. Entry forms are 
available at any Casco Northern Bank 
office or may be obtained from Southern 
Maine Area Agency on Aging. For fur-
ther info. call 775-6503. 
, " 
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Back to school for Boris 
Days at the beach are going fast. The usual sequence is Labor 
Day, .sweater sales, pumpkin pie, first snow, then hibernation till 
ope.nmg dar at Fenway. 50 last week during one of those 
Afncan-plam, 95 degree specials, I shuffled through the sands of 
for kids 
Higgins Beach and asked a 
number of kids the same 
important question: Would 
you want Boris Yeltsin as 
your principal in the fall, just in case he doesn't get the job he 
wants in Russia? 
Richard, 14: It would be kind of boring. There's no tanks at our 
school for him to climb on. 
Cathy, 12: Sure. Just think of the stories he could tell at 
assemblies . 
Alex, 15: Mister, you've been out in the sun too long. Excuse 
me. 
P~tricia, 15: I never heard him speak English on the news. 
That s OK - no one understands the principal we have now. 
Mark, 13: Who is Boris What's-his-face? Is he a movie star? 
Has he been on MTV? 
· Margaret, 16: My school's too cheap to afford a good commu-
niSt. Can I still call him that? 
Genevieve, 15: Let Boris stay over in Russia. Yd rather have 
A.rthur Kent, the Stud Scud, running my school any day - or 
mght. 
· Pete.r, 1.3: The principal we got can stay. I'd like to change the 
vl~e pnnclpal, the one In charge of detention. Would Boris accept 
thts lesser post? 
Kevin, 16: An~t~in~'s possible, man. If I don't improve on the 
books, I may be finishing my high school career in Russia. It's 
like far from here, right? 
Sallyann, 18: Samantha Smith visited Russia. Boris Yeltsin is 
welcome here. 50 is Gorbachev, but he's probably not up for any 
more trouble. 
Russell, 17: I'd have to say no. He'd be a bastard on the snow 
holidays. We'd probably get none. 
Karen, 14: AbSOlutely. He looks so distinguished with his 
white hair. He reminds me of my grandfather. 
MOnica, 16: That would be a super idea. Our high school 
would have the best Russian history courses in the United States. 
. Jonathan, 15; We start next Wednesday. I don't see it happen-
mg. To be honest, you pose a stupid, if hypothetical, question. 
. Kirk, 16: All those Russians really need that guy. I think Boris 
IS cool, but I wouldn't have the heart to take him away from their 
new freedom. 
· Marjorie, I?: Thing~ ar.e changing so fast over there. Boris just 
might need a JOb as pnnclpal of Scarborough. I have no objection. 
We'd have some serious bragging rights. 
Robert, 15: Big names help in every business. School is a 
business of sorts. We'd be fools at Deering not to take on a hero 
of ~ris Yeltsin's stature - if the opportunity presents itself. 
Timothy, I?: Do you have a real job or do you just bum 
around thiS fnendly beach and hassle young kids with asinine 
questions?! 
It's amazing how you know just when to end an interview 
session. 
But don't worry, kids; Boris Yeltsin probably won't be coming 
to Portland, Maine. There's a pretty good chance he won't be a 
local principal in the fall, either. If.he is, though - you heard it 
here first. 
Gym Actlvltle. Program USM lifeline is 
offering memberships to the general 
public in its gym program at the USM 
Portland gym on Falmouth Street. GAP 
offers a weight-training facility. squash. 
recquetban and basketball courts. sauna 
and locker room. Several membership 
options are available. one month. three 
months, six months or a year. Flexible 
hours. Ongoing registration. Call 780-
4170 for more info. 
Maine Track Club'. Back Cove & Fore 
River Challenge A half-marathon and 
flve·mile racelwalk will be held Sept 8 
starting at 8 am. Proceeds will help Port-
land enhance the safety. appearance 
and functionality of the Back Cove area. 
Registration and starting lines are lo-
cated atlhePorliand Expo with an Olym-
pic-style finish at nearby Fitzpatrick Sta-
dium. For more info. call larry Schweber 
at 775-3536. ext 1203 or Jim Bunnell at 
772-5444. 
Mike Qui"" 
No Glitz, J u.t SWeat High-in tensity. low-
Impact aerobic classes taught by Jes-
sica lockhart. Sept 6-Oct 26. Tues & 
Thurs at 5:45 pm. Sat 9 :30 am. at 
Westbrook College gym. second ffoor. 
716 Stevens Ave. $31$2.50 per class. 
Call 878-5370 for more info. 
Senior Fltne •• for Men" Women 55 
and Over USM Liletine offers classes 
Mondays, Wednesdays & Fridays from 
10:30-11:15 am al the USM Portland 
campus gym on Falmouth Street. Pro-
gram consists of progressive exercises. 
Registration is ongoing. Call 780-4170 
for more info. 
Thirtysomething Soccer A group of in-
dividuals from the Portland area, ages 
3Oandover. meet to play soccer Sunday 
eves at 6 pm on the lower field behind the 
high school In Cape Elizabeth. Events 
include piCk-Up games, challenge 
matches with other area clubs and occa-
sional tournaments. Info, call 767-7122. 
.' YOV Lin I.E" BI TC.I-I!" \S W HAi TH £ 
G:JY CALLED MY SISTe R. IT WAS 
\-\I:;p.. Flp..S' liME OF THAT NAME. HE 
CA~6~\ ~Ep.. AND DRA60ED ~ER 
AN\) SAID TO \-lIS FR\ENDS "\,IJt-\AI 
A1l..E WE GOING TO DO NOW?" 
MML~S SAW IT. SHf. SAW nloSE Gv'jS 
AND CIN!l~ LVDERMljEP... 5HE HI\) \N 
HIE BUSI-IES AN\) WA'(.I-\ED CIND'\' 
PVSI-\IN~ ON THE GuY AND WE 6u<:l 
PVSHIN6 ON CINDY, AND IT WAS MAP..-
L% THAT THp.."w Tl-IE \l.O('K. 
(INIl,\, WAS So DRVNt<. SH" WAS 
Cfl..'i'ING. LA'(ING IN 11-1E LEAV~S ANt) 
T'f1E STICKS ANt) Cfl.."'ING . I KICKED 
THI: GVYS LE.G WHo WAS \"\OLt)INC, 
ME AN\) 1-\1; KNOCK'e\) ME IN THE 
\-fEAO . Two GVYS RAN. ONI: GvY 
?O\lJ\~p AT (INOY AND SA\D "SHE 
STARTED IT." AN\) I-\HD \ .. \\S GIG 
PACK TO ME LIKE -'tHO I WANT ON E :' 
IT WAS IlIE Gv't' CINDY LI\<eD. fiE 
To \-\HI' \-\ER UP. "SEc?" \-IE SAYS. 
"$I-IE'5 OK. CINDY. (IN D'(. youR. 
FRIENDS AR.c l-\~IU: ." I-\E POINTS TO 
MAR.I-'-!>S Wl-\o I S STANDING ll'Y M t 
NOT MOVING. '''you TEL\, ANYSOtl'1' 
AND T1-\'£ WHOLe: \VORI-!> WII-L KNOW 
W\-IAT A SLVT ClI-JD,( IS , '{OU WAWT 
ETC 
AII-You-Can-Eat Baked Bean Supper 
to benefit the Blue Point Congregation 
Church , Sept 7 from 4:30-630 pm, al 
North Scarborough Grange Hall on Roule 
22, Scarborough. For more info, call 
Sara Salisbury al 883·3773. 
Congregation Bet Ha'am invites you to 
worship with us during Rosh Hashannah 
and Yom Kippur . Area students, visitors 
and guests are welcome. For more info, 
call 879-0028. 
The Enriched Golden Age Center in· 
viles men and women 60 and over to 
Wednesday luncheons. There is a dona-
tion of $2 and programs are as follows: 
Sept 11 - "Price is Right" game show; 
Sept 13 - trIP to Bill Foster's clambake, 
reservations for members $30, non-
members $33; Sept 18 - Slides on 
Seashore Trolley Museum; Sept 21 -
Ms. Portland Senior Housing Pageant, 
Woodfords Church; Sept 25 - Birthday 
party with music by beau & David. The 
center is located on the ground level of 
the Salvation Army building , 297 
Cumberland Ave, Portland. Reservations 
must be made in advance,call774·6974 . 
Gotta Dance, Inc. Smoke- and chem-
free dances with swing , Latin & ballroom 
music every Friday from 9·12 pm. and 
every Sunday from 3-6 pm. Refresh-
ments . Cost is $5 per person . 
Thompson's Point, Building 1A, Second 
Floor. For more info call 773·3558. 
LA Public Theater invites you to come 
celebrate the birth of LA Public Thealer 
Sept 4 from 5-6:30 pm. Meet Artistic 
Director George Vafiadis and hear about 
his dream for the theater in Lewiston-
auburn Sip & nibble while you mingle 
and celebrate the arls. T J's Restauranl. 
Great Falls Plaza, Auburn . RSVP by 
Sept 3 782·0027. 
Long-Term Foster Parenting There will 
be a free informalion meeting at Casey 
Family ServicesSepI19from6:30·8pm. 
Learn about the challenge of long· term 
foster parenting . CFS provides ongoing 
support services and a monthly stipend. 
Call 772· 4110 for reservations and di· 
rections. 
THAT? 
An Old-Fashioned street Dance, fea-
turing the Gil Donatelli Band, will take 
place Friday eve, Sept 6 from 7-1 0 at the 
Yarmouth Town Hall on the Memorial 
Green. Proceeds to benefit the Royall 
River Park Outdoor Performance Area. 
Tickets are $8 per person or $14 per 
couple; call Yarmouth Community Ser-
vicesat846-2406. Timi RIChards at 846-
4187 or Susan Haynes at 846-3376. 
Rain location will be the Yarmouth High 
School Cafeteria. 
Open House: Dance studio The Casco 
Bay Movers School of Jazz and Tap 
Dance will hold an open house Sept 8 
from 12-5 pm to show you whal Ihey 
offer. Free classes will be offered to all 
interesled as follows: 12-1, beginnerjazz 
for kids; 1-2, beginner tap for kids: 2-3. 
beginner jazz for adults ; 3' 4, beginner 
tap for adults: 4·5, street funk for adults. 
Classes will begin Sept 9 . The sludio is 
located at 341 Cumberland Ave, Port-
land. For further info call 871 -1013. 
The Oratorio Chorale will hold its first lall 
meeting an rehearsal for Handel's "Mes· 
siah" Sept8at6pmin Gibson Hall on the 
Bowdoin College campus, Brunswick. 
Singers who would like to join the cho-
rale are invited to attend. Info will be 
provided about audItions, scheduled for 
Sept 13 from 7-10 pm and Sept 14 from 
10 am-3 pm in Gibson Hall. For more 
info, call 725-71 03. 
The Path of Herbs Learn about the wild 
edibles & medicinals that are free from 
nature's pantry. Join Pol Hermes on a 
plant identification walk thru the country-
side Sept 8, from 2-4:30 pm. Cost: $20. 
Hennes is an herbalisVorganic farmerl 
wildcrafterlteacher/and owner 01 Crystal 
Springs, a 40-acre organiC herb & veg-
etable farm in Dayton. where the walk 
will be held. To register. call 499-7040. 
PSO's Women's Committee'. An-
tiques Show is coming up Sept 14·15 
at the S . Porlland Armory. Forty New 
England dealers will participate. Show 
allendees will find porcelains , pottery, 
glass. silver, prints & maps, paintings , 
Oriental carpets, quitts, jewelry and for-
mal & country furniture. Show hours are 
10-5 Salurday, 11 ·5 Sunday. Admission 
is $3. For more info, call 773-9522. 
Maine Ballroom Dance hosts ballroom 
dancing. all levels. every Sat, 9·12 pm, 
• and ballroom dancing for beginners ev-
ery Sun 6-9 pm. learn foxtrots, waltzes, 
jitterbugs, rumbas and cha-chas. For 
more information. call 77:J..0002. 
Music on the Bay Casco Bay Lines is 
offering summer music cruises through 
Sept 8. Leave the CBl terminal at 5 pm 
on Sundays at hear Ihree hours of R&BI 
soul/Motown/New Orleans·Zydeco/ 
swing by Big Chief & the Continentals. 
All ages are welcome. Tix are $10 lor 
adults, $5 for children. Group rates are 
alsoavailable. lnfo,call CBl. at 774-7871 . 
Sea Fair '91 celebrates Maine's mosl 
vital resource, the sea, on Sept 15 from 
11 am·5 pm. The event will be held on 
thecampusofthe Southern Maine Tech-
nical College in S. Portland. The largest 
event of the state-sponsored Coastweek, 
Sea Fair wilt supplemenl the state 's 
cleanup efforts with educational exhibi-
tions. children 'S programs, entertain· 
ment. on-the-water activilies and food 
from the sea. It will involve between 50 
and 75 marine businesses, historical, 
cultural, educalional and environmental 
organizations commilled to the preser· 
vation of Maine's marine environment. 
Admission : adults $2, children under 12 
free . For more info, call Kathryn Davis at 
781·2330. 
The Third Annual Fiddle Contest and 
Old Time Country Music Show, a 
great Kennebunk tradition, will be held 
Sept 7 at 8 pm at the Kennebunk Town 
Hall. Rive .... T ree Arts and Kennebunk 
River Productions will combine to present 
fiddlers from all over New England to 
compete for prizes and provide an 
evening of entertainment. Joe Foster, 
acting as MC, will tell his Down Home 
stories, the Old Time Radio Music Gang 
will recreate a 19405' radio show featur-
ing train songs, Gospel, instrumentals 
and songs of the good old days. and in 
the grand finale, all the fiddlers will com· 
bine with the Old Time Radio Gang in a 
Great Fiddle Jam. Tickets are $7 for 
adults, $5 for students & seniors. For 
advance lix , deduct $1 each. Call 985-
4343 for lurther info. 
Weekly Job Hunters' Support Group 
The Career Center at Connections is 
now offering this support group on Tues-
day mornings, from 9-10:30 am, for $10 
a session. Carol Andreae and Mark 
Nakell, career counselors at Connec-
tions, will assist participants with job 
search strategies. skills and support. No 
reservations are needed 10 participate in 
these sessions. For info, call 773-4413. 
Women's International Folk Dancing 
Beginner's classes in line and circle 
dances of Bulgaria, Greece. Turkey, Ar· 
menia. YugoslaVIa, Rumania. Israel & 
olhers. No partners needed Thursdays 
at 7:30 pm, Williston West Church, 32 
Thomas SI. Portland. Cost: $2 . For more 
info, call Rulh at 774·9378. 
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"Dos and Don'ts" Parenting Guide 
A sensible, direct and 
easy-to-read parenting guide, 
Designed to provide direction for 
parents, to furnish them with 
understanding of their child's 
behavior and to instill confidence. 
Issues and behaviors are 
common in childhood and 
adolescence, Te\\s parents what 
to do and what not to do. Indexed 
and alphabetized. Written by (,arl 
Metzger, M.D., who has a private 
psychotherapy practice in 
Portland, and hosts "Health line," 
a weekly radio talk show. Send 
$10.95 check or money order to: 
Good Parenting Guide 
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CALL 775-6601 TO PLACE A CBW CLASSIFIED AD 
body & soul 
KRIPALU BODYWORK. Inteorating mas-
sage, foot reftexology, energy balancing 
(polarity). Feel relaxed and rejuvenated. 
Bodywork is integral to personal growth 
and healing. call Jacqueline Renee Lacoste, 
C.M.T., C.P.l 761-7608, West End. 
TAl CHI CHUAN is an ancient Chinese Mar-
tial Art, based on mental and physical bal-
ance. One learns to blend with an oppo-
nents force to control it. TAl CHI is a fluid 
system based on meditation in movement. 
Excellentforspiritualgrowth, radiantphysi-
cal health and unequaled in reducing the 
effects of stress and tension in ones life. 
Beginners through advanced classes, in-
cluding Push-Hands. Visitors welcome. For 
information call Gene Golden, 772-9039. 
The art of being yourse~. The art of being 
creative. MarkNakell- Psychotherapis~ 773-
4413. 
A WOMEN'S GROUP STARTING Septem-
ber 30th. Discover, explore and release 
buried feelings in a safe, supportive atmo-
sphere. Mondays 6-7:30pm, $30, (insur-
ance reimbursable). For more information 
call Jane Gair, MSW, 774-8633. 
Expressive Therapy Center 
TIME OUT: Midday Relaxation Break 
SPACE IN: Fall T'ai Chi Ch'uan Classes 
Catolbae Loupe -Dircctot -ISO S.illt JoLa Street· POIthad -TeL 87L821-4 
PEAK PERFORMANCE 
Use clinical hypnosis to overcome obstacles, and to achieve 
(or surpass) your goals. 
• athletics 
• perlorming arts 
• test anxiety 
• procrastination 
RICK LYNCH 874-0681 
Sarah J Bulley LCSW • Psychotherapist 
871-9256 
~ 
CAROL V. JENKINS 
CmifouJPr~ 
' F:Kpe!~~~~!~!~~ using 
[Ouch, movemen~ dialogue. ~aginatio~ ~d humor 
to integrate body. mind and SptnL 
207-363-8939 In Portland by appointment THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Relax tired, ach-ing, stiff muscles while improving circula-
tion and soothing tension. Sliding scale. 
Call Pam Richards, A.B.M.P. Certilied. 771·2442 ::: ~()1l'Jj~~¥;,, ' AMTAmember 
775-6636. 158 Danforth ST ;ili~KGutt.imMR¥@;: PortJand 
ON BECOMING THEOLOGICAL. A weekly b' I'. b b d 
educational seminar. Wednesdays from Soot ing musIc J or teo y 
1:00-3:00. Call 799-1024. Stress management . Injuries . Body awareness/ acceptance 
TAROT READINGS- Give your inner wis- Adults. Children . Infants . Pre-natal 
dom avoice. lnsightforyourself or asagift ..=========================, 
for a friend. Call Jeanne 799-8648. 
DISCOVER MEANING IN THE DARKNESS 
IN YOUR LIFE. Explore with journals, 
dreams, expressive media. Elaine Goodrich, 
LCSW. Saco: 934-1212. 
Starting September 16 
New Student Special 
rAI CHI CHUAN Open House, Saturday, 
Sept. 7th, 1-3 p.m.atl0Exchange St. Suite 
7 Weeks - $40 
Morning! AfternoonlEvening 
202. Have your questions answered, par- Try Jacki' s Aerobic Dancing 
ticipate in rai Chi warm-ups, observe the 
demonstration. Offering introductol}' and "The serious but fun workout for all fitness levels" 
on-going classes. Call Larry Landau at985- * Lose inches 
6621 , or Jane Wendelken at 929-4087. * Gain energy 
WOMEN'S THERAPY GROUP focused on * Increase strength 
cultural roles,codependencyandadultchild * Build cardiovascular endurance 
f? h: t - " "I 
S la su (I$l;t.\'. 
acupressure i,~) 
Glnl/~. rtl4xilfl. hllt/inK"'"_ ~ .-
An IXltri,nu Df Jup bA14na 
". Ann. FOlter Tabbun,. AOITA. 
~ 799-9258 766-5120 
.4'P"-....... --.,-""""'~ 
self-shiatsu (~'-: 
Eight week COU.TU \....:. ,,; / 
b'gins S'pl,mb" 17 ... --.-
Ann Foster Tabbutt. AOITA 
799-9258 766-S 120 
SEFERLIS & TROmER 
Counseling & Hypnotherapy for 
Children, Adolescents, Adults 
CREATING LIFE CHANGES 
Evening & Weekend Hours· Sliding Scale 
222 St. John St. Ptld. 871-8134 




Phoenix Rising Yoga Therapy 




Addictions • ACOA Issues 
Co-Dependency • Individuals 
Groups· Couples 
Lucy C. Chudzik, LSAC 
I.lcen .... Substance Abuse CoWloclor 
761-9096 
477 Con_ St •• Sul&e 410 
Portland, ME 0-1101 
VALERIE BLAIS, RN, BSN 
Certified NeuroMuscular Therapist 
• :. 772-6411 .:. 
SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO RELIH 
OF ACUTE & CHRONIC PAIN 
issues, building on healing W!lrkin progress. Almost too mucb fun to be exercise! Portland Yoga Studio 
Beginning again in September, for 24 ses- Certified Iyengar Yoga 
sions, on Wednesdays from 6:15-7:45 p.m. Locations: Portland, Falmouth, Yarmouth, CALL TODAY! "When you arefully in the bod",' 
Call Jane Mccarthy, LCSW, at761-7783, or Gorham, Wmdham, JUymond, BrunsWick, you meellhesouJ. -
So. Portland, Scarborough, Old Orchard Ll'nda Kallechey B rs ~ •• Diane Paige, M.A., at 828-0526. - ~. --;0' ,,-' 
. . Beach. Westbrook, Wells 727-5625 Elaine & Francis 
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE- Karen Austen, Babysilling avai/abk in a .m . classes McGillicuddy . 797-5684 
MA, L.M.T., Ucensed Massage Therapist. ~===~;:======~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;:;;;;:;:;9 L-_ _ _ _______ ~ 
Alleviate chronic backaches, headaches, Watson 
neck and shoulder stiffness, sciatica, stress, 
improve flexibility, muscle tone, circula- Counseling 
tion, athletic performance. By appointment, 
865-0672. 
TROUBLE RELATING? An experiential 
group forming for men & women focusing 
on issues of intimacy and communication. 
Contact Anthony Provazza, M.A., 
Psycotherapy CeI1ter of Maine. 871-9256. 
Individual sessions also available. 
Learning how 10 have fun wilhout 
alcoholic or other drugs i8 iust a part of 
Ihe process of recovery from chemical 
dependency. If you or someone you love, 
has a problem with alcohol, or other 
drugs, call me! I may be able to help. 
GARY W. Me KENNEY 
Ucensed Substance Abuse Counselor 
Certified Hypnotherapist 
142 HIGH STREET, SUITE 306 
PORTLAND, ME ·772-3889 
ADDICTION 18 A TREATABLE ILLNESSI 
Kristine & Jacob Watson ' 
41 Glenwood Avenue 
Portland, Maine 04103 
(207) 775-0366 
Grief & Bereavement 
Services 
Openings In Fall Groups 
POlARITY 
THERAPY TRAINING 
Learn to work with the Healing Energy 
0( the Life Po"",. 
160 hour weekend Celtifntion prog ... m 
Begins Oct. 1~2O . 
Polarity Realmltion Center 
Scarborough 772-0066 
~ BETSY 
./ /' HOOD, M.A. 
Licmsfi Swbstorou Abuw Gownselor 
OPENINGS FOR WOMEN IN 
NEW AND ON-GOING 
THERAPY GROUPS: 
1) Inner Child work based on John 
Bradshaw's Homecoming in small 
women's group, now being formed. 
2) Experiential therapy for co-de-
pendence in on-going cOoed group. . . . 
For more information, 
call 829-3221 
roommates 
SOUTH PORTLAND, responsible chern-free 
male looking for a roommate. Yard, park-
ing, WID, quiet neighborhood. S275/mo. 
includes all. Sec. dep., references. Call 767 -
4651 . 
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to share 
lovely house near USM. NIS, no pets, WID. 
$300 .. utilities. 774-1648. 
RESPONSIBLE, NEAT. STRAIGHT NlSmale 
seeking FIM to share 2 BR condo off 
Brighton Ave. WID, parking, some storage. 
Ages 25-35 preferred, serious minded stu-
dent a possibility. No pets please. $2751 
mo. + 1/2 utilities. 774-4916, leave mes-
sage . 
NlS,MATURE, NEAT, responsible, profes-
sional women (2), to share comforts of 
charming Portland home. No pels. Sec. 
dep., lease, $300 and $350 + 1/3 utilities. 
797-4487. 
WE MAKE NEWS MATTER 
ROMMATE WANTED to share 2 BR 
Westbrook Apartment. Sunny, spacious liv-
ing area, wlwcarpet, fully applianced kitchen 
and plenty of parking. 10 mInutes to down-
town Portland. $287.50., Available 1011 . 
Gall Mike at 854-0323 days or 854-3736 I evenings or weekends. 
L-________________ ~ 
roommates 
FREEPORT: SHARE AN OLD FARMHOUSE 
with a publisher and other uncommon 
people.$300lmo. plus futilities. Gene: 865-
6495. 
SUNNY, SPACIOUS, WESTENDapartment 
needs 3rd housemate. Share with 2 easy-
going, over 30, professional women. Must 
like cats. NlS. No additional pets, please. 
$283/mo. +1/3 utilities. 871-0110. 
ROOMMATE WANTED, MIF, share two BR 
apt. Hardwood floor, non-smoker, WID , 
Fireplace/woodstove, no pets. Newly reno-
vated, $3251mo. Heat! electric included. 
Walk to MMCI USM. 874-2448. 
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE NIS to share large 
sunny condo in OOB. 2 bathrooms, wid. 
Walk to beach. $315/mo. + 112 utilities. No 
pets. 934-5639. 
AVAILABLE NOW: South Portland near 
Millcreek, share newly redecorated home, 
on bus-line, parking, quiet residential neigh-
borihood convenient to Portland and Maine 
Mall. References. $75 weekly. Call 799-
7864. 
PROFESSIONAL MALE SEEKS MIF NlS to 
share 7 room house, quiet neighborhood, 
walking distance USM, 2 full baths, wid, 
parking and utilities included. Must like 
pets. $325 monthly. Call 774-0004. 
GMiPROF27, LOOKINGforGMIGFtoshare 
beautiful home on 6 acres. 25 min. to 
PTLND. S325 + 112utilities. Garagel garden 
& laundry included. Pels O.K.! After 5:30 
642-41971 KC. 
ROOMMATE WANTED TO SHARE 3 bed-
room apt. NlS, no pets. Near USM. $1701 
mo. + 1/3 utili ties . 879-0314, Gary or Jim. 
SHAREA LARGE FARMHOUSE with 1 other 
male, or rent a private furnished room, 
private entrance, real nice, real clean. call 
Tom, 655-2026. 
GF SEEKS HOUSEMA TE to share rural coun-
try home. 25 minutes to Portland- l0 min-
utes to Brunswick. Lots of space, hiking 
and cross country ski trails in backyard. NI 
S, clean, must like pets. $390 plus 112 
utilities. Call 688-4922. 
STROUDWATER NEIGHBORHOOD. 
Housemate, NIS female wanted. Whole 
upstairs. All amenities including wid, kit! 
bath, storage, parking, 2 miles to down-
town. Great privale yard abutts Audobon 
Sanctuary. $350.112 uti!. 773-8618. 
2 WOMEN, 30+. 1 straight, 1 gay, need 3rd 
female to share large West End apt. WID, 
backyard, quiet, no pels. 5233+. 775-0626. 
HOUSEMATE WANTED in Gray, Me. Beau-
tifulVictorian farmhouse on 2acres ofland. 
6 bedrooms, 2 112 baths, LR, DR, large 
kitchen. laundry, den. Studio space or 01-
fice space available. Must be neat, mature, 
responsible . $250lmo. + utilities . Available 
Oct. 1st. 772-1904, Kelly or Steve. 
MATURE HOUSEMATE to share home in 
West End with professional mid 40s F. 
Avail. Oct. 1.1 try to live with respectforthe 
planet and seek a housemate who shares 
this commitment. $300 lmo. includes wood 
heat. Other utilities shared. I have a dog & 
cat. One more dog a possibility. call 774-
1682. 
apts/rent 
MUNJOY HILL-Newly renovated. Two bed-
room. Parking and yard. $395 plus utilities. 
799-6813. 
CUMBERLAND AVE. LARGE 1 BR, com-
pletety renovated 3rd floor; quIet building. 
$450 heated; lease, sec. dep. 774-8850. 
PEAKS ISLAND YEAR ROUND waterfront. 
LR, br, sun porch, beautiful view of Port-
land. 10 mins. from ferry. $650Imo. in-
cluding utilities. 766-5103 evenings and 
weekends. 
PEAKS ISLAND, Large sunny 2 BR apt. 
Waterview. big yard. $550, heat included. 
766-2628 . 
apts/rent 
1 st MONTH FREE RENT! Danforth St. Great 
location for these efficiency and 1 bedroom 
apartments. Rents begin at $400lmonth, 
includes all utilities! call Spectrum Inc., 
mornings at 797 -0223. 
EFFICIENCY APARTMENT-Brand new, 
beautiful area- must have excellent refer-
ences.$11 Olweek includeseverything.871-
9065 or 772-2427. 
TWO ROOMS & BATH, all utilities. Parking 
available for one car. $11 Olwk. Sec. dep. 
negotiable. Completely furnished. 871-
8331. 
OLD PORT- Loft style apts. Exposed brick, 
high ceilings. $35O-$525/mo. 856-1190. 
CONGRESS ST. 156- 2 Br includes heat. 
$550/mo. Available now. 871-1290 days, 
773-3186 eves. 
CUMBERLAND AVE. 5071509- Clean, quiet 
units from $375 wlheat. 871-1290 days, 
879-0365 eves . 
PREBLE STREET 3D- PORTLAND INTOWN 
studios, 2 & 3 bdrms from $350/mo. in-




HARPSWELL: Knock out new house on the 
bay with sunset views. Compact and nicely 
fumished, 10minutesfrom Brunswick with 
easy quick access to Portland and Augusta. 
$675 monthly 'tilJune 15. call 729-7703 or 
729-4960. 
PORTLAND- COZY 2 112 bedroom house, 
Quebec St. Family neighborhood, front yard, 
$625, utilities included. Phone 774-7905. 
offices/rent 
FURNISHED OFFICE with secretarial and 
bookkeeping services available. Approxi-
mately 400 sq.ft. Also available 800 sq.ft. 
unfurnished offIce. Parking available. Monu-
ment Square area. Call 772-6527. 
studios/rent 
STUDIO- 317 Cumberland Avenue. Join 
other artisV crall people in building. From 
400-1200 sq.ft. Ughl and heat Included. 
Parking available. No lease required, call 
772-6527. 
STUDIOS: Artists only building, all inclu-
sive, tin ceIlings, artist sinks, high energy 
environment. Darkrooms to suites with 
views. $125 to $200 a month. 799-4759 or 
799-7890 ask about our summer specials . 
ARTISTI MERCHANTI PROFESSIONAL: 
Come to Portland's Montmartre (Munjoy 
Hill) 950 sq.ft. , Congress St., 1st II., ample 
on-street parking. Possible live-in. 871-
1095 anytime. 
seasonal/rent 
LONG ISLAND- Spacious 3 bedroom coun-
try inn. Apartment, furnished or not, conve-
nient to ferry, store, school & beaches. 
First, last, references. Available September 
to June, S2951mo. 766-4440 or 508-422-
6293. Also, spectacular beach front home 
by the week, $525. 
real estate 
FREEPORT - One floor condo living ... 2 
bedrooms, open spacious rooms . 
Completlyapplianced. Condo lee onty $44. 
$77,000, FHA-MSHA finance available. 
Diane O'Reilly - Harden Reality. 799-1501 
- pager 758-5630. 
real estate 
CHARMING HOME IN PORTLAND'S West 
End. 3 bedrooms, 1 112 baths, hardwood 
floors, high ceilings, small fenced yard, 




$1 ,499 down 180 @ $170. 
(992) $14,995, 70 X 14, 
3 BEDR, APR 12.9 
LOTS OF OTHER BARGAINS 





(RT. 93 EXIT 20) 
RT. 3, TILTON, NH ... 
FAIRLANEIHONEYMOON 
(603) 444-6208 
RT 18, 4 miles. North 




$14,995 or $159 for 
180 months with 
$1,499 down, for a 70 
x 14, 3 bedr. 11.5 
APR. 80 x 14 3 
bedroom, $19,995, 2 
full baths, vaulted 
ceilings thruout, utility 
room, lots of cabinets, 
vinyl siding, shingled 
roof and bay window. 
Double wide 3 bedr, 




Park, ManSion, Norris, 
and Skyline. (207) 
539-4759. Daily 10-7, 
Sunday 10-5. 
LUVHOMES 
Rt 26 OXFORD 
child care 
CASCO BAY MONTESSORI SCHOOL Pro-
grams available, Children ages 3-6. Sep-
tember Pre-school and after care, flexible 
scheduling. Stop by at 440 Ocean St., South 
Portland, or call 799-2400 for more infor-
mation. 
help wanted 
BE ON lV. Many needed for commercials. 
Now hiring all ages. For casting info. call 
615-779-7111, ext. T-1265. 
KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED. 
$35.00 & up per hour. Tax free. Both skilled 
and unskilled. For info. call 615-779-5505, 
ext. K-119. 
ATLANTIC VILLAGE 
Near three beaches_ .. 10 minutes from Portland 
Beautiful 






(Set-up, ready to move in, payments under $500 per month) 
Located just off Turnpike Exit 5 at Old Orchard Beach 
Mention this lid lind recieve II 
FREE REFRIGERATOR with your new homel 
CALL 934-5655 For Information 
Bank fInancIng, 10% down, 1.5% APR, 20 yr mortage, 
Closing cost $21 .00, Lot Lease $180 per month . 
help wanted 
ACTIVISTS NEEDED! Work to protect 
Maine's environment and make Health care 
affordable and accessible to Maine's citi-
zens. The Maine People's Alliance is staff-
ing entry level pOSitions for it's Citizen 
Outreach Programs. S200-$30OIweek. Jobs 
based in Portland. Call 761-4400. 
$4O,000lYR! READ BOOKS and TV scripts. 
Fill outsimple "like! don't like" form. EASY! 
Fun, relaxing at home, beach, vacations. 
Guaranteed paycheck. FREE 24 hour re-
cording. 801-379-2925 Copyright 
IMEI14EB. 
KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS NEEDED 
$35.00 & up per hour. Tax free. Both skilled 
and unskilled. For information call 615-
779-5505, ext. K-1813. 
PEPPERCLUB IS LOOKING for kitchen and 
wait staff. Apply in person at 78 Middle St. 
in Portland between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. 
FIGURE MODEL for group drawing ses-
sion. MIF. Experience and transportation 
preferred. 5101hr., one sessionlwk. Paul, 
773-4583-leave message. Session meets 
on Thurs. evenings. 
NEED A JOB FAST? 
Receptionist • Secretary 
Bookkeeper • Accounts Clerk 
Warehouse • Laborer 
Construction Trades 






COLLEGE STUDENT WITH TRUCK avail-
able to do odd jobs and moving. Very handy 
and can fix most anything. Experienced 
mover who will move you for less. 774-
2159 anytime. 
YOUR RESUME CREATED by an experi-
enced writer. A "complete, personalized, 
resume package" includes resume, letter-
head, envelopes, job search info. laser 
printed. 774-5231 . 
StplDnber 5, 1991 29 
PHOTOG RAPHY, FROM TOP TO TOE: Wed-
dings, Portraits, Families, Friends, Chil-
dren, Births, Celebrations; darkroom and 
camera instruction, film processing, con-
tacts and fine printing. Charles B. Melcher. 
775-6301 . 
Today you need a PERFECT RESUME. La-
ser resumes (MaCintosh) for as little as 
$18.00 Computer resume fax service, laser 
envelopes. and same-day service available. 
Satislaction guaranteed! 854-2972. 
Qcs ~~~N!O~~!~~!~'~ES~C~. 
, 
Practical seminar thoroughly covering recordkeeping 
and taxes for small business. 
SPONSORED BY THE SBOC 
Four Wednesday evenings, starting Sept. 11 at USM 
Calf for brochure, 797-0466_ 
Watch for advanced series beginning Oct. 9. 
A small company you can depend on 
for perso n alized cleaning services. 
MESS MANAGEMENT 
Commercial & Residential Cleaning 
883-3689 
business opps music 
..----------.. ASSEMBLE OUR DEVICES: Learn this trade, 
Understated Elegance 
for your Wedding business services 
LAS E R 
CARTRIDGE 




Serving Mai .... With PrieM For 182 Yea .. 
O AMERICAN STEfL AND AWMINUM roRP. 
E.CorwDMsJon 
115 Wallace Ave. So. Portland. ME 04106 
INTRODUCES 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE 
A NEW SALES PROGRAM 
FOR ALl. METAL PRODUCTS 
MON-FRI 7 AM - 5 PM 
YOU PICK-UP 
CASH OR CHECK 
NO ORDER IS TOO SMALL 




COM P UlSIV E 'C L EA N I N G 
. and other life SUppoI'1 servICes 
If you've ever cleaned up for 
the cleaning person .• _ or worse, 
cleaned up after them .. _ 




we send instructions. parts, and check for 
assembly. call 404-426-0672, ext. WB3027. 
LOCAL COMPANY OFFERS vending oppor-
tunities at lowest cost. Service your own 
machines and earn $100 per hour in al-
ready secured locations. Act before the 
best are taken. Call 878-3310. 
dating services 
U.S. Asian Connection- For free photo bro-
chure and details of beautiful, faithful, mar-
riage-minded ladies from overseas, write: 
P.O. Box 60283, Las Vegas, NV, 89160, or 
call 702-451-3070, leave mailing address . 
nA'~IT"m to a 
dating service-until they 
learned about the 
NEW WAY TO 
MEET IN THE 90s. 
We _y ''''0'''' ._one .peciiU 






stuff for sale 
REDUCE - REUSE - RECYCLE- Call USM 
Recycles and find out more. casco Bay 
Weekly is using our service and we can 
work for you, personally or professionally. 
Call Today!!! Recycling HotlIne 780-4998. 
MAGNAVOX 46' REAR Projection T.V. 
Mode1/RL8530 AK07. Brand new, in the 
box, never used. $1795. Uz or Don: 828-
0746. 
music 
WANTED: Intermediate trumpet player 
wishes to meet same level musicians for 
informal group. Forties, jazz, etc. Please 
call 773-1110. 
')v(r CJf:1T.L X3'1Zi 
CLASSICAL GUITARIST 
Classical & Folk Guitar l.Luons 
773-1133 
wheels 
1987 TOYOTA 4RUNNER. PSIPB, 5-speed, 
AMIFMcassette, rollbar, trailer hitch, black. 
70K miles. $8000. 353-5850 after 5pm 
weekdays, anytime weekends. 
CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED: '89 Mercedes ... 
$200; '86 VW ... $50; '87 Mercedes ... $100; 
'65 Mustang ... $50. Choose from thou-
sands starting $25. FREE 24 hour record-
ing reveals details: 801-379-2929 Copy-
rightl MEI14JC. 
'74 VW BEETLE, Low mileage. Engine vel}' 
good, body good, some rust. 51500 orB/O. 
846-0743. 
'82 TOYOTA COROLLA-5 speed, good con-
dition $900 or BlO, 846-0743. 
MITSUBISHI CORDIA '86- 2 door hatch,S 
speed, AMlFM cassette, front wheel drive. 
Excellent condition. 80,000 miles. $3000 
or B/O. 871-0182. 
NEED A RELIABLE VEHICLE to transport 
people, things, or travel cross-countl}' in? 
We have owned and enjoyed this vehicle for 
five years. We no longer need it. Price 
$6000. Tel: 879-0527. 
1990,CHEVY CAVALIER Cl- 2 door, lull 
power, low mileage, mint condition, $6200 
or BIO. Call 883-1583 or collect: 312-235-
1318, leave message, must sell. 
VOLVO, 1980, 24ODL, excellent running 
condition, roof window, great student car. 
Call 929-5552,leave message, $2000 or 810. 
CLASSIC 1963 MERCEDES BENZ 220S-
Mechanically pertect, vel}' reliable 4 speed. 
92,000 original miles. Must sell. $4000 or 
BlO. 929-6603. 
'85 SUBARU GL WAGON 4WD- needs 
brakes, vel}'littie rust, good stereo, sunroof, 
runs good, $1500. Evenings, 725-6284. 
1988 FORD RANGER S, 5 speed, 18,000 
miles, $224 monthly. 1984 BMW 528E, 5 
speed, new tires, brakes, exhaust. 775-
7191. 
1987 VW VANAGON GL, loaded, 
rustproofed, warranted engine, great fam-
ily car, $6700, 772-7581, M-F, 8-5, ask for 
Mark. 
j' ' 
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wheels . 
~ MAmE AT MORONGS 
Professional Automobile Selection & Sales 
781-4020 or 846-3644 
visual arts 
LOCAL NIGHTSPOT LOOKING lor funky 
roadhouse wall-art lor exhibition. All medi-
ums considered. Send slides to Raoul's, 
865 Forest Ave. Portland, ME 04103. For 
more inlormation call 773-6886. 
learning 
VOICEI PIANO STUDIO- Beginners to Ad-
vanced students. B.M. degree, M.M. de-
gree. Portland vicinity. Evenings: 772-7208; 
Daytime: 879-2606. 
VOICE LESSONS: Experienced singer/ 
teacher to help you find your voice, and to 
coach singers. Call Ethelv.yn Worden, 207-
793-6649. 
DRAWING: LEARNING TO SEE. Mon. or 
Wed. eve. classes. beg. Sept. 23125, 10 
wks. $250 tuition. Brochure: K. Boldt, 19 
Birch Knolls, Cape Elizabeth, ME 04107. 
Call 799-5728. 
WATERCOLOR OR OIL PAINTlNG- Inter-
mediate level. Mon. or Sat. A.M. 9-11 :30. 
Beginning week of Sept. 23. 6 weeks. Draw-
ing- Beginning and beyond-Friday9-11 :30. 
Sept. 20- Oct. 25. Small, supportive classes. 
For info: Sarah Knock, 247 Blanchard Rd., 
Cumberland, 04021; 829-5750. 
DAN C E 
lost 8. found 
Lost Aug. 30,Iarge, dark gray cat, white on 
cheeks, paws & chest. Back is covered with 
sores. Higgins Beach. Call 883-4426. 
PRE-SCHOOL MUSIC & MOVEMENT 
classes and kindergarten piano classes 
beginning October 1 st in Portland. Formore 






The Best Teache 
for 
The Best Game 





New Fall Classes Forming Now_ 
Starting September 9th 
Featuring: Ballroom Dancing; Swing; Waltz; Foxtrot; Latin; 
Jazz; Tap; Modern; Ballet; Exercise Classes 
Classes For All Ages 5 TO 105. 
773-3558 
TIlOMPSON'S POINT, PORTIAND 
Smoke & Alcohol Free Dances Every Friday & Sunday Afternoon. 
bulletin board 
WE HAVE HELPED THE POLICE find miss-
ing children. We can help find out what is 
missing in your life. I'm TaylorLynneSmith. 
Call my Psychic Consultants. 1-900-773-
4ESP. Adults Only, $S.OO/min. 
HOUSE NEEDS FIXING BUT you dread that 
contractor's bill? Call Richard- you'll be 
glad. Low hourly rate plus actual materials 
cost. Skylights, bulkheads, shelves, steps, 
renovations, alterations. References. 773-
1937. 
LICENSED FLA. SAFE DRIVER- will drive 
you and/oryourcar to Florida after Oct. 5th. 
Call- leave message: 929-8315. 
SHORTS, being a colleclion of sudden fic-
tion, is seeking adventurous authors. 
SHORTS is still in its formative stage, but 
the goal is to provide a meeting place for 
those who practice writing tiny stories (500 
words?). For info, send SASE to : Stephen 
Harris, 85 Tuttle Rd. Cumberland, ME 
04021. 
THE RIO BISBEE BAND will be bringing the 
sounds from the Bisbee Scope to Portland 
for your dancing pleasure on Sunday night 
at Raoul's Roadside Attraction. Separate 
your torso from your spine and feel good 
about it! Call 773-6886 F.M.I. 
Charge your Classified ads ~. . . 
~rt-~~~~ ~~*j 
Mental Blocks 
5cJrm of the numbered 
patterns at the right form 
cubes when folded along 
their dotted lines. Others 
do not. But don't do any 
folding - this is supposed 
to be a mental exercise 
(hence the title). 
Just list the numbers of 
the patterns that form 
cubes, in the spaces 
below. 
, 
: . L---'-_;. ____ _ 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle? There is a $20 gift 
certificate from Alberta's for the first-prize winner. 
The second-prize winner receives two free passes to 
The Movies on Exchange Street. Winners will receive 
their prizes in the mail. Drawings are done at 
random. Contestants are ineligible to win more than 
one prize in a four-week span. Only one entry is 
allowed per person per week. 
Solution to Real Puzzle #85 
(Opening remarks) 
d) flour (LlFT UP - CUT - POUR) 
i) trash bags (ZIP HERE TO OPEN) 
j) milk (PUSH UP HERE) 
a) ketchup (TEAR HERE) 
o biscuits (PEEL, PRESS SPOON, 1WISn 
g) Pringle's (LIFT RING UP) 
c) grated cheese (REPLACE LID) 
e) Oleerios (LIFT TAB) 
h) Band-Aid (PULL STRING) 
b) Hi-C (RAISE FLAP, PRESS CORNERS, PULL UP, 
etc., etc.) Looked like origami to us. 
This week, Poland Spring's Mary Karren and a friend 
will dine at Alberta's. Yarmouth's Ruth Oark and a 
friend will take in a movie at The Movies on Exchange 
Street. 
(Don Rubin's book, BRAINSTORMS, was recently 
published Uy Harp<!r and Row.) 
10 
All entries for this week's puzzle must be received by 
Wednesday, Sept. 11 . The solution to this week's 
puzzle will appear in the Sept. 19 issue of Casco Bay 
Weekly. Send your best guess to: 
Real Puzzle # 87 
Casco Bay Weekly 
551A Congress St. 
Portland, Maine 04101 




3) State highway 
4) Fuel 




9) Interstate highway 
10) Picnic area 
11) Lunar landing site 
12) Church 
13) Metal products 
14>"Textiles 
15) US highway 
16) Chemicals 
17) View 




22) State capital 
23) Pharmacy 
24) Paper 






31) Fire lookout 
32) Amphitheater 
33) Beach 
This week, Portland's c.J. Howard and a friend wiU 
take a legendary trip to dine at Alberta' s. Freeport's 
Kathy Drew and a friend will travel from the disco to 
the beach to a movie at The Movies on Exchange Street. 
CLASSIFIED INFORMATION 775-6601 ORDER FORM 
RATES 
1 week add'i weeks 
up to 30 words $9 $6 
31 to 45 words $12 $8 
each additional word .25¢ 
DEADLINES 
Line ads: Monday at 6PM 
Display ads: Friday at 5PM 
Call 775-6601 for display rates. 
FINE PRINT 
C1assified ad. must be paid lor in advance wilh cash, 
persoral check, money order, Visa or Maotercaro. Lost 
& Found ~em8 listed lre8. C1assified ad. are 
non-refundable. CBW 8hall not be liable for aTfoj 
typ<:>graphicaJ errore, omissions, or changes in the 
CATEGORIES 
o body & eoul o dating service. 
o roommates o stuff for sale 
Oapta/rent o garage/yard sale. 
o houses/rent o wanted to buy 
o offices/rent o compute ... 
o studios/rent o musiclinstrumenta 
o seaeonal/rent o wheel. 
Oreal eetate o theater art. 
o auction. o learning 
o child care o publication. 
o help wanted o animal. 
o jobs wanted o Io.t & found ~reel 
o busine .. services o legal notic" 
o busines8 opportuniti" o bulletin board 
ad wl-ich do not affect the value or content, or 
6ubetantially change the meaning 01 the ad. Cred~ wi! 
be issued when a viable error has been delennoned 
w~hin one week 01 publication. Tear sheet. available 
lor$21copy 
Your cfassified ad: _________ _ ____________ _ 
Name: _________________________ _ Totaf words: _____________ _ 
Address~· ______________________ __ 1stweek:: ______________ _ 
_____ add'i weeks al:: ______________ __ 
Telephone·~· _____________________ _ Tot~:: _____________ _ 
PHONE IT IN: 207-775-6601 Vtsa or Mastercard 0 cash 0 check 0 money order 
FAX tT IN: 207-775-1615 Visa or Mastercard 
MAiLlWALK IT IN: CBW, 551A Congress St., 
Portland, ME 04101 
o Visa 0 Mastercard 
Credit Card #: ____________________ _ 
Exp.date~· ______________ _ 
September S, 1991 31 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO ANY CBW PERSONAL (Calls cost 99¢/min) 
women'~men 
VERY INDEPENDENTDWF,5'6, 130#, 
Red/blue, educated professional, 
seeks SIDWM to share romance and 
fun times, possibly long-term retation-
ship. Seeking attractive professional, 
25-40,5'10+, athletic type. Must like 
dancing till dawn, skiing, travelling, 
weekends, quiet times together and 
have a zest for life ... 5553 
SINGLE DAD, 33, SEEKS caring, at-
tractive SWF, 25+ Who likes country 
home life, outdoors, kids, animalsand 
a down-to-earth faithful gentleman to 
share moonlight walks, romance, pri-
vate quiet home, good times and vari-
ous interests. Will answer all ... 5557 
"ALL THE PERSONAL ADS in all the 
newspapers in all the world, and she 
answers mine· .•. 1f you've got the big 
baby blues, I've got the fedora ... if not, 
we'll always have Paris. CBW Box 
786." 5568 
I WE MAKE NEWS MATTER 
women(~women 
GWF, 40s, I AM FOCUSED and cen-
tered, yet can be whimsical and willing 
to take risks. This caring, nurturing 
woman is ready to meet that special 
someone. Isn't it about that time for 
you? CBW Box 780 ... 5564 
GWF SEEKS FEMININE GWF, 35-50, 
for movies, dancing, candlelight din-
ners, cOrf brunches, walks on the 
beach and romance. Let's get together 
for some paSSion. CBW Box 784. 
"5565 
companions 
STILL UNPUBLISHED NOVELIST (re-
cent literature BA with lousy restau-
rant job) seeks women and men inter-
ested in the arts for conversation, cor-
respondence, VCRparties.I'maSWM, 
33. Some things I'm into: Shakespeare, 
Henry Miller, Vetvet Underground, "In-
credibly Strange Rims· section at 
Videoport. Free Pee Weel CBW Box 
782." 5556 
Charge your ClaSSified ads 
by phone 
775-6601. 
SWF, 27, 5'6·, BLONDE who enjoys 
nights out on the town as well as 
nights in cuddled up watching mov-
ies. Also enjoys dogs, music, con-
certs, kids and weekends in the moun-
tains. Seeks professional, attractive, 
SWM with similar interests. Photo 
please. CBW Box 781 ... 5549 
TWO FUN LOVING DWF want to meet 
SDW males, 30-40, who enjoy being 
with adventurous, outgoing women. 
We enjoy ethnic food, dancing, mov-
ies and the outdoors. If you're uncom-
mitted and want your life to be more 
interesting and fun, call or write us 
now. CBW Box 785 ... 5566 
LADIES, AS A MEMBER of a truly 
questionable male species I havecome 
to realize that romance is a torch that 
bums out too soon. Accepting my 
own dreams shattered, but unable to 
rid myself of the lust that is a part of 
me, as well as my jokingly, pathetic 
male counterpart group of narrow-
minded idiots, I wish to admit my true 
feelings. I spent a good part of my tife 
slaving to please one of you truly gor-
geous creations and found myself in 
more knots than I could untie- until- I 
met my match one night in an un-
named airport bar not so long ago. 
She just strolled in, sat down across 
from me at my empty table, looked me 
directly in the eye and said, ·You can't 
wait to beg me to use your face as a 
footrest , can you?· I was more than 
stunned. I'm quite handsome and 
hardly the sony looking type. But I 
knew the answer and I confessed, I 
did. The rest, I'll let you dream. If 
you're as bold as I know you are, and 
on due course being females, you'll 
find a use for me. After all, it's yourtrue 
nature, isn't it? P.S. Who's complain-
ing? P.O. Box 1233, Portland, ME 
04104." 5570 
person of the week 
DWF, NlS, NORMAL, into health & 
fitness but not a fanatic. 1251bs. 5'2·, 
lOOking for normal NIS male around 
40." 5567 
SWM, 26, ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
teachernewtoSouthern Maine. Com-
ing off short relationship and seeking 
fun dates who like towine, dine, dance, 
attend movies, concerts, sports 
events. Love the beach! Write me with 
yourbiography, interests, suggestions 
for great time. Show me around town! 
CBW Box 779 
"ALL THE PERSONAL ADS in all the newspapers in 
all the world, and she answers mine" •• .If you've got 
ME: BRIGHT, independent, funloving, 
bored, SWF, 29. YOU: cultured, intel-
ligent, SWM, 25-35, healthy and ad-
venturous, (perhaps with wonderlust 
in your heart?) .. 5571 
the big baby blues, I've got the fedora ..• if not, we'll 
always have Paris. CBW Box 786. '7J' 5568 
Responding to a 
CBW Box #? 
- D 
c...,., Boy Weok1y 
SStACong...aS<. 





PERHAPS SHE DRIVES an older Volvo 
wagon, wears a sundress and string 
ankle bracelet: maybe its a Jeep and 
not-too-short shorts. She will be 21-
35, earthy, act ive, good SOH, 
concientious, NS, and she'll have me 
to bring the chocolate syrup to bed. 
"5554 
Each week, the person who places the funniest or most creative Casco Bay Weekly personal is chosen as 
CBW's ·Person of the Week" and is awarded two free movie tickets, compliments of Maine Mall Cinemas. 
men~women 
RICH, PATRICK SWAYZE LOOK-A-
LlKEwithprivatejetseeksfemalecom-
panion! Got your attention? Let's get 
real. DWM, youthful fortysomething, 
seeks trim WF, 30-43 with pretty face 
for friendship, dinners, backrubs, good 
times and a Patrick Swayze movie! 
Blue eyes a plus! .. 5552 
MIKEY LIKES IT. SWM, attractive, ma-
ture business professional wishes to 
meet single, attractive, active woman 
over 30. Interests include health, fit-
ness, travel, good fOOd. call today for 
a healthy relationship ... 5457 
FULL-TIME FRIEND & part-time lover-
MWM, 36, handsome, fit, caring, pro-
fessional seeks attractive, healthy, fl1, 
S/M female, 27-40 for discreet rela-
tionship. Photo appreciated. All an-
swered. CBW Box 783 ... 5550 
READY FOR COMMtTIMENT with the 
right woman. SWM, late 305, 5'10', 
155lbs.lntenigent, sensitive, introspec-
tive NIS professional seeking similar 
SIDWF, 305, with sense of humor and 
Without children. Enjoy travel, read-
ing, outdoors, theatre, listening tol 
performing music. Goals include love, 
marriage and child(ren) ... 5548 
SWM, HONEST, SINCERE, easy-go-
ing, late 305 with children and good 
sense of humor. Enjoys outdoors, 
camping, sports, cooking, dancing, 
movies, romantic dinners and more. 
Would like to meet an attractive, fun 
woman who is sincere, caring and has 
similar interests and values to share. 
"5572 
DWM, PROFESSIONAL,late40s,look-
ingforjust one special woman, 32-45, 
slim & sexy, for great talk, walkson the 
beach, dining out and special times 
together. Please respond with photo. 
Take a chance, it will be worth it for 
both of us. CBW Box 787 ... 5573 
SINCERE, SENSITIVE, spontaneous, 
into travel, outdoors, leather adven-
ture, antiques, etc., seeks friendship & 
more from young, trim, masculine, sin-
cere GM interested in tong term rela-
tionship. R.M. PO Box 1169, Sanford, 
ME 04073 ... 5569 
Respond to any personal ad 
on this page. Call 
900-370-2041 
Call costs 99¢ a minute. 
CALL 1-900-370-2041 TO RESPOND TO A CBW PERSONAL AD (Calls cost 99c/min) 
How to respond to a personal ad 
Just call 1-900-370-2041 from any touch-tone phone. 
When Personal Call4') answers, follow the instructions and 
enter the four-digit .. number of the ad that interests you. 
You may then leave a response, enter another" number or 
browse through other messages. (Calls cost 99q: a minute.) 
To respond to an ad without a .. number, write to the P.O. 
box or CBW box indicated. When addressing mail to a CBW 
box, be sure to print the box number clearly on the lower lelt 
hand comer of your envelope. 
How to place a CBW personal ad 
You can place your ad by phone, by FAX or by stopping 
by our office at 551A Congress St. in downtown Portland. 
Call n5-6601 to find out more. 
Each Casco Bay Weekly personal ad comes with free use 
of a Personal Call4') .. number. When you place your ad, 
you'l be you" be given a .. number and an easy-to-follow 
instruction sheet. Ifs important thaI you call and leave your 
personal greeting before the paper comes out on Thursday 
- that way you won~ miss any of your responses. 
When recording your 9O-second greeting, relax and be 
creative. Describe yourself - but don't leave your full 
name, telephone number or address. We suggest that you 
leave your first name, and ask the people responding to 
leave their telephone numbers and best times to call. 
You can change your .. message as often as you like. 
And you can start getting responses right away. 
What does a perso:.cll cost? 
Personal ads of 45 words or fewer cost only $5 a week. 
Additional words cost 25q: each. All personal ads must be 
placed for a minimum of two weeks. (Ads of 45 words or 
fewer are FREE when submitted via FAX on Thursdays.) 
Use of a Personal Call4')'' number is free. Use of a CBW 
box (including mail forwarding) costs $5 a week. Use of a 
CBWboxw/o a .. numbercosts $9a week. Visa, Mastercard, 
personal checks or money orders are welcome. All per-
sonal ads and box services must be paid in advance. 
Rules & deadines 
Casco Bay Weekly Personals are for single people seek-
ing relationships . CBW will refuse ads that seek to buy or 
sell sexual services. No full names, street addresses or 
phone numbers. Ads containing explicit sexual or anatomi-
cal language will not be accepted. We reserve the right to 
edit or refuse any ad. 
Your ad and payment must reach CBW by 6 p.m. on the 
Monday prior to publication. Bring or send your ad to: Casco 
Bay Weekly, 551A Congress St., Portland, ME 04102. 





city, stale, zip 
phone 
SINGLE MALE, 20 YEARS of age, 
handsome, good sense of humor, in 
wheelchair: very independent. Look-
ing for female companion without dis-
abilities, with open mind. Hoping for 
commitment. .. 5551 
MAN LOOKING TO TRADE massage 
With other men. My strong hands can 
work out stress, soothe tension, and 
relax your muscles. I'm looking for 
sane, fit men to exchange non-sexual 
massage on a regular basis. No expe-
riencenecessary:strong hands a plus. 
P.O.Box 1573, Portland, ME04104." 
5555 
Category: 
Owomen ... men 
Omen ... women 
o women ... women 
Omen ... men 
o companions 
, of words: --------
(W mor. than 45) 
Cost/week: --------
See raJes at lett 
, of weeks: ________ _ 
2-week rrinlmum 
caw box: _______ _ 
Add S5 or S9_ 
See rates at left 
Totoldue: _____ _ 
--
32 CAsco Bay Weekly 
~\.~::1-5% OFF-DRY CLEANiNG: 
• With this ad Expires 9/19191 • 
: EASY INTOWN LOCATION I 
• Drop off on your way to work - Heady to go by 5111 • 
• • FlBe Pick-up & Delivery. Same Day Service if dropped off • 
Alterations' Reweaving' Shirt Service - ~ • · ~ • (E,{mStreet 'Dry Creaners ,. 
'~2,jI.!E St. .. P.!!.rtla~ !.1.!1I.2.clf~m_l!!!r!!l: 17t 722,! _ ~ 
POTTERY ON THE 
MOVE IN PORTLAND 
Portland Pottery, formerly Studio 1 
HAS MOVED to 
118 WASHINGTON AVE. 
• pottery lessons • studio space 
• adults & children • kiln rental 
• beginner/advanced • classes begin sept 9 
T J 
'"' featuring 'Mlller Ceramics. clay, slips. kiln 
furniture ..... 6 glazes. tools & equipment 
& raw materials. 
118 Washington Avenue 
Portland, Moine 04101 • 772-4334 
I 












r -- " I: 
- ~f.eri~r & Exterior --
Transfonn an open space with a bold new look! 
Print your logo, message or graphics on a banner and 
883·4184 
448 Payne Rd. 
Scarborough 
Let it Fly! 
Leavitt & Parris Inc. 
free estlma~, installation & delivery 
We're in the NYNE" Yellow Pages. 
SANDWICHSMITHS TO THE OLD PORT 
151 Middle Street 









Famous since June, 1991 . New Sub City has become a legendary purveyor of 
state-of-Ihe-art sandwiches, rolled Syrians, salads, soups, pizza, Green Mtn. 
Coffee Roasters coffee, sinful chocolate chip cookies (insulin therapy not 
included), muffins and olher delectable daily specials 10 discerning business, 
professional and stressed executives of the Old Port office community. 
The Best Hot Pastrami 
North of New York City! 
COM.: ~ 'v \V liE MOoN. ." ._ R.A's A J-I 
